
NATO/COMMERCIAL
Numbers

a

Evil   ELECTRON   TUBES  having  NATO   stock  numbers

NATO stock                    Commercial
No.5960-99-                        No.

000-0298

000-0337

000-0418

000-0429

000-0487

000-1530

000-1738

000-1952

000-1965

000-2222

000-2278

000-2305

000-2314

000-2316

000-2317

000-2352

000-2372

000-2388

000-2415

000-2428

000-2447

000-2469

000-2472

000-5163

037-2729

037-3146

037-3168

037-3909

037-5097

037-5309

037-6035

Description

Vacuum   switch  selected  for Admiralty  -AP2030

30  mm  9-stage  photomultiplier side window  tube

90  mm  electrostatic  oscilloscope  tube

30   mm  radar display  tube

254   mm  radar display  tube

150  mm  cathode  ray  tube

150   mm  film  scanning tube

305   mm  flat-screen  radar  display  tube

305   mm high-definition  radar display  tube

90  mm  electrostatic oscilloscope  tube

230   mm  radar display  tube

305  mm  radar display  tube

As   000-0429  (MX20) with modified  screen

50   mm  11-stage photomultiplier tube

50   mm  11-stage photomultiplier tube

Cathode   ray  tube

Cathode   ray  tube

535   mm  radar display  tube

CV
No.

298o

337

418x

429o

487v

1530  o

1738  x

1952  v

1965  o

2222  o

2278  v

2305  o

2314  o

2316  v

2317  o

2352  o

2372  o

2388  v

As   000-1530  (MX38),  but long persistence  screen                       2415  v

Photodiode                                                                                                      2428 o

Blue   screen  version of  cv429  (MX20)                                                2447 o

127   mm  cathode  ray  tube                                                                             2469  v

254   mm  cathode  ray  tube                                                                              2472  v

430   mm  cathode  ray  tube  (commercial  spec.  only)                         5163  c

90  mm projection  tube

430   mm  radar display  tube

30  mm 9-`stage photomultiplier  tube

50  mm  13-stage  photomultiplier  tube

50 mm  11-stage  photomultiplier  tube

90 mm  11-stage  photomultiplier tube

26  mm  rugged  vidicon  camera  tube

6101  v

5941  c

5963  v

9639  c

10110  v

10383  c

6243

Notes: v           Shown  in  qualified  product  list                              o
x           Qualification  approval  not  required                     c

CV numbers  are  now  discontinued but have been included  for  ease of reference.
G901/1e
DSo265

Not in qualified product  list
To commercial  specification
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PRODUCT RANGE OF
EMI ELECTRON TUBE AND MICROELECTRONICS  DIVISION

The  EMI  ELECTRON  TUBE  DIVISION

manufactures   a  wide  range  of  special  electron  tubes  for
equipment  used  in  broadcasting,  radar,  nuclear,  scientific
and  medical  applications.

+ PHOTOMULTIPLIER "BES Ext.  2074

Photornultiplier   tubes   which   convert   very   low   levels  of
illumination   Into   usable   electric   currents   are   used   ex-
tensively   in   astronomy,   spectrophotometry,   scintillation
counting,   spectrometry,  broadcast  television  and  environ-    .
mental  monitoring.

+       PHOTOMULTIPLIER  "BE  HOUSINGS     Ext.  2283

A    range   of   cooled   and    uncooled   photomultiplier   tube
housings,    inc`luding   thermoelectric,    dry   ice   and   liquid
nitrogen versions  are  available for  optimum photomultiplier
tube  operation.

+ CAMERA  TUBES Ext.  2078

There  is  a  wide  range  of  vidicons,  including  all-electro-
static,    available    in   various    grades   from    general   sur-
veillance  to  broadcast  studio.  An  intensifier  vidicon,  the
Ebitron,  covers  the  range  moonlight  to  daylight.

A    range   of   high   performance   printed     circuit   scanning
coils  are  also  produced.

+        IMAGE  INTENSIFIERS                                          Ext.  2075

The   image   intensifier  tube,   capable  of  multiplying  light
up  to  a  million  times,  is  important  for  such   applications
as  microscopy  and  astronomy.

+       CATHODE  RAY  TUBES                                     Ext.  2073

EMI  activities  in  pioneering  television  have  generated  a
range  of  specialised  cathode  ray  tubes  for  radar,  instru-
mentation  and  flying  spot  applications.

+       SPECIAL  PRODUCTS                                          Ext.  2076

EMI  manufactures  the  Printicon  monoscope,  a  small  all-
electrostatic  character  generator.   Two  types  of  spec.tro-
scopic lamp are available, hollow cathode and electrodeless
discharge tubes , together with a microwave power generator .

Radar/TV    scan   converter   storage   tubes   have   recently
entered  our  product  range.

+       SOLID STATE  PHOTODIODES                        Ext.  2126

These   include   a   range   of  linear   and   avalanche  silicon
photodiodes  including  fast  and  rugged  types  having  wide
spectral  response.

+        PRECISION  MICROMESH                                     Ext.  2073

The   very  fine   metallic  mesh  currently  employed   in  EMI
vacuum  tubes   is  also  used   in  `rarious  other  branches  of
industry  and  science,  such  as  microscopy,  mass  spectro-
metry,  biology,  filtering and  optics.

The    EMI   Electron   Tube   Division   has   great  experience
and    comprehensive   facilities   in   research,   development
and     manufacture    of    light    sensing    and    light   emitting
devices   and  allied  equipment.

1``

The  EMI  MICROELECTRONICS  DIVISI0N

provides     for    the    increasing    demands    made    upon   the
ability   of  electrical  and  electronic  equipment  designers
to   meet   high  density  packaging,   reliability,   weight    and
cost   requirements.   This  can  only  be  achieved  by  taking
full  advantage  of  modern  fabrication  and  design  methods.
The  EMI  Microelectronics  Division  offers  these  facilities
to  its  customers  in  the  following  product  areas:-

+       Thin  and  Thick  Film  passive  Networks

Thin  and     Thick   Film   Hybrid   Integrated   Circuits

Flexible  Printed  Wiring

Single-sided,      Double-sided     and    Through-plated
Printed  Circuit Boards

Multilayer  printed  circuit  Boards                   Ext;r2393

Production    facilities   have   been   built   up   over  several
years   to   meet   the   need   for   economic   batch    and  large
volume     manufacture.   The   production   unit   is   supported
by  a  comprehensive  Circuit  Design  and  Draughting  Group
and  a  Quality  Control  Division.

A   continuous   R.   &   D.   programme   ensures   that   full  ad-
vantage  is  taken of the  latest technological  developments
in  manufacturing  processes.  Mic.rocircuit  design  is  aided
by   the  use  of  a  computer  programmed  to  predict  thermal
contours.

Continuous   on-line  monitoring  of  all  processes   is  main-
tained     during    all    stages    of    production    and   testing.

The   environmental   test   facilities   available   within  EMI
Electronics   together   with   the   calibration   and   standard-
isation   procedures,   have  been   approved   by   DQAB  and
the Air  Registration  Board.

+       CUSTOMER  ENGINEERING  SERv|cE        Ext.  2463or   594

A  team  of  engineers  fully  experienced  in  both  circuit  and
systems     design    is    available    to   assist    customers  in
applying   microel6ctronic   techniques   to   the   solution  of

particular   problems.   This   facility  covers   all  aspects  of
system  design,  the  rationalization  of  integrated  circuits,
thermal  management  and  packaging.

FLEXIBILITY

The  EMI  Microelectronics  Division  is  an  integrated  unit,
with   design   and   manufacturing   facilities   not   allied  to
any    particular    aspect    of   microelectronics   technology.
The  resulting  flexibility  enables  the  achievement  of  the
optimum  design  package  to  meet  customers'  needs.

NOTE:    For  further  information  please  telephone  the  extension  shown  opposite  each  product  and  Service.

The   Compeny   reserves   the  right  to  modify  these  designs  and  specifications  without  notice.   Whilst  every
effort   is   made  to   ensure  accuracy   of  published   infomation   the  Company   cannot  be  held   fesponsible   for
eTTors   or  consequences  arising  there from.
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TYPE   98218

i

PhotomultiplierTube
CHARACTERISTICS

Mechanical

Maximum envelope diameter                                       78 mm

Seated height          uncapped:                            158 ± 3 mm
capped                                    175 ± 3 mm

Nominal cathode diameter                                          60 mm

Cathode type                                                            Bialkali  (KCs)

Window material                                                       Borosilicate

Dynodes number:   12  (10 stage  available)

type:                        Linear focused

secondary emitter:          Beo(Cs)

Base                                B19A  (uncapped) or  820  (capped)

E'ect,ical

PROVISIONAL  DATA

Tube Type

QEfeonm Cathode Sensitivity(IA/'m)
Coming Blue

200 A/lm     Overall sensitivity 2000 A/lm

V.Overall Dark Current nA V.Overall Dark Current nA
Typ. Min.                      Typ. Min.           Typ. Typ.     Max. Typ.                Max. Typ. Typ.

9821 25% 75 7.0             9.5 2050    2500 315 2550 30

Anode  pulse rise time:                                    typical                                                                                                                                              2.1       n.sec
maximum                                                                                                                              -       n.see

Anode  pulse f.w.h.in.:                                    typical                                                                                                                                             3.2      n.see
maximum                                                                                                                             -       n.sec

Electron transit time:                                    typical                                                                                                                                           35

Operating temperature:                               maximum                                                                                                                            + 60
minimum                                                                                                                     -20

Capacitance, anode to all dynodes                                  uncapped:              4 pF                                        capped:                            5

Energy resolution                                             ]37Cs,     69  mm  x  69  mm  crystal  Nal-Tl                         typical                         8.°%

Ratings

Overall  sensitivity                                              rated
maximum

Cathode to dl voltage:                                recommended
maximum

Cathode to anode voltage                          maximum                                                                                                                        3000          V
subject to not exceeding 2000  A/lm

Inter-dynode voltage                                      maximum 550V

Anode to last dynode voltage                   maximum 550V

Maximum anode current (mean) 0.2        rnA

Maximum anode dissipation 0.1W

Maximum cathode current (assuming whole cathode used)                                                                                                                0.3         4tA



Circuit notes

General  notes  on  the  design  of  dynode  chains  are  given  in  the  introductory  article  in  the  EMl  photomultiplier catalogue
Pool/fp70,  available  on  request.  Any  comments  below,  however,  are  relevant to the dynode chain for the particular tube
described on  this data sheet.

Focus  (F)  may  be connected to  Dl  for normal operation.

Tube  may  be gated off by application of -50 volts w.r.t. cathode to this electrode.

Operating notes

1.         Each  tube  is  individually  calibrated  and  supplied  with  a  test  ticket  giving  the  cathode  sensitivity  in  HA/lm  and/or
cathode   sensitivity   measurements   with  filters  appropriate  to  the  type  of  photocathode.  The  overall  voltage  and  dark
current  (at  20°C)  corresponding to the  rated  overall  sensitivity  are also given.

When  a  Coming  blue  figure  is  given a Coming glass filter,  CS-5-58 ground to half stock thickness, is interposed between
the  standard  source,  giving  0.001   lumens  at  2857°K,  and  the  photocathode.  In  the  case  of  red  sensitive  photocathodes,
additional   cathode  sensitivity  figures  are  given   relative  to  glass  filters,  types  Cs-2-62  and  Wratten  87,  which  pass  all
radiation  of wavelength  longer than  approximately  600 nm and 800 nm  respectively.

2.        Generally,  tubes  should  be  operated  at  or  near  their  rated  overall  sensitivity.  Care  should  be  taken  not  to  exceed
either the  maximum rated sensitivity or the  maximum voltage.

3.         For optimumstability underdcconditions, the  me?n anode currentshould notexceed  1.0#A.

4.         For  general   notes  on  the  operation  of  Photomultiplier  Tubes  see   EMI   Photomultiplier  Supplement  catalogue  ref
P001S/a72,  page  1  and the  EMI  Photomultiplier Catalogue  ref P001/fp70,  both  available on  request.

Pin connections.       Tube viewed from below counting clockwise from short pin or key.

Pin  No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
BaseType

Electrode
D1 D1 . ' D7 D9 Dll A D12 D10 D8 D6 D4 D2 - - F K 820-
D1 D1 D3 D5 D7 D9 Dll A D12 DIO D8 D6 D4 D2 - - F K B19A

For further information on this product ploase telephone Extension 2076
The   company   reserves   the   n.ght   to   rnodify   those   das.gn!   and   Specifications  witt`out   notice.   Dovclopm®ntal  dovices  are
mlenc!,W   flor   evaluation   and   no   obligation    is   assiimocl   tor   filtiire   manufacture.   Wt`ilst   ov®ry   effort   is   macl®   to   er`Sure

6c,=ur=cv  ot  publishBd  inform3tior)  trie  Company  cannot  be  holcl  responsible  for  errors or  con.equ®nc" ari.inq th®rofrom.

EMI  Electronics Limited,  Electron Tube Division,
243,  Blyth  Road,  HAYES, Middlesex, U831HJ,  England.
Telephone:  01-573 3888 Cables:  Emitube, London. Telex:  London 935261
A member of  the  EMI  Group of companies.
International  leaders  in  music,  electronics

and  leisure.
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POWER  SUPPLY

TYPE   PM25A

The  Power  Supply  Type  PM25A  has  been  specifically  designed  for  use  with  photomultiplier tubes  and for other applica-
tions where a highly stable and compact power unit is required.

The PM25A:

•    delivers  100  V  to 2500 V  at  5 rnA max.

•     has dual output polarity facility

•     has  adjustable  output  voltage  resettable
within  fine  limits

•    has  freedom from switch-on  surges

•     is  compact  -216  mm  x   127   mm  x
229  mm

The  output voltage  range  covered  by  this  unit  is  100  V  to  2500  V  and is adjustable to give any voltage within this range.
This   is  achieved  by  means  of  a  12-way  s\^ritch  which  gives  voltage  changes  in  200  V  steps.   For  fine  control  a  3-turn

petentiometer  is  used  which  adjusts  the volts  up  to  300  V  above  the  12-way  switch  setting;  the  potentiometer  is  scaled
in  1   V  divisions.

Either  polarity  may  be  obtained  by  using one  of the  two  specially  wired  connectors.  Both these convectors have coaxial
wire  leads  attached  and  are  included  with  the  unit.  This  method  of  polarity  selection  considerably  reduces  the  risk  of
accidental  polarity  change  that  could  occur  if switch  selection  was  used.

The  high  specification  and  very  economical  price  have  been  achieved  by  the  use  of  hybrid  techniques.  A stabiliser valve
and a time delay  are  used which  eliminate the  danger of switch-on  surges that can cause considerable damage to a photcr
multiplier.  Except for this  valve,  solid  state  components  are  used  throughout to give a compact, reliable unit having good
stability with time and temperature variations.



ELECTRICAL  SPECI FICATIONS

Output voltage

Polarity

Maximum current

Overload protection

Load regulation

Line  regulation

Ripple and noise

Meter

Mains supply

Plesolution

Accuracy  (with variable control at zero)

Accuracy of fine control

Temperature coefficient

Drift with time   (at constant line,  load and
temperature)

Output voltage float potential w.r.t. chassis
(either terminal)

Maximum ambient temp.
Working
Storage

Net weight

Output connector

Output lead

100 to 25cO V

Positive or negative w.r.t. chassis by connection of output
socket.

5mA

Current limit at 6 rnA, autoreset.  Foldback to approx. 2.5 rnA
on short circuit.  Lamp indicates limiting.

10 ppm from a no load to a full  load change,

10 ppm for a  10% change of mains voltage.

2 mv peak to peak.

70 mm  (2.75  in.). Scale length accuracy 39/a.

200 to 250 V or 100 to  125 V, 48 to 66 Hz. 50 VA @
240 V rms ac.

110 mv  (200 volt steps + 3-turn  pot.)

1%

3% of indication.

loo ppm/°c typ.

50 ppm/hr typ.
100 ppm/day typ.

250 V dc max.

45OC

70OC

3.6 Kg  (8  ,b).

Belling  Lee  L1390 series.

UF3  70

For further information on this product pl®ese t®l®phon® Extension 2073.

Th.  Company  re.erve.  the  risht  to  modify  th..e  de.kyril  end  peciflc.tlon.  without  notice.  Developmental  device.  8r®
intended   for  ev8lu8tlon   and   no   obligation   is  a.surnod   for  future  m8nufacturo.  Whilst  every  effort  is  made  to  en.ure
accuracy  of  published  information  the  Company  car`not  be  held  responsible  for  errors or conseciu8ncos arising  thorefrom.

EMI  Electronics Limited,  Electron Tube Division,
243 Blyth  Road, HAYES, Middlesex. u83 1 HJ, England.
Telephone: 01-573 3888 Cables:  Emitube,  London. Telex:  London 935261
A member of the EMI  Group of companies.
International  leaders in  music, electronics

and  leisure.

P144/2C
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IMPROVED  PHOTOMULT[PLIER  TUBE  OPERATION
is the sole  business of Products  for  F{esearch,  lnc.; and  the company
manufactures a complete  line of standard  photomultiplier tube housings,
both  cooled  and  uncooled.   Also,  essential  accessories  like  interchangeable
tube socket assemblies,  power supplies and  other items described  in
this  catalogue.

To more precisely meet requirements of a particular system,  Products for
Besearch  will  depart from  the routine and develop units that represent
variations from  the  products described  here  (see Ordering  Information
on  rear cover)  for  individual   or   O.E.M.   accounts.

PF]013uCT§ FOF] t]E§EAl=CH] INC.

®



TE-102
TE-102TS

AIR-COOLED THERMOELECTRIC
REFRIGERATED  PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE  CHAIVIBER

FEATURES

in NO LiQuiD cOOLANTs

I CONTINUOUS OPERATION

I  ELECTRO/MAGNETIC SHIELDING

I  NO WINDOW DEWING

H  RUGGED

The  TE-102  uncontrolled  and  TE~102TS  temperature  regulated  chamber is the workhorse  of

the  family  -offering  maximum  operating  flexibility and  convenience.

Thermoelectric  heat   pumps  allow  continuous  operation  without  the  need  of  supplemental
cooling  materials  such  as dry-ice.

Automatic   temperature   stabilizing   circuitry,   available   on   the   TE-102TS,   makes   this   unit

ideally  suited  for  remote  station  application,  as  tube  cathode  temperature will  be  held  constant

to with in ±0.5 0C at the selected  tern perature.

A  magnetic   shield  completely  surrounds  the  tube  envelope  and   is  electrically  connected  to
thecathode pin  of  the  tube  socket  allowing  electrostatic  shielding  for  operating  voltages  up  to

3000 V dc.

Maximum  flexibility   is  offered  with  the  interchangeable  tube  socket  feature  -a  removable

assembly  with  dynode  resistor  string,  tube  socket, and anode/cathode connectors all  contained
within  the  assembly  housing.

The   viewing  window   is   of   sealed   double  pane  construction  thereby   eliminating   dewing  of

either  the  tube  face  or  the  window  surfaces,   and   the  over-all   chamber   tightness  completely

eliminates  frost  build-up  for  months  of  continuous  operation.

Available  BF  Shielded  -See  BF  Shielding  Section  of  catalogue.

Available with  3KV  high  voltage  power supply  Model  S504  -See  High  Voltage  Section.

uJF=OI=uCTS  FOF]  F=E§EAl=CH, INC.



SPECIFICATloNS

OPERAT.ONAL

I nput  1 15V 60 cps 85 Watts to
power supply.

Nom.  ambient 220C  (720F).

Min.  tube cathode temp.  at
Nom. ambient is -200C.

Tube cathode temperature is
continuously adjustable
from +20°C to -20°C on
TE-102TS  unit with  a
cathode temp.  stability of
± o.5°C from set point.

Cathode high voltage input 3000V
max.

Standard dynode resistors -  Nom-
inal  IO0K  to  200K  values.

Plexiglas   viewing window,  80%
transmission  from 3660A to
11,250  A.

MECHANICAL

Size -7" wide x 5"  high  x
14-1/2"  long.

Weight -12  pounds.   NOTE:
power supply  mounted  in
a separate cabinet weighs
approximately  20 pounds.

Mounting -The unit is bottom
mounted.  (Optionally front
mounted by the addition of
a front mounting adapter.

Material  -Aluminum  finished
bright anodize.

Anode connector -BNC

Cathode connector -Approved
high voltage  coaxial.

Interchangeable tube socket assem-
bly  is  mounted through the
rear of the chamber by  hinged
fan  housing.

Cathode cool  down  time  is 2  hrs to
stability at -200C.

CATHODE LOCATION ~1-3

©        .            .T!I

:y::xH5°,+ES           .3i   ,

11

•A"I
I

BEE L 4"  + 4,/4"
BOTTOM   VIEW

Prices noted on current, effective Price List include socket assembly wired  for tube operation
with  standard  dynode string.   Housings may  be  modified  to  meet special  requirements.
Standard front rrounting ring available -See Accessory  Section for options.

pl=ol=ucT§ Foi= f=E§EARCH. INe.



TE-104 / TE-109
TE-104TS / TE-I o9TS

WATERIC00LED  THERIVI0ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATED  PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE  CHAMBERS

„J,`.,,.,:„'

FEATURES       I  -3o0C  TEMPERATURE

I  DEW-FREE   OPEF}ATION

I   ELECTRO/MAGNETIC  SHIELDING

I  RUGGED  DESIGN

I   INTERCHANGEABLE TUBE
SOCKET ASSEMBLY

E   ±0.5 TUBE CATHODE
TEMPERATURE STABILITY

Both   the  TE-104  and  TE-109  PMT  chambers  and  their  respective  temperature  regulated  versions
(TE-104TS     and     TE-109TS)     are    designed    to    provide    a    complete    environmental    housing    for
photomultiplier tube  operation.

This   unique   design   permits   quick   interchange   of   tubes   in   just  several   minutes.   Model   TE-104
accepts  any  2"  diameter or smaller end  window  PMT and the Model TE-109 accepts any  1 1/2" or smaller
side window PMT.  The  interchangeable tube socket assemblies contain the  tube socket, dynode  resistor
string and  quick-connect anode and  cathode connectors.

Operation  is completely  automatic  requiring  no service during  extended  periods of use.  A  magnetic
metal  shield,  operating at cathode  potential,  provides  the  optimum  in  electrostatic/magnetic shielding
for   the   tube   while   the   hermetically   sealed   inner   chamber   prevents  tube  or  chamber  frosting.   A
thermopane  window  serves   as  a  thermal   insulating   path   which   will   not  frost  during  use.  However,
window    back    heating    may    be    required    on    days   of   high    humidity   to   prevent   formation   of
condensation   on   the  outer  surface  which   would   restrict  the  optically  clear   light   path   to  the  tube
cathode.  This  option   is  available  and  supplied  as  a  PB-201   No-Dew  Adapter.  The  rugged  design  will
withstand  severe  handling  without  damage  as  there  are  no  moving  parts  and  operation  can  be  in  any
plane.   Tap  water   is   utilized   to   cool   the   thermoelectric   heat   exchanger   through   1/4"   plastic   tubing
coupled  between  the chamber and  water source.

Available  BF  Shielded  -See  BF  Shielding  Section  of catalogue.
Available with  3KV  high  voltage  power supply  -See  High  Voltage  Section.

TE-109

L-°N5Tavv:EH
TE-104

Standard  front  mounting  ring available -See  Accessory  Section  for  options.

PF=OE]uCT§  Fol= I=E§EAl=CH. INC.



ill   SPECIFICATIONS
OPERATIONAL

Input  1 l5V  60  cps  80  Watts   to  power supply.                           Tube cathod.e temperature stability

Max.  ambient -520C  (1250F).                                                                         ±0.5°C  at theselected  temperature
Ma x   c-oo2:8tw(a7t:: ::in peratu re                                                   Con t ,?:oo:sLy2Soe:eccttaob:eo:;amn:e;aattuerret:amn-ge

Min.  coolant water flow rate -|o GPH.                                                        perature
Min.  tube cathode temperature                                                              Cathode high  voltage  input 3000V  max.

-200  (with  coolant water at 24°C   (75°C)                       Dynode resistors -Nominal  l00K  to 200K  ohm
and  ambient  52°C  (125°F))                                                                        values
~30°C  (with  coolant water at  l20C  (53°F))                    Plexiglas   viewing  window,  80%  transmission  from

3660 A  to  11,250 A.

4

MECHANICAL
TE-104/104TS                                                              TE-109/109TS

Size:                                   4-3/4" W  x 5-3/8"  H  x  10-1/8"  L                         4~3/8" W x  5-1/4"  L x 6-3/8''  H
with  an  additional  1-5/16"  pro-                              with  an  additional  1"  protrusion
trusion of the interchangeable                                of the interchangeable tube
tube sacket assembly.                                                 Socket assembly.

Weight:                                                               91/2  lbs.                                                                                             51/2  lbs,
Note:   Power supply mounted  in separate cabinet for both  TE-104 and

TE-109 weighs approximately  20 lbs.

M o u n t i n g :                  #otut: tmedmboyu Tht:ge ,?/p4tLo2n8 ,:yo ,ftrso::                 :aocuenTe:ug;efdo i:p|t#3a2 :ctroe#s ).

2-3/4"  radius with one hole top
center and the other two spaced
1050 either side`)

Material :                                                                                             Aluminum

Anode connector:                                                             BNC

Cathode connedtor:                                                           Approved  high  voltage,  coaxial

Interchangeable tube socket assembly  is  mounted  through  rear of the
chamber in  case of TE-104 and  through  bottom  of chamber with  TE-109.

Cathode cool-down  time  is 2  hours to stability  at -20°C.
NOTE    -    FicA   4526   must   be   ordered   as   RCA   4526   M3   to   be   mounted   in   chamber.
Extended   socket   req'd.      Consult   factory.

IF_ffl[;-ife6FfifLf-T=:,,
-   END   MOUNTING   -                                                            -   FB0NT   MOUNTING   -

Prices  noted  on  current,  effective  Price  List  include socket assembly  wired  for  tube operation
with  standard  dynode string.   Housings  may  be modified  to  meet special  requirements.

Standard  front  mounting  ring available -See Accessory  Section  for options.

PF]OI=uCT§ FOF] F=E§EAF]CH. INC.
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TE-ZOO
TE-220

DRY-lcE
REFRIGERATED  PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE  CHAMBERS

FEATURES        H  DRY-lcECooLANT

H   TOTALLY  FROST-FREE  LIGHT
PATll  TO CATHODE  OF  PM TUBE

I   ELECTRO/MAGNETIC
SHIELDING

I   RUGGED  DESIGN

E    INTERCHANGEABLETUBE
SOCKET ASSEMBLY

E±ET;:ETRUABTEuCRAETSHT°ADBFLiTv

H   LIGHTWEIGHT

H   TEMPERATURE  READOUT

Models TE-200 and  TE-220  refrigerated  chambers provide a  complete  environmental  housing
for  PM  tube  operation  utilizing a  slurry  of dry-ice  and  alcohol  as the cooling  medium.

The  unique  design  allows quick  interchangeof  tubes  with  just  several  minutes of  installation

time.   The  TE-200  accepts  any  2"  diameter  or  smaller  end  window  tube.  The  TE-220  accepts
any  side  or  dormer  window  tube.  The  interchangeable  tube socket assemblies contain  the  tube
socket,  dynode  resistor string, and  quick  connect anode and  cathode connectors.

A  magnetic  shield,   operating  at  cathode  potential,   provides  the  optimum  in  electrostatic/

magnetic   shielding   for   the   tube  while  the  hermetically  sealed   inner  chamber   prevents  frost

build-up   on  the  tube  envelope.  A  double  pane  insulating  window  serves  as  a  thermal   isolating
light  path  which  will  not  frost  during  use,  however,  a  heated  window  retainer  ring  is  necessary

to  prevent  formation  of  condensation  which  would  restrict the optically clear  light path  to the
tube  cathode.   This  no  dew  ring  and   power  supply  is  provided  with  the  chamber  as  standard
equipment.

The  rugged  design   will   withstand   severe   handling  without  damage  and    operation   can   be

maintained  from a horizontal position  through  an  arc  up to 90 degrees from  horizontal  without

loss of coolant  material.   Nose down  operation  can  be provided when  required  on  TE-200  only.
TE-220 operates from  horizontal  to 450  up  only.

Available    BF   Shielded   -See  BF  Shielding  Section  of  catalogue.

PF=OI=uCTS  Fol=  F]E§EAF]CH. INC.



ill   SPECIFICATloNS
OPERATIONAL

Tube cathode operating temperature                                                  Standard  Dynode  Besistors
-740C, ±  10C stability for Nominal  100K  to 200K  ohm  values.
ambients from  +40 to OOC.

Coolant  used  is dry-ice and  methyl  alcohol.                                        Cath ode  HV input -3000V max.

MaxiT:T:::I,i:gu:e:i:gi:|ihoofu56g!i::on of new ice             pyre
x viewing window, 80°/o transmission  from

8  hours for TE-200         6  hours for TE-220 3400A to 21,OO0A.

6

MECHANICAL

TE-ZOO TE-220

Size:                                         8-3/4" W x 8-3/4"  H  x  10-1/8"  D 7" W x  7"  H  x 7-1/2'.'  D with a  1 "
with a  1-7/16" rear protrusion of protrusion of the interchangeable
the interchangeable tube socket tube socket assembly.
assembly.

Weight:                                       10  lbs.  (less coolant) 7  lbs.  (less coolant)
12 lbs.  (with coolant) 9  lbs.  (with coolant)

Mounting:                             Bottom mounted via 4 holes on Bottom mounted via 4 holes on
6" centers and tapped  10-32 x 4 x 4-1 /2" centers and  tapped
x 5/16" deep. 10-32 x  5/16"  deep.

Tube  Installation:              From  rear of chamber by re- From top of chamber by  removal
moval  of tube socket assembly. of tube socket assembly.

Anode connector:                                                            BNC
Cathode connector                                                          Approved  high voltage,  coaxial

Cathode cool  down  time:                                             1  hour tostability at -74°C

Note:    No dew power supply operates from  115 v 50/60  Hz  source and  is
enclosed  in  a 3"  x 4"  x  5"  case complete with  switch,  fuse and  pilot  light.

END  NOuNTINO                                                           FfloNT.OuNTIN6

TT  +      ,     ,-   @;;'''3±2E±us//+I.vzj|u,,,6soL±;,2H    |L9]   TE22°

• WTC Hol(S;to'G.2Hqu9€/i6oEE\P±L__=*°=`[i'H_%5E#Lisus"coOw:!;6,:::a:'.ceEPI
c±    :`98r`T-##"C"0I

`--I ` --`. `,`.+3,2:'a]E:H=L      „ 61         , Z2»'      --T    o!;.     TE-Zoo6-©.-.,oB-J/,-FPONTVIEW

Available  with  standard  front  mounting  ring  -See  Accessory  Section  for  options.

Pl=OE]UCT§  FOF] F=E§EAF]CH, lNC.
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TE-24l  RF

DRYIICE   REFRIGERATED
PHOTOMULTIPLIER  0R VIDICON   TUBE  CHAMBER

FEATUFtES

I    RF  SHIELDED

I   DPY  ICE  COOLANT

E   TOTALLY  FROST  FREE  LIGHT  PATH
TO  CATHODE  OF  P.M.  TUBE

I    ELECTRO/MAGNETIC  SHIELDING

I   OPERATION  IN  ANY  POSITION

I    INTEBCHANGEABLE  TUBE
SOCKET  ASSEMBLY

I   TEMPERATUPE  PEADOUT

The  TE-241  BF   dry   ice   cooled   photomultiplier  chamber  is  designed  to   meet  the  high   BF

shielding   needs  of  wide  dynamic  range  single  photon  counting  techniques,  and  has  the  added

feature  of  a   15  hour  holding  time  on  one  charge  of  dry  ice.

All  2"  diameter  and  smaller  end  window  P.M.  tubes  can  be accommodated for  operation  in

the -75°C environment  which  offers a  15  hour stability  of ±1 °C.

A   mu-metal   shield   operating  at   cathode   potential   provides  the  optimum   in  electrostatic/
magnetic   shielding   for   the   tube  while  the   hermetically  sealed   inner  chamber   prevents  frost

build-up  on   the  tube  envelope.   A  heated  double   pane   insulating  window  serves  as  a  thermal

isolating  light  path  which  will  not  frost  or  dew  during  use.

The   rugged   design   will   withstand   severe  handling  without  damage  and   operation  can   be
maintained   in   any   position   as  the   coolant   is  a   charge   of   crushed   dry-ice   mechanically   held

against  the   heat  exchanger  while   in   operation.

Variants of  the  TE-241   (TE-242, etc.)  are specially  modified  for housing  1 "  and  smaller vidi-

cons  complete  with  deflection  and  focus coil.   These  units are not  BF  or  magneticaHy  shielded
since this  is either  unnecessary  or  undesirable for vidicon  applications.

PF]ODuCT§  F=OF]  f=E§EAF=CH. INC.



SPECIFICATloNS

:o;!i%C,::i8%es:apb:i:ttJnfgo:eammpbe,reanttusre

Coolant used to be dry-ice.

Max. cooling  period without additi-
tion  of new ice -15  hours  in a  max.
ambient of 3o°c.

Standard dynode resistors -Normal
100K to 200K values.

Anode connector -TNC.

Cathode connector -approved
high  voltage coaxial

Cathode  HV input -3000V Max.

Pyrex glass viewing window, 800/o
transmission  from  3400A to 21,OO0A.

MECHANICAL

Size -10-1/4"W X  12-1 /2''H  X
12-5/16''D

Weight -16  lbs.  (less coolant)

Mounting -Bottom or front  mounted.

Aluminum outer case,  Nickel  plated.

Tube  installation from  rear of
chamber along with tube socket
assembly.

Cathode cool  down time  is  1  hr.
to stability at -75°c.

No dew power supply operates
from  115V 50/60  Hz source and
is enclosed  in a 3" X  4" X  5" case
complete with switch , fuse, and
pilot  light.

BOTTOM
MOUNTING
SUF`FACE 2

FRONT
M0uNTINO
SUF`FACE

STD. CATHODE  POS.

DRY   ICE   COMPARTMENT
COVER   ASSY. 4  MOUNTING  HOLES,  goo  APART

ON   A   5.625  DIA  a.C.
#10-32  X  I/2  DEEP

/ ANODE  a   CATHODE  CONN.

4  MOUNTINO  HOLES
#10-32  X  5/16  DEEP

ON  SOCKET  ASSY.

Prices noted  on  current, effective  Price  List  include socket assembly wired for tube operation
with standard dynode string.  Housings  may be  modified to  meet special  requirements.

F]i=oi=ucT§  FOF] F=E§EAI=cH. IiueD



TE-114

LIQUID  NITROGEN
REFRIGERATED  PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE  CHAMBER

FEATURES

H    LIQUID NITROGEN COOLANT

H   TOTALLY  FROST  FREE  LIGHT
PATH TO CATHODE  OF
PHOTOMULTIPLIER  TUBE

H   ELECTRO/MAGNETIC
SHIELDING

H   RUGGED DESIGN

I   INTERCHANGEABLE TUBE
SOCKET ASSEMBLY

H  ± 2°C TUBE CATHODE
TEMPERATURE STABILITY

E   ADJUSTABLE OPEF}ATING
TEMPERATURE

H   TEMPERATURE  READOUT

The  TE-114  refrigerated  chamber   is  designed   to   provide  a   moisture  free,  cryogenic  cold,
environment  for   PM  Tube  operation,   utilizing  liquid  nitrogen  (LN2)  as  the  coolant  medium.

Automatic   temperature   control   circuitry   allows   tube  cathode  temperature  selection  over  a
range  from   -50°C  to  -100°C  while  maintaining  stability  of  ±2°C  at  the  selected  operating

point.    0°C  minimum  temperature  option  available  on special  order with  ±5°C stability above
-500 c point.

This  unique  design  is  arranged  to  allow quick  interchange of tubes  permitting  any  2"  dia.  or

smaller    end-window    PM    tube    to    be    installed     in   the   chamber    in    several    minutes.    The

interchangeable   tube   socket  assemblies  contain  the  tube  socket,  dynode  resistor  string,  and

quick  connect anode and  cathode connectors.
Operation  is  completely automatic  requiring  no service even with  extended  periods of use.  A

magnetic   shield  operating  at  cathode  potential  provides the optimum  in  electrostatic/magnetic

shielding  for  the  tube  while  the  hermetically  sealed  inner  chamber  prevents  tube  or  chamber
frosting.  A  double  pane  insulating  window  functions  completely  frost  free,  thereby  insuring  a

clear  light  signal  path  to  the  photocathode  at  all  times.  A  heated  window  ring  prevents dewing
of   the   external   surface   of   the   window.   The   rugged   design   will   withstand   severe   handling
without damage as there are no moving  parts and  operation can  be  in  any  plane.

This chamber  is  supplied  complete  with  LN2  transfer  line and  head  plus control  solenoid  ar-
ranged  for use with customer supplied  unpressurized  15 liter through  50  liter dewar.  An  optional

transfer system  plus control  solenoid  can  be supplied  for use with  160 liter  pressurized dewar.

Available with  3KV  high voltage power supply  Model  S504 -H.  V.  Power Supply Section.

H]F]OI=uCT§ Fol] F]E§EARCH, INC.



SPECIF.CATI0NS

OPERATIONAL

Input  115V  50/60 cps 50 Watts
to  controller.

Nom.  ambient 300C  (860F).

Min.  tube cathode temp.  at
Nom.  ambient is -1000C.

Tube cathode temperature  is
continuously  adjustable
from -50°C to ~1000C with
a cathode temp.  stability of
± 20C from set point.

Cathode high  voltage input 3000V  max.

Standard dynode resistors -
nominal  100K  to  200K  values.

Liquid  nitrogen  consumption  -
approx.1.25 liter/HFi  at -100° C
operation.

Pyrex glass viewing window, 80%
transmission  from 3400A to
21,000A.

MECHANICAL

Size 6"  O.D.  x  10%"  long
with  an  additional  1-3/8"
for the cap of the socket
assembly.

Weight -9  pounds.  NOTE:
The controller mounted  in
separate cabinet weighs
approximately  14  pounds.

Mounting -the unit  is front
mounted, with  6 bolts on
a 61/2"  dia.  bolt  circle.

Material  -Aluminum  fihished with
durable textured  gray  baked
enamel.

Anode connector -BNC

Cathode connector -approved high
voltage coaxial .

I nterchangeable tube socket assembly
is  mounted  through  the rear of
the chamber.

Cathode cool  down time  is  15 min.
to stability at -5o0C.

WINDOW   HEATEf`  CONNECTORS

When   ordering  either  shutter  or  filter  wheel  accessories  the  TE-114  chamber  must  be  identified  to
insure  mating  adapter  flange  is  included.

PF]OE)UCTS Fol= F]E§EAF]CH, INC.
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TE-149 & TE-149 TS
TE-150 & TE-150 TS

CARNOT  CYCLE  REFRIGERATED  PHOTOMULTIPLIER
TUBE  AND VIDICON  TUBE  HOUSING

FEATURES

I  -50°C OPEF}ATION

I  ±2°C STAB|L|Ty (-5°c to -5o°c)

I   NO SUPPLEMENTAL COOLANTS

I   TOTALLY  FF}OST FREE  LIGHT PATH
T0 CATHODE 0F  P.M. TUBE

I   ELECTRO/MAGNETIC SHIELDING

I   OPERATION  IN ANY POSITION

I   INTEF}CHANGEABLE TUBE
SOCKET ASSEMBLY

I   TEMPEPATUF}E  F}EADOUT

This  unique  cooled  housing  offers  both  temperature  stabilized  operation  from  -5°C to -50°C
and  nominal  -50°C  operation  without  the  use  of  supplemental  cooling  materials  such  as  Dry
lee.  Operation  of  the  housing can  be in any  plane as there are no  moving  parts. The compressor
unit associated with the  housing  is normal ly supplied for  115 V, 60  Hz operation  and  connected
to  the  housing  via  a  5'  flexible coolant  line.  A double  pane  fully  evacuated  window cell  plus an
integral  window  heater  assures  a  frost  and  dew  free  light  path  to  the  photocathode as well  as a
hermetic  seal  at  the  front  of  the  housing.  Bottom  or front  mounting  is standard.  Note:  220  V,
50 Hz  is  optional  as well  as  coolant  line  lengths  up to 25'  and  BF  shielding  or window optics  for
special   applications.   It  is  offered  in  the  TE-149  series  as  a  PM  tube  cooler  and  in  the  TE-150
series as a  Vidicon  tube cooler.

The TE-149/TE-149TS  photomultiplier  housing accepts any  2" diameter or smaller end window
tube,  and   is  a   complete  system  consisting  of  an  electrostatic/magnetic  shield  of  high  permea-
bility  0.040"  thick  Co-Netic  AA  magnetic  material  extended  1/2  cathode  diameter in  front of
cathode.  The  interchangeable  tube  socket  assembly  contains  the  tube  socket,  dynode  resistor
string,  and  conventional  anode/cathode  coaxial  connectors,  plus  ''0"  rings  tor  rear  chamber
hermetic  seal.

The  TE-150/TE-150TS  Vidicon  housing  is  arranged  to  accept  most  popular  1 "  or smaller  Vidi-
con  tubes  and  deflection  yokes  which  are held  in  firm thermal  contact with the  inner cold wall
that   is   non-magnetic,  as   magnetic  shielding  would   be  detrimental   to   performance.  A  special
socket  assembly  interlocks  with  the  deflection  yoke  to  allow  precise  rotational  adjustment  of
the Vidicon face  plate with  respect to the housing  mounting surface.  Provision is  made to permit
close  coupling  of  a  pre-amplifier  to  the  Vidicon  target  ring  which  floats  electrically  free  from
all   inner  chamber   parts.   Feed-thru   pin   connectors  are  located   on   the  socket  assembly  inner
plate to facilitate ease of electrical  entry to the Vidicon socket and  deflection  yoke.

i/74 F)l=Ol=u[T§ FOF] F]E§EAl=CH, lNC.
78  HOLTEN  STREET,   DANVERS.   MASSACHUSE:TTS 01923



SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONAL

Input  115V  60  CPS  3.5  Amps  (10

A:gi:;atrtfgccl:r:onE))Nominal

Min.  tube  Cathode temp.  -50°C  at
Nominal  Ambient

Tube  Cathode  temperature  is  con-

ij:58:Sly;tahdi:S#e'reatf::emst:::,ft;°
of  ± 2°C  on  TE-149TS  and  TE-150TS

Cathode  high  voltage  3000  V  max.

Standard  dynode  resistors  -  nominal
100K  to  220K  values

Pyrex  viewing  window,  80°/o  trans-
mission  -  3400A  to  21,000A

MECHANICAL

Size  of  Cooling  Chamber  -
8  3/4  W  x  8  3/4  H  x  101/8  D  with
a  17/16  rear  protrusion  of  socket
assembly.

Size  of  Compressor  Unit  -
91/2  W  x  10  H  x  14  long

Weight  -      Cooling  Chamber  -12  Ibs.
Compressor  Unit  -40  lbs.

Mountin.g  -the  unit  is  front  mounted
or  bottom  mounted;  see  drawing  be-
low

Anode  Conn.  -BNC

Cathode  Conn.  -Approved  high
voltage  Coaxial

Cathode  Cool  down  time  -2  hrs.

Window  No-Dew  power  source  included  in  Compressor  Cabinet.

L8-.,,+
Ff!ONT      VIEW

L",2+
Prices noted on  current, effective  Price  List include socket assembly wired  for tube operation
with standard dynode string.  Housings  may be modified to  meet special  requirements.

Note:    Tube  type  must  be  specified  on  all  orders.

Pl=OI=UCT§  FOF= I=E§EAF=CH. INC.
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PR-1400 F=F
PR-1401  RF

RF SHIELDED  AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
PHOTOMULTIPLIER  HOUSINGS

The  PF}-1400   F}F  and  PF}-1401    FiF  housings

are   specifically   designed   to    incorporate   all
important   features   for   optimum   PM   tube

performance   within   one   low   cost   ambient
housing   type.   The   PF3-1400   F]F   accommo-
dates 2" and  11/2"  diameter  PM  tubes whHe
the   PF3-1401    F]F   specifically   houses   11/8"
diameter  and  smaller  PM  tubes.   Both  hous-
ings   offer   common   basic  features,   namely:

•    BF  shielding  (rigorously tested with  Broad

Band   high   gain   photon   counting   equip-
ment ) .

•   Electrostatic  shielding  at   cathode   poten-

tia I .

•   Magnetic  shielding   (with  0.040 thick  high

permeability    Co-Netic    AA    material    ex-
tending  1/2  cathode  diameter  in  front  of

photocathode) .

•  Cathode   centered   by   an   opaque   insula-
ting   ring   (improvement   over  teflon).

Universal   Front  Mounting   Flange  (interchangeable  with   most  SSB,  Ppl,  and  GENCOM  housings).  Flange  can  be  removed
for   special   applications   without   the   magnetic   shield   or   centering   ring   being  affected.  A  standard   filter   holder   is   in-
stalled   in   the   mounting   flange.

Tube  socket  assembly  is  completely  wired  and  potted  for  optimum  BF  performance.
Standard  MHV  high  voltage  connector  and  BNC  signal  connector  are an  integral  part of the socket assembly.
"0"  ring seals  insure  light  integrity.

PM tubes  from any  manufacturer  operate  in these chambers.

Magnetic defocusing assembly  (PB-411  )  fits  completely within  the  housing  cylinder  and  does  not  interfere with  mounting.

Custom  Cathode  location and/or  SHV or TNC connectors are avai lable on special  request at no additional  charge.

Note:    Tube type  must be specif ied  on  order.

+ I-3/re              L= 3-I/2"+ sE^TED   HEicHT

-||+  3/16             L=4-I/2+ SEATED  HEIGHT

6/74 PF]Ol=uCT§ FOF] I=E§EAl=CH, INC.
78  HOLTEN  STREET,   DANVERS,   MASSACHUSETTS 01923
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PR-11402
PR-1402 FIE

The   PF}-1402   and   PF]-1402   F}F   housings  are  a   low   cost   high   performance

type  for   the  typical   side  window  tubes  such  as  the   lp21.  Special   low  loss

sockets  and  an   "0"   ring  seal   between  cover  and  base  insure  optimum  tube

performance.  BNC  and  MHV  connectors  with  `mates  are  used  for Anode and
Cathode  connections.  A 0.040" thick  high  permeability  Co-Netic AA Magnetic

Shield  and/or   PF  Shielding  are  optional  for  a small  increase  in  price  over the

standard  unit.

Note:    Use PFi-1402SH  or PFt-1402SH  RF  when ordering  magnetic shield.

4

I"   D'A. FTri/
© +q®

L,-,3/,6I_ 5-5/8                                  -'

SMALL SHUTTER  PR-305

This   small   shutter   assembly   PB-305   is  designed   to  fit
most   ambient   temperature   housings   manufactured   by
Products   for   Fiesearch,   SSF},   PPI,   and   GENCOM.   The

same  light  tight  integrity  is  insured  on  this  design  as  on

our   larger  PB-302  shutter.   Mounting   is  by  the  3  holes,
7/32  diameter,  spaced  120°  apart  on  a  3.50  bolt  circle.

PI=OI=uCT§ FOF= F=E§EAF]CH. INC.



PR-2200

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE  HOUSING

The  PB-2200  photomultiplier  tube  housing  consists of a  light-tight enclosure complete with
electrostatic  and  magnetic shield  and  has an  interchangeable tube socket asse.mbly.   Designed to
provide  high  performance,  this  socket assembly  is  usable with  all  PFB  refrigerated  chambers  in
this catalog.

A   light-tight  enclosure   of   aluminum   arrangec]   for   front  mounting   has  an  `'0"  ring  seal  to
insure  light-tight  coupling  to  any  instru.ment  .  An  over-all  baked  enamel  paint  affords a  durable
lasting  finish.

Electrostatic/magnetic  shielding  is  accomplished  by  the  use  of a  high  permeability  magnetic
cylinder   electrically   connected   to   the   input   high   voltage   of  the  tube  socket  assembly   and
electrically  isolated  from  the  basic  housing.

The  tube  socket  assembly  complete  with  custom  dynode  resistor  string,  an  approved  high
voltage  connector,  and  a  BNC coaxial  signal  connector  is foam  filled  to  prevent entrance of dirt
and  moisture.

Available  BF  Shielded  -See  BF  Shielding  Section  of catalogue.

§PEC[FICATI0NS
OPERATloNAEL

Anode Connector -  BNC
Cathode  Connector -Approved  high voltage

coaxial.
Cathode  H.  V.  input -3000V  max.
Standard  dynode resistors -nominal  lcoK

to 200K  values.
Magnetic  Shield  -0.050 high  permeability

material.
Electrostatic Shield  -electrically connected

to cathode potential.

-    --:     -.

MECHANICAl.
Size   -10-1/2"  long  x  3-1/2"  diameter
Weight   -3-1/2  Ibs.
Mounting  -front  circular  plate with  '`0"  ring

seal  ~ 4 bolt  holes for No.10 screws.

Alum.inum  outer  case.

Tube  installation  is from  rear  of  unit by  re-
moval  of socket assembly.

lnterfacing   adapter   ring   available   for   mounting   PB-302   shutter   or   filter   changer.      See
Options Section.

PF]ODuCT§  Fol=  I=E§EAl=CH. IIVC.
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PR-217

PHOTOMULT[PLIER TUBE 0CEANOGRAPHIC
HOUSING

I   DESIGNED FOR  USE
IN  PRESSURIZED  ENVIRONMENTS

I   HERMETICALLYSEALED

E   RUGGED

I   INTERCHANGEABLE  TUBE

SOCKET ASSEMBLI ES

I   200 FT DEPTH CAPABILITY

I   2500V CATHODE VOLTAGE
LIMIT

I   SUPERIOR  FLEXIBILITY  FOFi
ADAPTION  TO  INDIVIDUAL
EXPERIMENT

The  PR-217  photomultiplier  tube  housing  has  been  designed  to  allow  PM  tube  operation  at
ocean  depths  down  to  200  feet,  and  will  accommodate  all  end  window tubes of 2"   diameter
and  smaller.     The  severe   mechanical   impact  and  shock  conditions  of  underwater  usage   have
been   accounted   for   in   the   rugged   design   which   includes  an   internal   photomultiplier  tube
support.    The  front  and  rear  flanges  have  been  standardized  to accommodate the  multiplicity
of  bridals and  harness  necessary  for all  operations.

Light  controlling   filters  desired   for  specific  applications  can  be  externally  mounted  along
with  remotely controlled shutter  mechanisms and window optics.

SPECIF.CATI0NS
MECHANICAL
Housing     Material     -    Aluminum    (alloy

6061-T6).
Finish    -    Black   anodize   with   external

high   visibility   paint   overcoat.

Hardware  -Stainless steel  (316)
Mechanical    Joints    -    Machined    flange

with  ''0"  ring seal.

Cable  Connection  -  Special  compression
gland    on    BG    58    coaxial    cable    at
feed-through  point.

Cables   -   lnp.ut   H.V.  and   output  signal
cables   are   BG   58   coaxial   leads  sup-
plied  as an  optional  extra.

THF`u    BOTH   FLANGES

ELECTRICAL
Cathode  Potential   -  2500V   Max.   using

BG  58  coaxial  cable.

Anode   Signal    ~    Betrieved    via   BG   58
coaxial    cable.

PERF[ORMANCE
Window Transmission  -ln excess of 800/o

over  the  range  3600A°   to  11,250A°
(Lime  -Soda  glass tempered).

Pressure    Capability    -   Overall    housing
capable  of  250  Psl  without  moisture
leakage  to  interior.FT'2"-
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PR-210

PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE OCEANOGRAPHIC
HOUSING

I   DESIGNED FOR  USE  IN
PRESSURIZED  ENVIRONMENTS

I   HERMETICALLYSEALED

I  RUGGED

I   INTERCHANGEABLE TUBE
SOCKET ASSEMBLIES

I   1000 FT DEPTH CAPABILITY

I   FULL ELECTROSTATIC AND
MAGNETI C SHI E LDI NG

I   2500V CATHODE VOLTAGE   LIMIT

I   SUPERIOR  FLEXIBILITY FOR  ADAPTION
TO INDIVIDUAL   EXPERIMENT

The  PB-210  photomultiplier  tube  housing  has  been  designed to allow  PM  tube operation at
ocean  depths  down  to  1000  feet,  and  will  accommodate all  end window tubes of 2" diameter
and  smaller.     The  severe  mechanical   impact  and   shock  conditions  of  underwater  usage  have
been   accounted   for  in   the  rugged   design  which   includes  an   internal   shock   mounted  photo-
multiplier  tube  support  frame.    The  housing  overall  length  is  not considered  as a  fixed  dimen-
sion   due  to  the  many  varied  amplifier  and  power  supply  requirements  associated  with  ocean
research  programs,  whereas, the front and  rear flanges have been  standardized to accommodate
the  multiplicity  of bridals and  harness  necessary  for all  operations.

Light controlling filters desired  for specific applications can  be either  internally  or externally
mounted along with  remotely controlled  shutter mechanisms and window optics.

SPECIFICATloNS
MECHANICAL

Housing     Material     -    Aluminum    (alloy
6061-T6).

Finish    -    Black    anodize   with   external
high  visibility  paint  overcoat.

Hardware  -Stainless steel  (316)
Fabricated Joints -Dip brazed.
Mechanical    Joints    -    Machined    flange

with  "0"  ring seal.
Cable  Connection -Special  molded gland

on  cable  under  "0"  ring  compression
at  feed-through  point.

Shock   Mounting  of  Inner  Frame  -  Low
durometer   "0"   rings  secured  to  the
edge   of   annular  rings  spaced  period-
ically  down   the  length  of  the  frame.

Length   -   Dimension   X   on   the  outline
drawing   can   vary   between   19"   and
251/2" dependent on  application.

TYPICAL   NOSE-UP  BRIDAL

ELECTRICAL
Cathode Potential  -2500V Max.
Magnetic   Shield   -   .050  thick   high  per-

miability    steel     (mu-metal)    cylinder
51/4"  long  projecting  1"  forward  from
Gal:hode.

Electrostatic  Shield  ~  Direct  connection
between  cathode  voltage terminal and
magnetic shield.

PE:RFORMANCE
Window Transmission -  In excess of 80°/o

over  the  range  3600A°   to  11,250A°
(Lime -Soda glass tempered).

Pressure    Capability    -   Overall    housing
capable  of  1500  PSI  without  moisture
leakage to  interior.

Moisture  Control   -  Color  indicator des-
iccant     in    holder    having    inspection
window   inside   end   bell   of  chamber.

OuTLINE   DIMENSIONS

PF]OE]uCT§  FOF]  l=E§EAF]CH, lNC.



ACCESSORY SECTION PR-302

SHUTTER  ASSEMBLY  FOR
PHOTOMULTIPLIER  TUBE  CHAMBER

The  PB-302  shutter assembly  has  been  designed  1:o  offer  a  light  tight,  mechanically  operated,

closure  for  the  window  end   of  our  P.M.  tube  chambers.  A  standard  front  mounting  ring  is  a

necessary  option  when  mounting  this  shutter  assembly  to  a  chamber.

The  sliding   plunger  actuates   a   black-out   disc  traveling   in   an   off-set  track  causing  positive

pressure  against  an   "0"  ring  when  fully  closed.

Construction   of  this  shutter   assembly   is   entirely   of  aluminum   that   has   been  either  black

anodized  or  painted  dark  gray textured  enamel  dependent on  the surface of the part  involved.

Please  indicate  chamber  model  to  which  shutter  will  be  attached  and  need  for  front  mountlng

adapter,  if  necessary.

Pl=C]l=uCTS  FOF=  I=E§EAF]CH. INC.



ACCESSORY SECTION
PF=-goo/PF=1304

FILTER WHEEL

PR-3cO

I  LIGHT  TIGHT

I  4  POSITloN  2"  CAPACITY  FILTERS
(PR-300)

I  8  POSITloN  1"  CAPACITY  FILTERS
(PR-304)

The  PB-300  filter  wheel   unit  has  been  developed  to  fill  the  need  for a simple  multiple filter

housing  which   can   be   mounted   in  front  of  a   light  detecting  device  and  permit  operation  in

areas  where  stray  light   must  not  strike  the  detector.     Our  unique  method  of  index  control
affords  a  complete  light  tight  seal  once  the selected  filter has been  rotated  to position  in  front

of the input/exit  opening.

Installation  of filters  is accomplished  by  removing  the  rear  plate from  the  housing  and  secur-
ing  the  filters   under  the  retainer   ring  for  any  of  the  4  filter  positions.    Filters  of  2"  dia.  or
2"  x  2" square or smaller with  thickness  up to 3/8  inch  can  be accommodated.

A   lens  mounting  ring  attached  to  the  front  face  of  the  housing  provides  a  meansto  install
necessary  optics  in  front  of the filter  position.

The   housing   is  fabricated   primarily   of  aluminum   which   has  been   painted  with  a  durable
baking enamel.  All  internal  parts are flat  Black  enamel.   The weight  is approximately  4  pounds.
Outline  dimensions  are  8" diameter by  1 %" thick  not  inclusive of selector  knob  or  lens  mount-
ing  ring.

Pl=OE]uCT§  F=OF]  I=E§EAF]CH. INC.



ACCESSORY SECTION

HIGH VOLTAGE PHOTOMULT.PL.ER TUBE SUPPLY

S502 BENCH

I  0 -3000V AT 5 MA DC

I  15V DC STEPS

I  0.001%  LINE  REGULATION

I  50 ppMrc TEMp.
COEFFICIENT

I   INTEGRAL WITH P.M.
TUBE  COOLER  SUPPLY

I  SHORT CIRCUIT PROOF
SELF  FiESTORING

S504 BENCH

The  S502,   S504  series   high   voltage  power  supplies  are  designed  to  meet  the  demands  of  currently  available
high gain  PM tubes, with  the 0 to  3000  V  DC  range  being adequate for the great  majority  of tubes.

This  equipment  is designed  with  the  intent of  maximum convenience to  the operator.  Both the S502 and  S504
supplies   are   provided   with  a  unitized   high  voltage  module  which  allows  simple  field   interchange.  Variations  on
the  voltage  and  current  output  are  available  on  special   request.  The  S504  supply  is  integrated   into  the  standard
cabinet   or   19"   relay   rack   of   our   liquid  nitrogen  or  thermoelectric  cooler  power  supply,  thereby  affording  the
convenience  of  only  one  piece  of equipment  to  accomplish  two  tasks  plus  the saving  in  cost  of a  separate  cabinet.
For  those  applications  where  a  cooler  power  supply  is  not  util.Ized,  such  as with  our  dry-ice  chambers, the  S502
high   voltage  supply   is  available.   The   S502   contains  the  same  interchangeable  high  voltage  module  to  facilitate
field  service.

SPECIFICATIONS
Output   Voltage

Output   Current

Begulations
load   to   full   load
load   to   1    MA
load   to   10  HA   (typical   for   PMT)

load
MA   load   (typical   for   PMT  voltage  divider)

00  HA   load

Line    F{egulation

Temperature   Coefficient

Protection

Connections

0  to   -3000   Volts   D.C.   in   15   Volts  steps

0  to  5  MA

115/230   V  +   10%,  50  -400   Hz

0 . 0 1 0/o
0.002%
0.000020/o

0.001%   Pk   to   Pk   sinusoidal
O.0002°/o   Pk   to   Pk   sinusoidal
o.oooo2°/o   Pk   to   Pk   sinusoidal

o.oo|°/o  for   ±10°/o   line   change

50   PPM/°C.  after  warm   up  over operating  temperature  range
0   -   50OC.

Short   circuit   proof ,   self   restoring

Bemote   Monitor
a.    low   impedance   D.C.   Ammeter  will   read   40  4tA/1    KV
b.   high   impedance   (400   k   ohms/  volt)

D.C.   Voltmeter  will   read   lv/1    KV
H.V.   output   -UG   931/U

PI=OI]UCTS  FOF]  F=E§EAF=CH. INC,



ACCESSORY SECTION

THERIVIOELECTRIC   POWER SUPPLIES

STANDAFiD   BENcl+   MOUNT 19"  RELAY  RAcl(  MOUNT

All   thermoelectric  cooled   chambers  can   be

provided    with    either    the   standard    bench
mount   power   supply   or  the  special   option

19"  relay  rack   power  supply  having a71 /4"

high  front  panel.

SPECIAL SOCKET  OPTIONS

Venti lated cap style socket  assy  -
customer   has   access   to   dynode
resistors

Extended cap style socket assy  -
customer   has   room   for  pre-amp
i nsta I I atio n

RF    socket   assy   -   nlckle    plate

"ADD-AILOAD''

rfeH                   H--~EEEEEE
Design   of   the   "Add-A-Load"   unlt    permits

direct   "close"   coupling   to   the   Anode   Con-

nector  on  all  photomultipller  tube chambers,
:~rnf             and   the   wide  range  of   load  resistors  affords

great  flexlbility  to  the  user.

PHOTODI0DE COOLER
This   r)articular   cooled   chamber   is   deslgned

to   be   built   Into   customer   equipment,   how-

ever,    mlnor    modiflcations    wlll    permit   self-

sustaimng   or)eratlon.   The  thermopane  vlew-

ing wlndows, thermoelectrically  cooled  dlode

mounting   post   and   Teflon   clrcuit  feed-thru

terminals   permit  continuous  duty  uses.  Ease

of  diode  Interchange  is  standard.

PR-411  DEF[OCUSING  MAGNET
Reduces  effective  cathode  of   most   2"   PM   tubes   when   used   with   PR2200   or  any  cooled  chamber

Pf=C)E]uCT§  FOI=  f=E§EAl=CH. INC.



ACCESSORY SECTION TE-102
TE-104

FRONT  MOUNTING  ADAPTERS

4  MOUNTING HOLES
TAPED  10-32 0N  90° CTS

TE-104  SERIES

3  MOUNTING   HOLES

9/32  DIA.  THRU  FLANGE  ON  5-I/2'.DIA. 8. C.

6" O.D.  X  4-I/8  I.D.  X  I/2" THK  RING

FRONT  VIEW  TYPICAL

•TT=l
I/2

TE-102  SERIES

TE-109  SERIES

TE-220  SERIES

L7+
T7i

a
`a`                    ,a,

o©
`a,                     .a)

a

3-5/32  +
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ACCESSORY SECTION

RF  SHIELDING
Products  for   F}esearch,   lnc.  can  now  offer  many  of  its  fine  photomultiplier  tube  housings

completely    BFl   shielded  and   noise  free  for  broadband   photon   counting  applications.     Not

only  has  the  outer  case  been   RFI   gasketed,  but  1:he  socket assembly  circuit  has  been  modified

to  decouple  all   inputs;  and,  on  all  cooled  models,  the temperature  controller  has  been  replaced

with  a  custom  designed  proportional   control   unit.    All   F}F  units  are  rigorously  tested  using  a

broadband photon counterwil:h  a  high frequency  noise  source  to  insure  BF  leakage  is  negligible.

UNITS   -designated   by  the  suffix  "F{F"   (example  TE-104TS-F}F)  which  can  be  provided

with   BFl   shielding  are   listed   below.

TE-102

TE-102TS

TE-104

TE-104TS
TE-109
TE-109TS
TE-200
TE-220
PB-2200

Note:   TE-241 BF  is  standard

WINDOW OPTICS
The   chamber   thermopane   viewing  window  can   readily   be  converted   to  a   collimating   or

imaging   optical  system  on  all   Products  for   Besearch  chambers.     Light  transmission  character-

istics  are  controlled   by  the  optical   grade  of  the  lens.

TYPICAL  LENS  MOUNTING

1'
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PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE
PERFORMANCE  IMPROVEMENT WITH  CONTROL

0F OPERATING  ENVIRONIVIENT

A  significant  factor in obtaining  improved performance from photomultiplier tubes is control of the tube's
operating  environment. Two basic factors, (1 )'the qualityof information desired and (2) the energy level  of
the   source   being   observed,   determine   the  degree  of  sophistication  necessary  in  controlling  the   PMT
environment. The most important factors which  may be controlled are:

a.       Tubecathode anddynodetemperature

b.        Lighttightnessof over-all  housing

c.        Magneticfieldshielding

d.       Electrostatic field shielding

e.       Tube performance due to housing design  (electrical  leakage,
window dewing,  scintillation)

TUBE   CATHODE   AND
DYNODE   TEMPERATURE

The   cathode   and    dynode   materials   of   the   photo-
multiplier  tube  are  made  of  various  materials  from  which

electrons  can   be  easily   parted  with  relatively  low  energy
levels.   As  a   result,   materials  of  this  type  tend  to  release
electrons   readily   with   increases   in   temperature.   Source
signal   levels  of  a  small   magnitude  may well  be unreadable
with  room  ambient  photomultiplier tube usage due to the
high  level  of dark current present at this temperature.

The    entire    dark    current    is    not    due    to    heat.    A
component  of  the  dark  current  is  true  thermionic  emis-
sion  from  the  cathode  material,  while the remainder must

be  defined  as  non-thermionic  emission   in  nature.  Cooling

of  the  cathode  will   reduce  thermionic  emission   but   not

the   non-thermionic   componenl:.   The   dark  current  from
any  specific  cathode  material  will  vary  widely  from  tube

to  tube.   Thus,  there   is  no  clearly  defined  line  to  predict
the  value  of  dark  current  at  a  particular  cathode  voltage
and  temperature.  Figure  1   illustrates  relative dark  currents

as  a  function  of  temperature  in  the  case  of  four  popular
tube types.

s/   s2.o

A90Cs / Sll

/bCSV /
(Cs)Na2KS

`1

'1

.Z1'11
Na2Ksb111'

-leo     -140   -120-loo-80-60-40-200  20     60100150

a CENTIGBADE

FIGURE 1    PERFORMANCE CHAF!ACTERISTICS OF  POPULAR
PHOTOMULTIPLIER  TUBES WITH  COOLING
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All  photomultiplier tubes operate well  in  the thermoelectric  cooling  chamber  (Model  TE-102)  without
any  degradation  of output.

The Sl  tube provides  optlmum  performance when  cooled  with  dry-ice and  alcohol  or  with  liquid  nitro-
gen.

Bialkali  tubes  operate best  at  about  0°C  for  linear  DC  measurements.

Trjalkali  tubes  (S20)  provide best  performance when  operated  at  from  -20°C  to -30°C.     Practically,
~100°C  should  be considered  as the lower  limit for these tubes.

The chart  below  indicates approximate improvement  in  orders of  magnitude reduction  of dark  current
!Jes_,,SFI:li*`_:S?:_--``_`:-,:_¥:++++`z-A+#

which  may  be expected  with  cooling to  indicated  temperatures:

TEMP.
TUBE

S1 TF}lALKAu   (S20) BIALKALl S4/Sll

00c 1 1 1 1

-200c 2,/2 21/2 Abnormally 2

-700c 1 5 21/2 High Cathode 21/2

-1000C 6                                         2%                              Besistance                                   21/2

UNIFORM   COOLING   is  im[)ortant  because  serious  dam-

age  can  be done  to  a  photomultiplier  tube  by  cooling  only

its  cathode  or  window  end.  Not only  will  gain  stability  be

affected    but,    due   to   the    large   temperature   difference
between  dynodes  and  cathode,  a  vapor-pressure  differen-
tial   can   exist  causing   Cesium   deposition   at   the  cathode

and,  consequently,  a  steady  increase  in  dark  current  until

the    tube    is    no    longer    useful.    Additional    reasons    for

cooling   the   entire  tube  structure  are   to   prevent   radiant

heating    of     the    cathode    from    warm    bodies    ln    close

proximity    to    the    cathode    and    reduction    of   electron
release   from   the  dynodes   themselves  due  to   thermionic

emission.

Tempercllure Slabilily of the (alhode
Ambienf  Air

Photomultiplier  tubes  settle down  to  provide  the  very
lowest     noise    performance   when    they    are    held    in    a
CONSTANT  environment.  And,  when  tubes are cooled  to
improve   performance,   the   most  conveni.ent   means  is  the
thermoelectric   cooling  chamber   (PFF}   Model   TE-102TS,

Page  6.)   lt  requires  no  fluids  or  additives  and,  with   a  flip

of    the    switch,    will    maintain    stable   temperature   over

extended  periods  of  time without  requiring any attention.

Surprisingly,  many  so-called   light-tight  housings  are  far

from    the   desired   absolute   light-tight   point.    Light   suff i-

clent   to   dlstort   data   evaluation   has   been  found  entering

photomultiplier   tube   housings  via   light-pipe  action  along
the   tube  socket  connecting   leads.   This   is  especially  true

where  white  Teflon   insulation  is  used.  Also,  certain  of  the

black    plastic    materials    are   actually    not   homogenously

black   and   will   allow   small   amounts  of  light  transmission

into  chamber  interiors.

L[CHT   TIGHTNESS
OF   THE   OVER.ALL   HOUSING

Measurement   repeatabllity   is  dependent  upon  temper-

ature  stability  of  the  cathode  since  tube  gain  is  related  to

dynode  temperature.  A  gain  stabUity  of ±T/2°/o  per  degree C

is   not   uncommon.   However,  this  tem|)erature  coefficient

is   non-linear  over  the  spectral   response  range  of  the  tube

and   could   well   be   negative   in   the   lower   sp.ectral   region

with    a    non-linear    movement    into   the   positive   for   the

higher  spectral  regions.

PI=I=DUCT§ Fol= RE§EAF]CH. INC.
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MAGNETIC   FIELD   SHIELDING

lt  is  important  that electrons  released  from  the cathode
travel   to  the  first  dynode  and   not  be  deflected  prior  to
reaching  this  target  as  the signal  strength  in  this  particular

area   of   the  tube  has  considerable  effect  on   the  over-all
signal-to-noise  ratio.   Magnetic  fields  generated  from  near-

by   electrical   equipment   or   even   the  earth's   field   can  be

sufficient   to   cause   electron   deflection;   hence,   the  tube

should   be   enclosed   in   a   highly   efficient   magnetic   shield

capable  of  reducing  field  effect  at  the  frequency  predom-
inant  in  the  area.

ELECTROSTATIC   FIELD   SHIELDING

Electrostatic    potentials    in    the   vicinity    of    the    tube

cathode,   differing  greatly   from   that  of  the  cathode,  will

deflect   released   electrons  to  a  degree  whereby   they  will
strike  the   glass  side  walls   of  the  tube,  possibly  causing  a

fluorescence  within  the glass.  This  fluorescence,  of course,

feeds   back    to    the   cathode   causing   an   error   signal.   A

close-fitting  conductive  sleeve  around  the  tube  envelope,

energized    to    tube    cathode    potential,    will    relieve    this

problem.

TUBE   PERFORMANCE
DUE   TO   HOUSING   DESIGN

Several    miscellaneous   factors   of   tube   housing   design

can  also affect tube performance.

WINDOW  DEWING  is  a  common  problem   in  refrigerated

chambers.   An   evacuated   thermopane-type   window  con-
struction   of  proper  design   is,  without  question,  the  best

for   frost  and   dew-free  operation.   Next  best   is  a   purged

thermopane  window  utilizing  one  of  the  readily  available

laboratory  gases  as   the  purge  agent.  One  shortcoming  of
this   approach    is   the   dew   point   of   the   gas   used.    For

example,  standard  laboratory  gas  has  a  dew  point approxi-

mately    ngooF      (rfe2°C)    and   research   grade   laboratory

gases   have   dew   points   falling   in   the   region   of  -105°F
(-75°C).  Since the  moisture  in  the gas  will  condense  at  its
dew  point,  use  of  purged  windows  is  limited  to  tempera-
tures    warmer    than    the    gas    dew    point    for    dew-free
operation.

The  selection   of  glass  materials  to  be  used  in  front  of

photomultiplier   tubes   has   a   bearing   on   the   operational

parameters  because  the  presence  of  Cerenkov  F3adiation  in
thick   pieces   of   glass   will   be  noticeable  as  an  error  signal

from   the   tube.    In   addition,   the  transmission   character-

istics  of  the  glass  are  directly  related  to  the wavelength  of

light   being   measured   (Figure   2).   Plexiglas   is  an  excellent

material  for  work  done  in  the  visible  light  range.  Brass  and

stainless  steel   of  certain  types  have  radio-active  elements

which  can  cause  scintillations  within  the  glass  of the  tube

envelope when  in  close  proximity  to  the  tube.

0                   5                  10                  15                 20                25                 30                35
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FIGURE  2
INSULATING  WINDOW  LIGHT  TRANSMISSION  C,UFZVES

Tube   sockets   manufactured   from   mica-filed   bakelite
are   inherently   noisier   than   DIALLYL   PHTHALATE   or

Teflon.    Unbased   tubes   utilizing   Teflon   sockets   are   the

best   performers   with   respect  to   low  noise.   Washing   the
tube  base  down  with  acetone  or  Freon  prior  to  insertion
in   the  socket  is  a  good  practice.  Dirt  particles  on  surface

of  the  electrostatic  field  will  emit corona  from  their  peaks

that  can  be  readily  picked  up  bv  the  photomultiplier  tube.

Masking   tape   pads   make   a   fine  device  for  cleaning   the

interior  of  photomultiplier tube chambers.

ELECTRICAL   LEAKAGE   either   at   the  tube  socket  or
along  the  dynode  leads  can  show  up  as  an  error signal  and
is   easil.y   held   to   an   insignificant  level   through   the  use  of

potting materials  and  Teflon  sleeving.

SCINTILLATION  of  an  unwanted  nature  may  also  occur
if  silica-gel  dessicants  are  used  near  photomultiplier  tubes.

Certain     of    these    crystals    may    be    thermo-ortribo-
luminescent  or contain  radio-active contaminants.

PF=Ol=uCT§  FOF=  F=E§EAl=CH, INC.
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Attention  to  the  several  considerations  noted  here can
have  signif icant  effects  on  the  results  obtained  by  photo-

multiplier    tubes    in    applications    where   it    is   desired   to

improve  performance with  cooling  techniques.

USE   OF   HEAT   PUMPS   WITH
PHOTOMULTIPL.ER   TUBE   HOUSINOS

Integral  use  of  thermoelectric  heat  pumps  with  photo-

multiplier    tube    housings    is    one   of   the    most   versatile

methods  developed   for  providing  optimum  performance.

Continuous   operation   without   the   need   for  monitoring

plus  precise  temperature  control  of  the  tube  cathode and
completely    dew-free    operation    are    among    the    major
advantages   offered   by   Products   for   F]esearch   photomul-

tiplier   refrigerated   environmental  chambers.  These  cham-

bers   are   a  complete  electromechanical   housing  having  a

magnetic   shield   surrounding   the   tube   envelope  and  elec-

trically  connected  to  the  cathode  circuit  of  the  chamber,
encapsulated   dynode   resistor  string,  and  necessary  input/

output  connectors.  The user must  provide only  line power

to  the  power  supply,  high  voltage  power  to  the tube,  and
amplifier  circuitry  for  the  signal   read-out.  The use-proven

design    is   exceptionally   rugged   and   all    parts   have   been

selected  to  insure  long-life  performance.

Ambient Air

Chamber   performance   is   limited   by   ambient   air   tern-

peratures   which    is  why   all   specifications   in   this  catalog
refer  to a +25°C  maximum  ambient.  This temperature  is a

maximum    to    allow    chamber    performance    within    the

specified   cooling   limits.   A   cooler  ambient,  however,  will

allow   performance   in   excess   of   published   specifications;

and  a  warmer  temperature  will  degrade  the  performance.

The  upper  limit  temperature  permits  operation  to  160°F

without damage to  the chamber.

In    addition    to    its    thermoelectric   cooling   chambers,

Products  for   F}esearch,   lnc.  manufactures  chambers  with

the  same  basic  electro-mechanical  construction  but which
use   external   coolant   materials   with   temperatures  down
-100°C.   Dry  ice  with  methyl  alcohol  and  liquid  nitrogen

are    typical    coolant    materials    suitable    for    use    in    the

chambers described  on  pages 4  and  10.

TEMPERATURE  EFFECTS  ON
WAYELENOTH  RESPONSE

The   more   you   cool  a   photomultipliertube,  the  better

performance+ight?     Wrong!       Experimental  data   now
shows    that    cooling   should    be     limited    to    a    specific

temperature where the optimum  performance is achieved.

OA

MOISTURE  CONTROL  [N
COOLED  HOuSIN®S

Chambers  operated   continuously  for  six  (6)    to  eight  (8)

months   should   be   subjected   to     a  bakei)ut   period  to
drive   off   contaminating     moisture   collected   within   the

cha mber .

Proceed   as  follows:

(a)    Bemovewindow retainer  ring and  window  cell.

(b)   Bemove  tube  socket  assembly    and   place  P.M.
tube  in safe storage.

(c)    Disconnect       D.C.      pewer   supply/controller.

(d)    Place  chamber,  tube  socket  assembly, window
cell  and  retainer  ring  in  an  oven    for  eight   (8)

hours    set    to    40°    C    (1040    F)    maximum.

After   bake-out,    lubricate  all   ''0"   Rings  with  "0"  Ring
lub  or  vacuum grease,  reassemble  chamber,   clean  base of
P.M.  tube  and   put   back   inl:o   operation.

PF=Ol=uCTS FOR I=E§EAF]CH] INC.
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STANDARD   OPTloNS   FOR   PMT   REFRIGERATED   CHAMBERS
All  units  are  delivered  complete  and  wired  for  operation  with  tube socket,  dynode  resistor  string and  power supply  unless
otherwise  specified.  The  following  options  may  be  specified  at  additional  cost  per  PEP  Price  List:

102/102TS  104/104TS  log/109TS        114             200/241            220

1.   Pyrex  glass  insulating window

2.   Quart glass  insulating  window

3.   Temperature controller

4.   Additional  interchangeable tube-socket ass'y.

5.   Non-standard dynode resistors

6.   Front mounting adapter

7.   S-504   high   voltage  supply

8.   Power supply  arranged for  19"relay rack mount.

9.   PF`-201  No-Dew attachment

X  -options  available         XX  -addTs  tothe  Model  number

ln  addition,  non-standard  options  may  also  be  ordered:

I  Potting  of  small  amplifiers  in  the  interchangeable  tube
soc ket  assembl ies

I  Incorporation  of optical  system  elements  in  one or
more panes  of window assembly.

1.   Magnetic Shielding  (add  suffix  SH  to  part  No.

2.   Additional  interchangeable  tube-socket ass'y

X

X

no

X

XXX

X

S502
no

std

XXX  -specify  desired  values  on  order

I  Temperature controller  regulation  of cathode  temperature
at  values  below specifications  for  cool  ambient conditions

I  Other useful  adaptations which  permit our chamber  to
mate  most  functionally  with  your  particular  system.

PP-1000           PB-1100           PB-1101             PB-1102                PB-2200

included

X

CUSTOM  EQUIPIVIENT

To   provide   optimum   cooling  and/or   housing   for   any
photomultiplier   tiibes,   Products   for   F3esearch   will   develop
custom   PMT   housings  that   meet  your  specific
system   requirements.

Examples   of   such   custom   assemblies  include  the  customized
Model   TE-102   (illustrated   here)   which   permitted  front  end
attachment  to  a  special  tripod  mounted  spectrophotometer.
Adclitional  information  on  this  and  other  PFP  custom
chambers  is  available  on  request.

PF]ODuCTS  FOF]  F]ESEAt=CH, lNC.
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ORDERING
INFORMATION

Please    be   sure   to   specify   photomultiplier   TUBE   TYPE   with
ordering  information.   If  you   have  any  questions  regarding selec-
tion  of  equipment  for  optimal  performance  with  specific  tubes,
please call:  (617)  774-3250.

Generally,  products covered  in  this  catalog are available within 30
days.   Prices   are   in   accordance   with   the   current   Products  for
Research Price  List.

NOTE:   Equipment  described  here  may  be  modified  to  more  closely  meet
specific  system  requirements.   For  example,  the  dynode  string  resistors  may
be   of   any  value  and   a   load   resistor   may   be   included   within   the  socket
assembly  along with a small pre-amp. Please contact our Sales Department for
information on special orders.

WARRANTY
All  Products  for  F3esearch  photomultiplier  tube  housings  and  chambers  are  guaranteed  against
defects in materials and workmanship for a period of two (2) years from time of shipment.

REPRESENTED   BY:
DISTRIBUTED   BY

E.M.I.    ELECTRONICS    LTDq

ELECTRON  TUBE  Divisioee!

HAYES.   MIDDLESEX.

TF.LEPHO#E   575,5888   EXT.   2283
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Silicon Avalanche Photodiodes

®

The  EMI  range  of  silicon  avalanche  photodiodes  carries  type  numbers  in  the S30500 series.  Even type numbers  (S30500,
S30502, etc.)  are single chip diodes and odd type  numbers are the respective double chip counterparts which  have  identical
optical performance but have the advantage of being easier to control  in environments of changing temperature; the double
chip combination  is discussed  below.

The  S30500  has  an  active  area of 0.5 mm diameter, a useful  photocurrent multiplication  ratio  (M)  of about 200 and  a  low
leakage  current.   It   is  primarily  intended  as  a  low  light  level  detector  in  the  near  infra  red  region  of  the  electromagnetic
spectrum   (d.c.   peak  efficiency   is  900  nm  approximately  with   useful   response  from  580  and   1100  nm).  The  speed  of
response  is  another  feature  of  the  device  although  the  bandwidth for the  longer wavelengths  is limited  by the  slow collec-
tion  of  carriers  released  in  the  zero  field  absorption  region  surrounding  the  depletion  region. The output signal  therefore
consists  of  two  components.  At  the  peak  response  goo  nm,  the  fast  component  risetime  (10% to 900/o)  is less than 0.5 ns
and  the  slow  component  is  just  over  1  #s.  The  ratio  of fast to total  amplitudes is approximately  100% at 700  nm, 40% at
900 nm and 23°/o at  1060 nm.

The  main  application  for  this  detector  is  in  laser  range finding  systems  operating at 0.9 or  1.06 # where fast response to a

pulse  with  a  steep  leading edge  is required  and the  slow component output  is unimportant.  Another successful  application
for  this  photodiode  is  as  a  detector  of  very  fast  pulses  in  laser  doppler  systems.  It has also  been  found  possible to use an
avalanche  photodiode  as  a  superheterodyne  modulation  frequency  changing detector  by  coupling  an  oscillator to the  bias
supply,  thereby   beating  the  light  modulation  signal  to  a  difference  frequency  signal  which  can  be  handled  by  narrower
band  amplifiers.   Experiments  have  shown  that  the  S30500  can  detect  the  modulation  of  an  833  nm  light  beam  up  to
modulation  frequencies  in  excess  of  1   GHz  using  this  technique.  This would  not be  possible with  ordinary  non-avalanche
PIN  photodiodes as their sensitivity/voltage dependence  is too  low.

The  S30502  is  based  on  the  S30500  but  uses a smaller effective  active area of 0.28 mm diameter which  is of advantage  in
some  range finder systems. This reduction, however,  is achieved  by  physical  masking and the  photodiode does not therefore
have lower leakage current.

A  developmental  photodiode  type  S30508  is of similar construction to the S30500 but has an  increased active area of 2.5
mm diameter.

A  new  manufacturing  technique  has  been  adopted  to  produce  the  S30504  and  S30506  epitaxial  avalanche photodiodes.
The  device  structure  has  been  altered  to  ensure  that  all  signal  carriers  are  collected  with  the  minimum delay  thereby en-
suring  high  frequency operation  into the gigahertz  region. This performance  is maintained for all  wavelengths of radiation.

The  S30504  has  a  high  phQtocurrent  gain  up  to  300 typically for stable operation  and requires only  a  low bias voltage of
80  volts.  The  active  area  is   100  microns  in   diameter  and   is  therefore  well  suited  for  use  in  fibre  line  communication
systems.  At  850  nm  risetimes  (10%  to  goo/o)  are  less  than  0.5  ns  and  decay  times  (100%  to  00/o)  are  under 20 ns.  A 'pill'

package  encapsulation  with  provision  for  close  coupling  to  a  fibre  optic  line  will  soon  be  introduced.  The  S30506 has a
0.5  mm  diameter  active  area  and  a  similar  risetime  of  0.5  ns  with  a decay time of  less than  10 ns.  At present stable gains
of  100 times are readily  achieved.

There  are   many  advantages  associated  with  avalanche   photodiodes  but  the  problem  of  maintaining  a  stable  operating

point  was  one  which  had  to  be overcome. This has been  achieved  by the  introduction  of a range of double chip avalanche
photodiodes.  In  this  configuration,  two  near  identical  chips  are  mounted  in the same can; one chip is masked  from  incid-
ent  radiation  and   is  operated  near   breakdown  to  draw  a  constant  current.  A  change  in  temperature  will  alter  the  bias
voltage  at  the  control   diode  and  this  change  may  be  used  to  regulate  the  bias  applied  to  the  active  chip.  This  mode  of
stabilisation   may   be  used   successfully   in   many   applications,   including  C.W.,  a  feature  of  considerable  value  in  general

detector  circuit  design.  This  type  of  controller  is  also  able  to  operate  effectively  over  the  full  device  temperature  range
which,  for the  EMl  range of devices,  is -70°C to  +1 25°C.



ln  contrast  to  the  double  chip  device,  single  chip  avalanche  devices  can  only  be  readily  stabilised  against temperature
variation  if  the  signal  and  dark  current components of the device output can  be separated. This can  be achieved by gating
in  some  cases,  or,  if  the light input occurs for only a very short time compared with the pulse repetition period, the signal
component can  be ignored.  Laser range finders are an example of the  latter case.

There  are  many  questions  which  are  often  asked  regarding  the  successful  operation  and  application  of avalanche  photo-
diodes  and  by  far the most popul.ar is 'Why use an avalanche photodiode in the first place?'. The simple answer is that one
must  consider  a  photodetector  as  part  of  a  system.  A  useful  figure  of  merit describing photodetectors is the noise equiv-
alent  power  (NEP)  and  it  is  clearly  advantageous  for  a  device  to  have  as  low  a  value  of  NEP  as possible.  It is possible to
obtain   small   PIN   non-avalanche  photodiodes  having  very   low  NEP's:   however,  to  use  the  signal  from  the  device,  an
amplifier  is  required  but  as  soon  as  the  device  is coupled  into such a system, the limitation emphasis changes from device
noise  to  amplifier  noise  as  the  latter  is  generally  several  orders  greater.  It  is  apparent  that  system  signal  to  noise  ratio

(SSNR)  would  be  improved  if  the  device  could  be  made to give a greater signal, even though its noise level  may approach
that  of  the  following  amplifier.  An  avalanche  photodiode  achieves  this.  In  fact,  as  signal  power  multiplies  as  M2,  noise

power  multiplies  as  M2 .3   but  the  device  SNR  degradation  is negligible  in  terms of SSNR  so long as device avalanche noise
is  less than  amplifier noise.  Genuine  improvements of  100 and over can be obtained in SSNR thus demonstrating the value
of an avalanche device over an  ordinary PIN  photodiode.

A  range  of  associated  units  for  use  with  our  avalanche  photodiodes  are  available  e.g.  pre-amplifier,  main  amplifier,  bias
controller  and  complete  amplifier  and  controller  modules  including  a  diode  mount.  Whenja  suitable  double  chip  photo-

diode is added, the module becomes a complete photodetector unit.

For further information on this product pleaso telophone Extension   Ext.2551
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EMI  Electronics  Limited,  Electron Tube Division,
243, Blyth Road, HAYES, Middlesex, U831HJ, England.
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Types S30500 & S30501

Photodiode
EMI SILICON AVALANCHE PHOTODIODE

TYPES S30500 AND S3050l

The  S30500 is  an  avalanche multiplying silicon photodiode
designed  for stable operation near the avalanche breakdown
region.  The  low  noise  avalanche  multiplication  of carriers
within  the  device  results in  a much enhanced system signal
to   noise   ratio   by   a  factor  of  about   loo  times  using  a

;uhf:::[defo[d°ewfsno?;SLP2re;#Pt]i:]esrt.anTdhaerda::i::ps:]eaati::i?:
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The  S30501  is  a  double-chip  silicon  avalanche  photodiode.  The  detector  chip  is  similar  to  the  S30500  and  the
second  chip   used   to  provide  a  reference  for  controlling  the  detector  bias-voltage  is  selected  for  close  electrical
characteristics.  Both chips are  mounted in  a low-profue  TO-5  can,  the reference chip being masked against incident
light.   The   key   feature   of  this  double-chip  arrangement  is   that  the   same  bias-controller  may  be  used  for  au
applications from d.c.  to the maximum frequency of the device, over a wide temperature range.

The  small  overall  size,  robust construction and high  sensitivity  of the  S30500 and S30501  photodiodes make them
suitable  for  many  applications.  In particular,  these  photodiodes may  be used  as  a fast pulse detector in range finder
systems  and  as  a  replacement  for  vacuum  devices  having  Sl   responses.  They  may  also  be  used  as  a heterodyne
frequency  changing detector of modulated light by modulating the  bias-voltage  from  a local  oscillator.  In  the near
future,  it  is  expected  that  miniature  control  circuits  and  pre-amplifiers will  be  added  to  our range.  Enquiries for
these,  and  for  special photodiodes  or for the  S30500 or S30501  to a defence standard specification, are welcomed.

CHARACTERISTICS

Mechanical

Construction

Field of view

Sensitive area

Centrality of active area

Overall dimensions

Lead connections

The  diodes are  hermetically  sealed in  type TO-5  cans with optical quality
crown zinc glass windows

90° minimum (0.6 7r steradians)

0.5 mm diameter circle (approx. 0.2 mm2).

0.25 mm max. with respect to can

See outline diagram

Viewed from lead side of can, clockwise from tag:
I.  Detector diode cathode (positive for reverse bias)
2.  Not  connected  in  S30500,  reference diode cathode in S3050l (positive

for reverse bias)
3.  Anodes connected to can

Electrical (Performance at temperature of 25°C)

Photocurrent mu`ltiplication (M)

Operating voltages

Leakage current

Sensitivity

Mininum  loo (see note  I)

In the range  160V to 220V (see note  2)

Surface leakage (typically) 30nA at M =  100

Bulk leakage 0. I nA at M =  1  (50V)

For multiplication (M) of 100 (see note 3).
Wavelength in nm

694
900

1065

Responsivity in A/W
Fast.        Total
1717

1537
414



Electrical  /corifl.r]tjed)

Risetime ( 1 ova to 90%)

Capacitance

Forward characteristic

Noise

Temperature coefficient
of breakdown volta.ge

Noise equivalent power

Less than 0.5 ns (fast), approx.  I  ys (slow) (see note 3).

5.5  pf max.

1V forward bias gives forward current not less than 8 x  lo-3A

¥:rre£:i°ai]ariF:%evfdentf°rM=loo.Noisepowerdependenceongainnot

Less than +250 mv per °c

Typically 3 x  loT9 watts at wavelength of 1060 nm in bandwidth of 0.1  of
15 MHz (see note 3)

Associated Circuitry

Our photodiodes are  tested using a  pre-amplifier having  a  r.in.s. noise equivalent input current of approximately  10
nA. (0.1  to  15 MHz).

Absolute Maxinum Ratings

(himiting +-alues are absolute in accordance with IEC  134)

Maximum continuous power dissipation at 25°C case temperature . . . 50 mw

Maxinum operational temperature range ......- 70°C to +125°C.

Notes:

1.       The   noise  performance  of  each  device  is  tested  as  follows  with  a  pre-amplifier  of  approx.   10  nA
r.in.s.  noise  equivalent  input  current  (measured  in  0.1  -15  MHz  bandwidth)  the  diode  bias  is  increased
from   50V  (where  M  =  1)  until  a  multiplication  M  =   100  is  observed,  using  a  pulsed  900  nm emitter as  a

shall  not  be  greater  than  a   14  nA  r.in.s.  noise equivalent input
the  system  noise  is  well  within  this  figure  and typically  diodes
of  150  to  200.

Quantum Efficiency Curve

Quantum
efficiency

u

source.   At  this  bias,  the  system  noise
current.  Generally  speaking,  for  M  =  loo,
reach  this  noise  figure at multiplications

2.       The    recommended   operating   bias
voltage  for each  photodiode  is  given  on
thetestsheet supplied with each  device.

£;stTfhgitrepsup]::Seof°f[.t5heysdei::::ilo;°;:
examined  at  three wavelengths.  At  each
wavelength,      the  ratio  of the  amplitude
of  the   fast  component  to  the  maximum
amplitude   is   noted   to  derive   the  fast
responsivity    quoted,    referring   to   the
plotted   spectral   response   as   a  datum.
The  slower  component  of  the  response
is    caused   by   the   slow   collection   of
carriers  released  by  the  penetration  of
light    into    the    zero    field   absorption
region.    The   depth   of  this   penetration
increases  with wavelength.

4.       For   a   discussion   of   silicon   av-
alanche   photodiode   rioise   and   system
noise      equivalent     power,     see     `The
Measurement  of Multiplied  Noise  in  Low
Noise   Silicon   Avalanche   Photodiodes
and  its   Effect  on  Achievable  NEP'  by
J.A.Raines,   SERL   Technical   Journal,
Vol.121,  No.1,  Feb.1971.

5.       The use ofthes30500 as  a detector
in   fibre  optic  systems   is   described  in
the   paper   `Pulse   Dispersion   in   Glass
Fibres'    by   W.A.Gambling,    D.N.Payne,
H.Sunak,   of  Southampton  University,  in
Electronics  Letters. 9th  September 1971,
Vol.8,  No.18,  Page  549.
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E,\'lI  Silicon  Avalanche  Photodiodes  Types  S30500   and  S30501

Typical   Graphs  of  Multiplication  v  Bias   at  three  temperatures
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Bias  voltage                =                            Vmp  -40°C                             Vmp  _|0°C

Note:    Vmp  is  that  bias  at  which  the  on  set  of  microplasma

breakdown  is  observed  (measured  at  a  mean  rate  of
5  microplasma  pulses  per  second)

EMI  Silicon  Avalanche  Photodiodes   Types  S30500  and  S3050l

Typical   Curves  of  Multiplication  and  Noise  Current  at  23°C

Vmp   +25°C
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JJlmensionai uutline I/rawmg

Centrality  of active area
0.25  max.  See  note  1

0.81

±0.03    1.47    L_
±0.05   T-

0.62
±  0.05

3 Leads

0.80  ± 0.03

1.00  ±  0.03

Control  Chip

Glass  window

~Active area chip

==]-

Dia.  0.50  max.

See  note  2

Detect
cathod

All dimensions  are

4.17  ±  0.05

Anode(s) connected  to can
[ordiode         \ I/le \

¢=\g   F]J

in  millimetres

i111•tyfiJ-/-1\

Note  1          Diameter of active area o.50 ±0.05 in s30500 and s30501. 0.1  nominal in s30504 and s30505.

Note 2          Blank in s30500 and s30504. Reference diode cathode in s3050l  and s30505.

For further information concerning this product please telephone Extension 2551
The   Company   reserves   the   rlght   to   modlfy   these   deslgns   and   spec\flcatlons   withoiit   notlce     Developmental   devices  are

Intended    for    evaluation    and    no    obligation    is    assumed    for   future   manufacture    Whilst   every   effort   is   made   to   ensure

accuracy   cif  published   information   the   ComDanv   cannot   be   held   respcinsible  for  errors  or  cc)nsequences  arising  therefrom

D615/e
DS.1077

EMI  Electronics  Limited. Electron Tube Division

243 BIyth  Road, HAYES,Middlesex, U831HJ,  England.
Telephone:  01-573 3888   Cables:  Emidata,  London.   Telex:  London  935261
A member of the  EMI  Group of companies.
International  leaders  in  music, electronics.

and  leisure.
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Types S30504 & S30505

Photodiode

EMI EPITAXIAL SILICON AVALANCHE PHOTODIODE
Types S30504 and S30505

The  S30504  is  an  avalanche multiplying silicon photodiode
using  epitaxial  material  designed  for  stable  operation  near
the  avalanche  breakdown  region.  The  low  noise  avalanche
multiplication   of   carriers   within   the   device   results   in   a
iT`uch  enhanced  system  signal  to  noise  ratio  by  a  factor  of
about   200  times  using  a  suitable  low  noise  pre-amplifier.
The    construction    of    these    photodiodes    ensures    that
practically all carriers are collected with the minimum  delay
giving  risetimes  well under a nanosecond. The active area of
the    photodiode     is    8    x    10-3mm2    and    the    standard

::::cp:u|autioi?yi:|aass':Tn-g:owfJg:vi:g;5t,:::tign6oorfi?e::a:if3iea:
(0.6  7r   steradians).   A   "pill   package"   encapsulation   will
shortly  be introduced.

The  S30505  is  a  double  chip  epitaxial  silicon  avalanche  photodiode. The detector chip is similar to the S30504 and
the  second  chip,  used  to  provide  a  reference  to  control  the  detector  bias  voltage,  is  selected  for  close  electrical
characteristics  to  the  detector.  Both  chips are  mounted  in  a  low-profile  TO-5  can,  the reference chip being masked
against  incident licht.  The  key  feature  of this  double  chip  arrangement is that the same bias controller may be used
for all applications from d.c.  to the maximum frequency of the device, over a wide temperature  range.

The  small  overall  size,  robust  construction  and high  sensitivity  of the  S30504 and S30505 photodiodes make  them
suitable  for  many  applic'ations.  In  particular,  these  photodiodes may  be  used  as  a fast pulse detector in range finder
systems  and  as  a  detector  in  a  very  wide  band  fibre  optic  communication  system.  They  may  also  be  used  as  a
heterodyne frequency changing detector of modulated light by modulating the bias voltage from  a local oscillator. In
the  near  future, it is expected that miniature control circuits and pre-amplifiers will be added to our range. Enquiries
for these and for special photodiodes designed to couple into fibre  optic lines, are welcomed.

CHARACTERISTICS

Mechanical

Construction

Field of view

Sensitive area

Centrality  of active area

Overall dimensions

Lead connections

The  diodes  are  hermetically  sealed  in  type TO-5  cans  with optical quality
crown zinc glass windows.

90° mininum (0.6 7r steradians)

0.1  mm diameter circle (approx.  8 x  10-3mm2).

0.25 mm max. with respect to can.

See outline  diagram.

Viewed from lead side of can, clockwise from  tag:
1.    Detector diode cathode (positive  for reverse bias).
2.    Not  connected  in  S30504,reference diode cathode in S30505 (positive
for reverse bias).

3.    Anodesconnected to can.



Electrical (Perfomance at temperature of 25°C).

Photocurrent multiplication (M)

Operating voltages

Leakage current

Sensitivity

Risetine ( 10% to 9Ovo)

Capacitance

Forward characteristic

Noise

Temperature co-efficient
of breakdown voltage

Mininum 200 (see note  I)

In the range 60V to 90V (see note 2).

Surface leakage (typically) 2nA at M = 200.

Bulk leakage (typically) O.0lnA at M =  1  (20V)

For multiplication (M) of 200 (see note 3)
Wavelength in nm                               Responsivity in A/W

900                                                     24 approx.

Less  than  0.5ns limited  by  inductance  in  T05  encapsulation (see note 3).

2.Opf max.

1V forward bias gives forward current not less than 8 x  lo-3A.

¥:rrefct£°aita#.aevidentforM=200.Noisepowerdependenceongainnot

Less than +200mv per °C.

Associated Circuitry

These  photodiodes are  tested  using  a  pre-amplifier  having  an I.in.s. noise equivalent input current of approximately
lonA (0.1  to  15 MHz).

Absolute Maxinum Ratings

(Liniting values are absolute in accordance with IEC  134)

Maximum continuous power dissipation at 25°C case temperature   . .  .  50mw

Maximum operational temperature range   ......- 70°C to +|25°C

Notes:

1.    The  noise  performance  of  each  device  is  tested  as  follows.  With  a  pre-amplifier  of approximately  10nA  r.in.s.
noise  equivalent input current (measured  in  0.1  to  15 MHz bandwidth), the diode bias is increased from 20V until a
multiplication  M = 200 is observed, using a pulsed 900nm emitter as source. At this bias the system noise is amplifier
limited.  The  diode  bias  can  be  increased until a multiplication M = 300 is obtained. At this bias, the system noise is,
generally speaking, still amplifier limited but will not be greater than a  14nA I.in.s. noise equivalent input current.

2.    The recommended bias voltage for each diode is given on the test sheet supplied with each device.

3.   The   epitaxial   construction of this photodiode  removes the  slow component of the response to fast light pulses
which  is  present  in  partially  depleted  P-N  junction  photodiodes  such  as the  S30500. This  improvement becomes
significant at and above radiation wavelengths of 800nm due to the increasing optical absorption length.

4.    It is estimated  that  the  fast response  of the S30504 will give useful performance up to approximately 3 GHz in
the T05 encapsulation. Enquiries about pill-package or stripline encapsulation will be carefully considered.

u



EMI  Epitaxial  Silicon  Avalanche  Photodiodes   Types  S30504  and  S30505

Typical  Graphs  of  Multiplication  v  Bias  at  three  temperatures

I I I
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II
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en             c;8            6D            70            7i            72           73            74            75            16            71
Bias voltage -                    Vmp  _40°C               Vmp  -10°C

Note:    Vmp  is  that bias  at which  the  on  set  of microplasma
breakdown  is  observed  (measured  at  a  mean  rate  of
5 microplasma  pulses  per second)

Vmp   +25°C

(See Dimensional Outline Drawing overleaf)



Dimensional   Outline  I)rawing

Note  1           Diameter of active areao.50 +0.05 in s30500 and s30501.  0.1  nominal in s30504 and s30505.

Note 2          Blankin s30500 and s30504. Refereni. diode cathode in s30501  and s30505.

D617/a
DS.1152

EMI  Electronics  Limited,  Electron Tube Division,
243, Blyth  Road,  HAYES, Middlesex, U831HJ,  England.
Telephone:  01-573 3888 Cables:  Emitube,  London. Telex:  London 935261
A  member of  the  EM I  Group of companies.
International  leaders  in  music, electronics and  leisure.
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Types C501 & C502
Provisional  Data

Pre.AmplifieIAmplifier
PRE-AMPLIFIER   TYPE   C50l   AND   AMPLIFIER   TYPE   C502

Pro-Amplifier   Type  C50l

DESCRIPTION:               A    low-noise   high   speed   transimpedance   amplifier   suitable   for   use   with   current
sources  such  as photodiodes  and photomultipliers.

MECHANICAL
DATA: The   device  is  encapsulated  in  a  plastic  shell  and  connections  are  made  to  four

tinned  copper  terminal  wires  on  a  2.54  mm  grid.

Weight  (typical)                                                         4  g

Maximum  Outside  Dimensions  (excluding leads)
Length
Width
Height

Minimum  lead  length

15.3  mm
15.3  mm
10.1  mm

12mm

ABSOLUTE   MAXIMUM  RATINGS   (At  25°C  unless  specified otherwise)

Supply  voltage
External  load  conductance  (a.c.  coupled)
External  load  conductance (d.c.  coupled)
Operating  temperature  range
Storage  temperature  range
Continuous  input current
Soldering temperature (10  seconds)

+8V
20  mmho
1  mmho
-55  to +125°C
-65  to +2000c
2mA
2400c

TYPICAL   ELECTRICAL  CHARACTERISTICS  (At  25°C  unless  specified  otherwise)

Parameter

Supply  current
Input   impedance
Output   impedance
Forward   transfer  impedance (Zf)
Bandwidth  (-3  dB)
Temperature  coefficient of
output  voltage
Equivalent  noise  input current

Test Conditions

RL   -    50Q

See  Note  1

Value

4mA
100Q
2Q
3900Q
d.c.  to  70  MHz

±0.001%/OC
'

2.5  pA  Hz-i

Note   1.       EQUIVALENT  NOISE   INPUT  CURRENT

The  equivalent  noise  input  current  in  a  specific  bandwidth  is  defined  as  the  r.in.s.  noise  output  voltage  in
that  bandwidth divided  by  the  pre-amplifier transimpedance.

Measurement  of  I.in.s.   noise  output  voltage  is  made  with  the  pre-amplifier  input  open  circuited  and  the
output  fed  via  a bandpass  filter to  a wide  band  r.in.s.  voltmeter.

The  filter  has  a  response  which  is  3  dB  down  at  3  KHz  and  15  MHz  and  has  a  roll off of 6 dB  per octave.



Application  Notes

1.      This  amplifier provides  an output  voltage which is  linearly proportional to input current:-

Vout   =   -   Iin X Zf

Enquiries  for similar  amplifiers  with different values  of Zf are welcome.

2.      The  supply  voltage  should  be  decoupled  as  close  to  the  amplifier  as  possible.  Suggested  values  are
100Q  and  1  HF`  electrolytic  plus  0.01  #F  disc  ceramic.

3.      When   used   in  areas  of  high  electrical  noise  it  may  be  necessary  to  provide  electrical  screening.

4.      Pre-amplifier c501  is especially suitable for use  in conjunction with amplifier c502.

+++

Amplifier  Type  C502

DESCRIPTION:

MECHANICAL
DATA:

A   wideband  voltage  amplifier  suitable  for  use  in  video  and  photodetector  signal
amplification.

The   device  is  encapsulated  in  a  plastic  shell  and  connections  are  made  to  four
tinned copper wires  on  a  2.54  mm  grid.

Weight  (typical)                                                   7.3  g

Maximum  Outside  Dimensions  (excluding  leads)
Length
Width
Height

Minimum lead  length

28.65  mm
15.3  mm

10.2  mm

12mm

ABSOLUTE   MAXIMUM  RATINGS  (At  25°C  unless  specified  otherwise)

Supply voltage
External  load conductance (d.c.  coupled)
Operating temperature range
Storage temperature range
Soldering temperature (10 seconds)

+14V
1  mmho
-55  to +125°c
-65  to +2oooc
2400c

TYPICAL   ELECTRICAL  CHARACTERISTICS  (At 25°C unless  specified otherwise)

Parameter

Supply  current
Input  impedance
Output  impedance
Bandwidth  (-3  dB)
VdHEe gain (non-inverting)

Equivalent  noise
input  voltage

Test  Conditions

Vin   =      0              :       RL   =50Q
f         =    2OKHz::       RL   =5on
f         =    20KHz    :       Vin=      0
RL   =         50Q
f       =      20KHz    :       Vin   =   100mvp-p
RL-50Q          :

RL=     50Q           :       SeeNotel

Value

22mA
400n
loo
d.c.  to  70  MHz
23dB
(20  dB  min.)

'
1  nv  Hz-Z

T496/2a
DS.1164

®
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Note   1.       EQUIVALENT  NOISE  INPUT  VOLTAGE

The  equivalent  noise  input voltage  in a specific  bandwidth  is  defined  as  the  r.in.s.  noise output voltage in
that  bandwidth divided  by  the  amplifier  gain.

Measurement  of  r.in.s.  noise  output  voltage  is  made  with  the  amplifier  input  open circuited  and the output
fed  via  a bari.dpass  filter  to  a wide  band  r.in.s.  voltmeter.

The  filter  has  a  response  which  is  3  dB  down  at  3  KHz  and  15 MHz  and has  a roll off of 6 dB per octave.

Application  Notes

1.      The  supply voltage should be decoupled  as  close to the  amplifier as  possible.

Suggested  values  are  loo  and  1 pF`  electrolytic plus  0.01 pF  disc ceramic.

2.      When  used  in  areas  of  high  electrical  noise  it  may  be  necessary  to  provide  electrical  screening.

3.      Amplifier c502  is  especially suitable for use in conjunction with pre-amplifier c501.

TYPICAL  APPLICATION
C50l  and  C502

+12V

T496/3a
DS.1164

®

®
•'....

(See Dimensional Outline Drawings  ove[leat)



PRE-AMPLIFIER
TYPE  C50l

15.30

14.90

L              "EiE"n                 i

AMPLIFIER
TYPE  C502

D"ENSI0NAL  OUTLINE  I)RAWINGS

28.65

28.25

20.57

TERMINALS

a+-11
14

I

II

I

lil

2,311

ALL  DIMENSIONS   IN   MILLIMETRES

T496/4a
DS.1164

For  further information on these products please telephone  Extension 2076.

EMI  Electronics  Limited. Electron Tube Division

243 Blyth  Road, HAYES,Middlesex, U831HJ,  England.
Telephone:  01-573 3888   Cables:  Emidata,  London.   Telex:  London 935261

A member of the  EMI  Group of Companies.
International  leaders in  Electronics,  Records and  Entertainment.
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Types  C511   and   C512
PROVISIONAL  DATA

BIAS CONTROLLER FOR  AVALANCHE  PHOTODIODES

BIAS  CONTROLLER  FOR  AVALANCHE  PHOTODIODES

A          Use c511  for EMl photodiodes s30501, S30503 and selected s30507

*          Use c512 for  EMl  photodiode   S30505

I          Both types set and  maintain stable avalanche gain  over

a temperature range -55°C to +1 oo°c

Description

Bias  controllers  C511   and  C512  are  intended  for  use  with  double  chip  avalanche  photodetectors,  the  breakdown voltage
(Vref)   of  the  reference  diode  being  used  to  regulate  the  photodiode  bias  voltage  (Vb)  and  so  maintain  stable  avalanche
gain over a wide operating temperature range.

The reference diode is supplied from a controlled current source and the bias voltage output is current limited.

The avalanche gain  is set by an external  resistance  (Px),  not supplied.

Mechanical data

Each  device  is  encapsulated   in  a  plastic  shell  and  connections  are  made  to  five  tinned  copper  wires  on  a  2.54  mm  grid.

Typical weight:                                                   25g

Maximum outside dimensions  (excluding leads)

Length:                                                                 45.0 mm

Width:                                                                       17.6 mm

Height:                                                                       19.7 mm

Minimum  lead  length:                                      12  mm

Absolute maximum ratings C511 C512

Supply voltage range  (Vin):                                                                            +250 to +350V           + 150 to +250V

Operating temperature range:                                                                              -55 to +  100°C             -55 to +|oo°C

Storage temperature range:                                                                                     -55 to +125°C              -55 to +125°C

Soldering temperature  ( 10 seconds) :                                                             24o°c                              24o°c

Peference diode  breakdo\^rn voltage  range  (see  Note  1 ):                      +125 to +235V           +40 to +110V



Typical electrical characteristics    (At 25°C unless specified otherwise)

c5ii          cai2

All  measurements are made with  vin          =         300V             200V
`Vref         =          180V                75V
Vb            =          Vref               Vref unless specified otherwise

C511                            C512

Supply current (lin):                                                                                              2.8 rnA                            2.6 rnA

Peference diode current  (lref):                                                                        225 #A                           210 HA

Bias current limit (lb max):                                                                                250 pA                            250 HA

Bias voltage  line regulation  (see  Note 2):                                                     ±0.025yo                         ±0.025%

Bias voltage/F]eference voltage tracking error  (see  Note 3):               ±15mv                           ±25 mv

Bias voltage temperature regulation  (see Note 4):                                 ±0.5 mv/C                 ±2 mv/C

Bias supply output impedance  (see Note 5):                                             7  KQ                               7  Kf2

External resistor (Rx) for vb = Vref (see  Note 6)                                  50 Kn                            100 KQ

External resistor (Rx) for vb =  Vref-6volts with c511                      500 Kn                         500 Kn
(see  Note 6):                          =  Vref-4 Volts with c512

Note 1     F`eferehce diode breakdown voltage range

Because  of  the  significant  temperature  coefficient  of  breakdown  voltage  of avalanche photodiodes, care must be taken to
ensure that the reference diode breakdown voltage remains within the specified range.

Note 2    Bias voltage line regulation

Bias voltage line regulation  is defined  as:-

ap  xloo%
AVin

where A Vin is the supply voltage range

Note 3    Bias voltage/Reference voltage tracking error

Bias and reference voltages are related by the expression

(Vref -Vb)   =  kvref

where  k  is  a  constant  dependent on  gain  setting.  Bias  voltage/reference  voltage  tracking  error  is  the  error  in (Vref-Vb)
over the  Vref working  range.

Nor(e 4    Bias voltage temperature  regulation

Bias  voltage  temperature  regulation  is defined  as:-

A     (Vref -Vb)
volts,c

AT

where AT is (loo -(-55)I  .C
S2808/C2
DS.1167

®



Note 5    Bias supply output impedance

Bias  supply  output  impedance  is  defined  as:-

A     (Vref  -Vb) ohms
Alb

where  A  lb  is  (2  -0)  4A

Note  6    Extemal  resistor  (Rx)

An  external  I/8  watt  resistor  (not supplied)  is  required  to  set  Vb with  respect to  Vref  and should be connected between
the gain  control terminal  (4)  and the ground terminal  (3).

It   is   important  that  this  resistor  should  either  be  low  temperature  ccefficient  (P  50p.p.in/C)  or  be  maintained  at  a
constant  temperature.   All  measurements  in  this  data  sheet  are  made  with   Bx   maintained  at  a  constant  temperature.

Control  of  avalanche  gain  can  be  conveniently  obtained  by  using  a  multi-turn  potentiometer or a series combination of a
multi-turn  potentiometer and a fixed  resistor as a variable  Rx.

Note 7    Supply decoupling

Supplies  to  both  the  reference  and  signal  diodes  of  the  avalanche  photodetector  should  be  decoupled  as  close  to  the
detector as possible.

Note 8  Short circuit and open circuit protection

Bias  controllers  C511  and  C512  are  able  to  withstand  continuous  short circuiting or open circuiting of the  bias  output and
gain control  circuits.

The  reference  diode  circuit  may  be  continuously  open  circuited  but short  circuiting  is  only  permissible  for  periods  of  up
to 30 seconds beyond which excessive and probably harmful  internal  heating of the device will  occur.

The. supply input circuit is reverse polarity protected.

Note 9    Suitable photodetectors

Whilst  intended  primarily  for  use   in  conjunction  with  EMl  avalanche  photodetectors  these  bias  controllers  can  be  used
with  any  double  chip  avalanche  photodetector  having  a  reference  diode  breakdown  voltage  within  the specified  range.  A

pair  of  separate  avalanche  photodiodes  may  also  be  used  so long as the diodes are closely matched for breakdown voltage
and temperature coefficient of breakdown voltage and are maintained at the same temperature.

a

n EMl  avalanche photodiode types

Typical application

Type c511            Type c512
S30501  and s30503          S30505
(and selected S30507)

C511



BIAS CONTROLLER C51 I

45044.5

I17.17.I

38.35
37.85

25.65
25.15
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0.419.91                                 77

I

8737
2

7.877.374999
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TERMINALS            I          Supply(Vim)+ve
2          Vref   +Ve
3          Gi-ound
4         Gain control
5         Vb+ve

NOTE:   For further information please phone Extension 2551

EMI  Electronics Limited,  Electron Tube Division,
243 BIyth  Road, HAYES, Middlesex. U831 HJ,  England.
Telephone: 01-573 3888  Cables:  Emitube, London.  Telex:  London 935261
A member of the  EMI  Group of companies.
International  leaders in  music, electronics

and  leisure.
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Types  C531,  C532,  C533  and  C534

Photodetector Unit
PHOTODETECTOR  UNITS

C531, C532, C533 and C534

description

Each   unit  consists  of  an   amplifier-controller   module  coupled  to  a  double  chip  silicon  avalanche  photodiode  and  forms  a

complete,   high   sensitivity   photodetector  system.   Avalanche  gain  can  be  externally  adjusted  and  is  then  stabilized  against

changes  in  supply  voltages  and  over  a  wide  range  of  temperatures.

Comprising

Photodetector   Unit                            Amplifier-Controller  Module                             Avalanche photodiode

C531/1

C531/3
C532/1
C532/3
C533
C534

S30501
S30503
S30501
S30503
S30505
S30505

Mechanical  Data

Each   unit  is  housed   in  a   black   anodised   aluminium  cylinder  and  connections  are  made  to  an  eight  pin  plug  for  which  a

mating  socket   (International  Octal)  is  provided.  The  photodiode  is  mounted  in  a  three  pin  socket  (TO-5) situated  on  the
front  of  the  unit  and  provision  is  made  for  attaching  external  components  such  as  lenses  and  filters.



Dimensions

C531  and C533
Maximum  length
Maximum diameter
Typical weight

C532 and C534
Maximum length
Maximum diameter
Typical weight

Absolute Maximum and Minimum Ratings

C531  and C532
Bias  controller  supply  voltage  (Vin)

C533 and  C534
Bias  controller  supply  voltage   (Vin)

All  Types
Amplifier supply voltage  (Vamp)
Amplifier external  lead conductance
Operating temperature range
Storage temperature range

Typical   Electrical  Chal.acteristics   (at 25°C unless specified otherwise)

Parameter

Amplifier supply current

Bias controller supply current

LovV frequency cut off (-3 dB)

Oj]tput impedance

Forward transfer impedance
ZF

Test Condition

Vamp =  15

128 mm
32.5 mm
loos

163 mm
32.5 mm
120g

+290V  to  +310V

+190V  to  +210V

+14V to +16V

20 mmho
_4o°c to +75°c
_4o°c to + 1 25°c

C531                    C532
C533                   C534

12.5                          50

Vin = 300for c531, C532                         3                           3
Vin = 200 for C533, C534

RL -50 a

Input open  circuit
f =  1  MHz

RL = 50 a
f =  1  MHz

Typical  Optical Characteristics

Testconditions:        25°c
^   =  900nm
M  =   100  (avalanche  multiplication)

RL=  50 a

Pal.ameter

Pesponsivity Im
F3isetime

Noise equivalent power  (NEP)
(See note  1 )

Detectivity  (D*)                530501
(See note 2)                 530503

530505

C531                           C532

9.6x  104                  8.2x  105

77

1.3x  10-13           1.3x  io-13

3.4x  1011                3.4x  loll
1.9x|011                 1.9x  loll

Temperature variation of  f}
(See  note 3)
(-40 to +75°c)

Spectral  response for Q.E.  >   10%
(refer to appropriate photodiode data)

±10                                ±10

44

2.5                            5JO

3.6                      30.0

C533                        C534

9.6x  104                 8.2x  105

77

2.Ox  |o-13          2.ox  io-13

4.4x  l010              4.4x  |ol0
±20                           ±20

580 to  1100

kQ

Unit:

vw-1
ns

w H z-1/2

cmw-1Hz'/2

nm

`,



Note   1
Noise  equivalent  power  is  derived   using  the  expression:-

NEP  =  VN/ZF  fi ( AF  ) '/2

where VN  is the  r.in.s. output noise voltage  measured  through  a CF`  filter whose response  is 3dB down at  10kHz and  15MHz,

giving an effective square bandwidth of AF = 23.5MHz; ZF is the forward transfer impedance of the module amplifier and f}
is  the  total  (slow  + fast  component)  responsivity  (in AW-1 ) of the photodiode. The diode  is kept dark during the measure-
ment.

Note 2
The detectivity quoted here is:-

D*=A'/2/NEP

where  NEP  has  been  defined  in  Note  1  and A is the active area of the photodiode. The latter is given  below for the relevant
devices.

Avalanche  photodiode                            Active Diameter  (mm)

S30501

S30503
S30505n

EH

Active Area  (mm2 )

1.96 x  |o-1

6.15 x  |o-2
7.85 x |o-3

Note 3 - Avalanche Gain Setting

An external  1/8  W resistor  (not supplied)  is required to set the avalanche  multiplication  of the photodiode. This is connected
between  pins 2  (gain) and  3  (ground) on the octal  plug.

It  is  important  that  this  resistor  should  be  either  low  temperature  coefficient  (i  50  ppm/C)  or  maintained  at constant
temperature. All  measurements in this data sheet were made with a 50 ppm/C resistor at (23 ± 3) a C.

Accurate setting of avalanche gain is best achieved with a multi-turn potentiometer.

Note 4 -Short Circuit and Open Circuit Protection

The gain control  (pin  2, octal plug) and signal diode terminal  (TO-5 socket) are able to withstand continuous short, or open,
circuiting.  The  reference  diode  terminal  may  be  open  circuited  but  short  circuiting  is only  permissible for periods of up to
30 seconds, after which the excessive internal heating of the bias controller may cause damage.

Both amplifier and bias controller sections of the unit are reverse polarity protected.

It  should  be  stressed  that  under  no circumstances should a photodiode be plugged  in or out while the high voltage supply  is
switched  on.  To  avoid  this  happening  accidentally,  it  is  advisable  to  operate  the  module  only  when the clamping ring is in

position.

Note 5 - Photodetector Mounting

Unscrew the  two  4  BA  countersunk headed screws and remove the aluminium clamping ring. Trim the photodiode leads to
between  5 -  8  mm  in  length and  insert the photodiode into the three pin socket.  Peplace the clamping ring and tighten the
screws.

Four  No.  i4  BA  x 4 mm deep tapped holes, equispaced on a  1" diameter circle are provided  in the clamping ring for attach-
ment of external components such as lenses and filters.



OUTLINE  DRAWING

C520 SERIES  ELECTRONIC                    MODULES
C530 SEf}lES PHOTODETECTOF}        UNITS

PHOTODIODE
MOUNTING  CLAMP

I

4 holes tapped
No. 4  BA x 4 mm
deep equispaced
on  1"  P.C.D.

E=HE-

PHOTODIODE SOCKET  (TO-5)
(ENLARGED  VI EW)

-f=?-
F]eferrence
Diode
Cathode

Signal
Diode
Cathode

Anodes
(connected
to can)

C521 C522

DiMENSION                      ::3:
C524C532

C533 C534

A128 163

126 161

8                                      113.5 148.5

111.5 146.5

ALL DIMENSIONS  IN  mm

PIN  CONNECTIONS

Vamp                             Vamp
GAIN                                   GAIN

GROUND                       GROUND

SIC. OUT                       SIC. OUT

Vin

NC

NC

NC

NC

Vin

NC

NC

For further  information please telephone  Extension 2551

-lu=    Ci=riFiar./   'e=eu`J.?s    (he   ritjti(    to   morJi(y    lhps9   aesigns   `incl    =pec,f  ic`3:ton.    ,`L:nou`    not.ce.    Whllsl   every   eflo.I    ls   made   10   ensure

`+r-i            I   (      oiir,lii=hed      iJltorr`aoon      the     Comoanv      r`.1r`,ril      ot_`      held    r.?sDci,1f>,ble   /or    errors    or    consequences    arls.no   theretrom.

r}&R:J I 4 A
DS.1201

EMI  Electronics  Limited. Electron Tube Division

243 Blyth Road, HAYES,Middlesex, U831 HJ, England.
Telephone: 01-573 3888   Cables:  Emidata,  London.   Telex:  London 935261

A member of the  EMI  Group of Companies.
International leeders in music, electronics and  leisure.

.
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Vidicons

VidiconcameraTubeTypes
EMI  VIDICON CAMERA TUBE TYPES

STANDARD 26 mm  (1  in) SEPARATE MESH VIDICONS

Suitable for broadcast and closed circuit applications

Standard length
6.3 V 90 rnA

9677S1
9677S2
9677F1
9677F2
9677BX
96778
9677C
9677M

9677 Amateur

Standard length
6,3 V 300 rnA

9728S1
9728S2
9728F1
9728F2
9728BX
97288
9728C
9728M

9728 Amateur

Short length
6.3 V 90  rnA

9706S2

9706F2

9706C
9706M

Description and application

High grade tube for Broadcast Studio use.
General tube for Broadcast and  Educational Studio use.
High grade tube for Broadcast Telecino use.
General tube for Broadcast and Educational T®Iecine use.
High grade tube for use with Medical X-Ray equipment.
High grade tube for  Industrial use under low  light level.
General  Industrial tube.
Tube to a relaxed blemish specif ication.

Economical 1:ube for experimental use.

SPECIAL PURPOSE 26 mm  (1  in) SEPARATE MESH VIDICONS

Tubes with  special  faceplates,  targets or other features making them suitablo for particular applications. G®nerally available in two grades,  1
and 2, the latter to a relaxed blemish spocif ication.

9677D
9728D

9677Q
9728Q

9677UV
9728UV

(90 rnA heater)
(300 rnA heater)

(90 rnA heater)
(300 rnA heater)

(90 rnA heater)
(300 rnA heater)

9730*                              (90 rnA heater)

9745                                (90 rnA heater)

9745D                             (90 rnA heater)

9745Q                             (90 rnA heater)

Tubes with fibre optic faceplates for direct optical coupling.

Tubes with quartz facoplatos for use in f ields of nuclear radiation.

I::ersedYi:hapqouna:t:sf:C:?j'gajtb°,::::ouonL?t:a£:;#t):aviolotsensitivotargot§.

Short length rugged construction.

Tube with ol®ctrostatic clef lection and focus.

Electrostatic tube with fibre optic fac®plate for direct optical coupling.

Electrostatic tube with quartz facoplato for use in field of nuclear radiation.

18 mm  (2/3  in) SEPARATE  MESH  VIDICONS

9831S                              (90 rnA heater)
9831 F                               (90 rnA hoator)
9831                                  (90 rnA heater)
9831 D                              (90 rnA heater)
9831 a                             (90 rnA heater)
9831 UV                           (90 rnA heater)

Broadcast and Educal:ional Studio use.
Broadcast and Educal:ional Telecine use.
General purpose tube for use in compact closed circuit telovision cameras.
Tube with f ibro optic fac®plate for direct optical coupling.
Tube with quartz faceplate for use in f ield of high nuclear radiation.
Tube with quartz fac®plate and unity gamma ultra violet sensitive target.

13 mm  (.A in) SEPAFtATE  MESH VIDICONS A

9737                                  (90 rnA heater)

9738                                 (90 rnA heater)

9738D                              (90 rnA heater)
9738N                              (90 rnA heater)
9738Q                              (90 rnA heater)
9738uV                          (90 rnA heater)

Similar to 9738, with a unity gamma fine grain target for slow scan applications such as
star tracking.
Pugg®d construction for general use. The resolution capability is exceptionally high for
this size of vidicon.
Tube with fibre optic faceplate for direct optical coupling.
Similar to 9738 but meeting a specif ic rugged specification.
Tube with quartz faceplate for use in field of high nuclear radiation.
Tube with quartz faceplat® and unity gamma ultra violet sensitive target.

DEVELOPMENTAL VIDICONS

Samples  of various  types of  dev®Iopmental  tubes  are  available,  a.g.  very  short  length  magnetic and  electrostatic,13  mm  diameter electro-
static, etc.  Enquiries regarding these or similar tubes are welcomed,

A   Mesh connection brought out adjacent to target connection.



Vidicon Tube lntercha

Tube to be roplaced Sugg®seed  EMl  replacomont
(Seperate mesh construction)

®

~Ef
±E

~ ~
E€ 8o

I I

:Eg :igCLO 8>

#
5>

€EFZ 5® 3r2
gas ODE t5® a:
±t; e i ±€

C102A 3cO SM 9728C - 3cO -
C102B 95 SM 9677C - 90 -
C103A 300 SM 9728S2 - 300 -
C103B 95 SM 9677S2 - 90 -
C104A 300 SM 9728F2 - 300 -
C1048 95 SM 9677F1 - 90 -
C105A 300 SM 9728Q - 3cO -
C105B 95 SM 96770 - 90 -
C9132 300 lM - 9728C 3cO 2
C9132A 300 SM 9728C - 300 -
C9133 300 lM - 9728S2 300 2
C9133A 300 SM 9728S2 - 300 -
E1170 95 SM 9831 - 90 -
HS200 6cO lM` - 9728CorM 300 1&2

HS200A 600 lM - 9728S2 300 1&2

H8201 6cO 'M - 97288 3cO 1&2

HS201A 600 lM - 97288 300 1&2

M7075 95 SM 9831 - 90 -
082 90 'M - 9677M 90 2
087 90 lM - 9677M 90 2
P810 6cO IM - 9728M 300 1&2

P826 coo IM - 9728Arnatour 300 1&2

P841 600 SM - 9728S2 3cO 1

P841 X 600 SM - 9728BX 300 1

P842 95 SM 9677S2 - 90 -
P842X 95 SM 9677BX - 90 -
P843 COO SM - 9728F2 300 1

P844 96 SM 9677F2 - 90 -
P846 600 SM - 9728S1 300 1

ie47 95 SM 9677S1 - 90 -
P848 6cO SM - 9728C 300 1

P848D 6cO SM - 9728M 300 1

P849 95 SM 9677C - 90 -
P849D 95 SM 9677M - 90 -
P860 GOO IM - 9728S2 300 1&2
P862 96 IM - 9677M 90 2
P863 95 SM 9730 - 90 -
P864 95 'M - 9677C 90 2
P866 95 SM 9706S2 - 90 -
P888 95 SM 9738 - 90 -
P8030 300 SM 9728S2 - 300 -
P8031 300 SM 9728C - 3cO -
TH9806 150 lM - 9677S2 90 1&2
TH9806PA 150 SM - 9677S2 90 1

TH9807 150 lM - 9677F2 90 1&2
TH9807PA '50 SM - 9677F2 90 1

TH9808 150 lM - 9677C 90 1&2
TH9808PA 150 SM - 9677C 90 1

TH9808N 160 lM - 9677Q 90 1&2
TH9812 150 'M - 96778 90 1&2
TH9812PA 1sO SM - 96778 90 1

TH9814 150 IM - 9706C 90 1&2
TH9814PA 150 SM - 9706C 90 1

TH9815 150 IM - 96778 90 1&2
TH9815PA 150 SM - 96778 90 1

TH9817 150 'M - 9677S1 90 1&2
TH9817PA 150 SM - 9677S1 90 1

TH9818PA 150 SM - 9677S2 90 1

TH9896 150 SM - 9677UV 90 1

2

Tube to be replaced Suggested  EMI  replacement
(Separate mesh construction)

gc;

=< JE=E! ~ !f 0eE C® ILO
L3>

t;E® J9E®
Ia> ~0#

®   a,   CL
:E§§FZ aap gE =Ea art

%® coil %® d:

±%
_8 g 9 ±t5

XQ1001 3cO SM 97288 - 300 -
XQI 002 300 sM 9728S2 - 300 -
XQ1003 300 SM 9728C - 300 -
XQ1004 3cO SM 9728M - 300 -
XQ1030 95 lM - 9677M 90 2
XO1040 95 SM 9677F2 - 90 -
XQ1041 95 SM 9677BX - 90 -
XQI042 95 SM 9677S2 - 90
XQ1 043 95 SM 9677C - 90
XQ1044 95 SM 9677M - 90
XQ1050 3cO SM 9728F2 - 300 -
XQ1051 300 SM 97288 - 3cO -
XQ1052 3cO SM 9728S2 - 300 -
XQ1053 300 SM 9728C - 300 -
X01054 300 SM 9728M - 300 -
XQ1060 3cO SM 9728BX - 300 -
XQ1061 300 SM 9728S1orS2 - 300 -
XQ1062 300 SM 9728C - 300 -
XQI 063 300 SM 9728M - 300 -
XQ1064 300 SM 9728Amateur - 300 -
XQ1065 3cO SM 9728F1orF2 - 300 -
XQ1066 300 SM 9728D1 - 300 -
XQ1067 300 SM 9728D2 - 300 -
XQ1 160 300 SM - 9730 90 1

XQ1 161 3cO SM - 9730 90 1

XQ1240 95 SM 9677C - 90 -
XQ1241 95 SM 9677M - 90 -
XQ1300 95 'M - 9831 90 2
XQ1310 95 SM 9831 - 90 -
20PE11 95 IM - 9831 90 2
20PE13 95 SM 9831 - 90 -
2255AMF` 300 SM 9728M - 300 -
2255ENT 300 SM 9728Amateur - 300 -
2255F 300 SM 9728D - 300 -
2255FIM 3cO SM 9728F1orF2 - 300 -
2255IND 3cO SM 9728C - 300 -
2255NOP 300 SM 9728S1orS2 - 300 -
2255f]OE 300 SM 9728BX - 300 -
2255SF 300 SM 9728Q - 3cO -
2260AMF] 95 SM 9677M - 90 -
2260ENT 95 SM 9677ArTBtour - 90 -
2260FIM 95 SM 9677F1orF2 - 90 -
2260IND 95 SM 9677C - 90 -
2260NOF] 95 SM 9677S1orS2 - 90 -
2260ROE 95GOO6cO SM 9677BX - 90 -
4478 IM - 9728M 300 1&2

44ee lM - 9728M 3cO 1&2

7038 600 IM - 9728F 1orF2 300 1&2

7226 150 IM - 96778ore 90 1&2

7262 95 'M - 9706M 90 2
7262A 95 lM - 9706C 90 2



lgeability Information

Tube to be replaced Suggested  EMl  replacement
(Separate mesh  construction)

a'.

=< I =<
a9!E :i=g

Ca, CL® 9EIa> 6Ea, jE   E   a,
L5> +V,€E

CLO I:g= :EggFz ar? gi 3C?
%® CL

cOcL t5® CE

=t5 3 9 9 ±%

7325 600 lM 9728C 300 1&2

7735 600 lM 9728M 300 1&2

7735A 600 IM 9728CorM 300 1&2

77358 600 lM 9728S2 300 1&2

8484 600 IM - 97288 300 1&2

8507 600 SM - 9728S2 300 1

8507A 600 SM - 9728C 300 1

8541 95 SM 9677C - 90
8541A 95 SM 9677S2 - 90
8572 600 SM - 9728F2 300 1

8573A 95 SM 9706S2orc 90

8604 95 SM 9677F2 90
8625 600 SM - 9728S1 3cO 1

8626 95 SM 9677S1 - 90 -
8823 95 SM 9831 - 90 -
8844 95 SM 9831 - 90 -
9620 95 IM - 9677M 90 2
9677P 90 SM 9677M - 90 -
9677SC 90 SM 9677S1 - 90 -
9697 90 SM 9738 - 90 -

Tiibe to be replaced Suggested  EMI  replacement
(Separate mesh construction )

=< J=5i ~ ~
EE 9o€?:E

I C

8Ea'
LO

8c; 5> =g J!o 5>
:Eg :EggcoilFz 3C? gi Sap

%® a t5to a:
±% 83

9 = ±%

10667F 600 lM - 9728F2 300 1&2
10667G 600 lM - 9728C 300 1&2
1 0667 M 600 lM - 9728M 300 1&2
10667S 6cO lM - 9728S2 300 1&2

10667SC 600 lM - 9728S1 300 1&2
10667UV 600 lM - 9728UV 300 1&2
55850AM 90 lM - 9677M 90 2
55850F 90 lM - 9677F2 90 2
55850N 90 'M - 9677C 90 2
55850S 90 lM - 9677S2 90 2
55850SR 90 'M - 96778 90 2
55851 AM 90 SM 9677M - 90 -
55851 F 90 SM 9677F2 - 90 -
55851 N 90 SM 9677C - 90 -
55851S 90 SM 9677S2 - 90 -
55851SR 90 SM 96778 - 90 -
55852AM 300 SM 9728M - 300 -
55852F 300 SM 9728F2 - 300 -
55852N 300 SM 9728C - 3cO -
55852S 300 SM 9728S2 - 300 -
55852F` 300 SM 97288 - 300 -

a

Suggested  Direct  Replacement  Types  are  tubes  which  will  operate  directly  in  equipment designed around the original types.
The tubes may not, however, be identical  in all  respects, e.g., spectral response.

Suggested  Similar  Fteplacement Types are tubes which will operate in the majority of equipment designed around the original
types.  It may, however, be necessary to make some minor modification to the equipment.

Note 1  Care should be taken when using tubes of differing heater currents, that the supply arrangement is suitable.

Note 2 When using a separate mesh (SM) tube in place of an integral  mesh (lM) tube, electrodes G3 and G4 should  be strapped
together on the tube socket, or the camera modified electrically for separate mesh operation.

For further  information  on the  relative  operation of the  above types or for  suggested  alternatives to types not listed, please
contact the  Electron  Tube  Division at our address overleaf or by telephone 01-573 3888,  Ext.2078.  Full data sheets on  EMl
manufactured tubes are available on request.
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Product Range of EMI Electron Tube Division .  .

The EMI  ELECTRON  TUBE  DIVISION
manufactures   a   wide   range   of   special   electron   tubes   for
equipment   used    in   broadcasting,   radar,   nuclear,   scientific,
industrial  and  medical  applications.

a  PHOTOMULTIPLIEf]  TUBES                                          Ext.2074

Photomultipli®r    tubes    which    convert    very    low    levels   of
illumination  into  usable  electric  currents  are  used  extensively
in  astronomy, sp®ctrophotometry, scintillation counting, spec-
trometry,  broedca§t  tolovision  and  environmental  monitoring.

C]   PHOTOMULTIPLIEI]  TUBE  HOUSING§                   Ext.2073

A range of cooled and uncool®d photomultiplier tube housings,
including  thermoelectric,  dry  ice  and  liquid  nitrogen  versions
are   available   for   optimum   photomultiplier  tube  operation.

RF   shielded  housings  have   been   introduced  for  wide   band
photon counting applications.

I  PHOTOMULTipLiER  pOwEn  supply                   Ext.2073

A    ne`^/   highly   stable,   compact   power   supply   specifically
de§igred   for   use  with   photomultiplier  tutros  and  for  other
stringent  applications  i§  now  available.  The  output voltage  is
continuously  variable  from   100  volts  to  2,500  volts  with  an
output current capability of 5 rnA.

C]   PHOTOMULTIPLIEFI  MAGNETIC  FOCUSING
ASSEMBLIES Ext.2073

Two   magnetic   focusing   assemblies,   designed  to  reduce   the
effective cathode  area  and thereby  the dark  current in 50 mm
diameter  photomultiplier  tubes,  have  been  introduced  by  the
Division.

D  PHOTOMULTIPLIER  CALIBPATION
SEFIVICE Ext.2074

A    monochrometor   Sp®ctral   callbration   service   for   photo-
multiplier tubes is now offered. F]eadings of quantum efficiency
in   per  cent  and  radiant  sensitivity   in   mA^^/  at  wavelength
intervals  of  20  nm  are  provided  so that the  Spectral  response
curve for a partioular tube can  be plotted in either unit.

C]   CAMEBA TUBES                                                                  Ext.2078

A  wide  range  of  both  magnetic  and  electrostatlc  vidicon§  in
various grades from televjsion  broadcast to g®noral  surveillance.
Of   particular    int®re§t   .ro   the   high   quality   tubes   used   in
conjunction    with    medlcal    X.ray    intonsifi®rs.    Tub®§   with
spoclalisod faceplates and/or terg®t layers are availablo.

For  low  light  l®v®l  work,  an   intensifier  vidicon,  the  Ebitron,
op®rat®s down  to part moonlight conditionl.

t]  CAMEPA SCANNING  COILS                                        Ext.2078

A ranoo of high  p®rformence  printed  circuit scanning cells for
u§o with vidicon type tubes.

t]  CATHODE  PAY  TUBES                                                    Ext.2078

The    EMl    activity    in   the   C.R.T.   field   extends   over   four
decades.   Our   tubes  are  widely   used  in  radar  and  TV  flying
spot  scanning  systems  where  major  improvements  have  been
achieved  by  the  use  of EMl  phosphor developments.  Enquiries
for devolopmental tubes are welcomed.

I  PF`EclsioN  MlcnoMESH                                              Ext.2073

The   very   fine    metallic   mesh   currently   employed   in    EMI
vacuum  tubes is also used  in various other branches of industry
and  science,  such  as  mieroscopy,  mass spectrometry,  biology,
filtering and optics.

CJ   IMAGE  INTENSIFIE13S  AND
ASSOCIATED  EQUIPMENT Ext.2075

A range  of high  quality  2,  3  and  4  stage  magnetically focused
image   intensifiers  for  a wide  variety  of  scientific  applications.
The   comprehensive   range   of   associated   equipment   includes
air  cooled  coils  designed  to  be  operated  with  a  rack  mounted
control  system. This  provides manual  and  pre.set gain  controls,
various    protection    circuits    and     remote    control    facilities.

C]  HOLLOW  CATHODE  LAMPS                                           Ext.2075

The  wide  range  of  EMl   hollow  cathode  lamps  is  suitable  for
use  in  all  atomic  absorption  spectrophotometers. All tubes are
supplied  with  an  octal   base  and  fused  silica windows for  UV
transmission.

C]   ELECTF]ODELESS  DISCHAF3GE  TUBES
AND  ASSOCIATED  EQUIPMENT                                 Ext.2075

7  mm  and   10  mm  diameter   iiibes  for   atomic  fluorescence
analysis.  To  obtain  maximum  environmental  control,  the  key
factor   for  high  stability,   EMI  have  designed  a  Y.  wavelength
double  skinned   cavity  for  the   7   mm   EDT  together  with  a
hlghly stable mjcrowavo gonorator.

I  SOLID  STATE  PHOTODIODES                                   Ext.2075

EMI    manufacture    a   range   of   linear   and   avalanche   silicon
photodiodes    Including    fast   and   rugged   types   having   wide
spectral  response.  Complete  amplifier and control  modules are
8vailable.

C]  SPECIAL  PPODUCTS                                                          Ext.2076

The    Electron    Tube   Dlvislon   have   wide   experience   in   the
dov®lopm®nt  of  light  conSlng  and  light omitting d®vic®s  and  8ro
always   ploaled   to   con§lder   roquiremonts  for   Special   Tubes
outtlde   the   normal   range.   A   variety   of   tube   components
and/or  servlc®I  ls  I)veilable  to  es8[8t  educational   and  research
®stabl ishm®nt§, a.a.

lmao® di!soctor tub®i
Scan converter tubes
Storage tubes
Chi)rector 9en®r.tor tub®a
Alkall  motel  gon®r®tor§

NOTE;       For further lnformetion ploaso t®lephono the extension crown opposite each product and sorvloe.

The   C,ompany   rese.ves   lhe   right   lo  modify   these  designs   anc!   specif ica(Ions   wilnou(   notice.   Whils!   every   t.tfoi  L   i>   ri`iade   :o  ensure

accLtrary     ot     publlshed     intorma(lan     the     Compaiiv     canno(     be     held    re5ponsible   for    errors    or    consequgnces    arislno   therefrorr„

Phosphor deposlt!on
Electron guns
Dvnode stacks
Evaporated  layor§
Dov®lopmontal  items
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EMI  Electronies Limited. Electron Tube Division

243 BIyth Road, HATES,Middlesex, U831 HJ, England.
Telephone: 01-573 3888  Cables:  Emidata, London.  Telex:  London 935261

A member of the ENII Group of Companies.
Intomatiorcal lenders in Electronics, Rcoords and Entertainment.
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Vidicon Tube

a

®

Types    9677, 9706  &  9728

MAGNETIC  26  mm  VIDICON  TUBES

The  EMI   High   Resolution  Vidicon  Tubes  9677,  9706  and  9728  are  intended  for  use  in  broadcast,  medical  and  industrial

television  applications.  They  have  separate  mesh  electrode  structures  and  uniform  target layers, giving a  range  of vidicons
with excellent signal  uniformity over a wide  range of target potentials coupled with exceptionally  high  resolution.

The   low  wattage   heaters  (0.6  W)   of  the. 9677  and
9706   make   them   suitable   for   use   in   transistorised
cameras   and  also  in  cameras  where  heat  dissipation
must be kept to a  minimum.

The   higher   wattage   heater   (1.9   W)   of   the  9728  is
intended  for use  in  cameras employing an  0.3 A series
heater   chain,  or  cameras  deriving  the  heater  supply
from  a  6.3  V  transformer  winding.  Should  the  9728
be  used  in  a  camera  with  an  0.6  A  heater  chain then
the  vidicon  heater must be shunted  by an  appropriate
resistor.

The   9677   and   9728  tubes   are   of   standard   length,
while  the  9706  is  a  shortened  form  intended  for  use
in  compact  cameras.  Apart  from  heater  current  and

physical  length  the three types are  identical.

The  9677,  9706  and  9728  vidicon tubes are available
in    a    number    of    grades    suitable    for    applications
ranging  from  high  quality  broadcast  to  amateur  use.

Mechanical

Nominal  length  (including  pins)

Nominal diameter of bulb
Nominal diameter of target contact ring
Base type, similar to
Scanned area

CHARACTERISTICS
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158.75  mm  (6.250 in)          9677  and 9728
130.05 mm  (5.120 in)          9706
25.91  mm  (1.020 in)

28.58  mm  (1.125 in)

8 ME  (JEDEC  E8-11 )
12.7  mm  x  9.6  mm  (-/2  in  x  3/8  in)   See.  Note  1



Orientation  of  image

Operating  position
Weight  (approximate)

Electrical

Focusing  Method

Deflection  Method
Alignment  Method
Heater  Voltage
Heater  Current

Spectral  Response
Signal  Electrode  Capacitance  to  all

other electrodes

The  horizontal  scan  should  be  parallel  to  a  plane  passing
through  the tube axis and the short pin.
Any.   See  Note 2.
57g    (2oz)             9677and9728
52g    (1.8oz)          9706

Magnetic

Magnetic

Magnetic

6.3V
90 mA±  10%         9677 and 9706
300mA±10%      9728
See  Figure  3

4.5pF

Limiting  Ratings  (All  potentials  are  shown  relative  to the  '[ube  cathode)

Heater voltage

Heater  potential

Modulator  Gl  potential

Limiter  G2  potential

Wall  anode  G3 potential

Mesh  G4 potential

Signal  Electrode  potential
Dark current
Target  illumination

Faceplate temperature

Typical  Operating Conditions

Heater to cathode  potential
Modulator  Gl  potential

Cut off potential
Limiter  G2  potential
Wall  anode  G3 potential
Mesh  G4 potential
Minimum  blackout  pulses  when  applied  to  GI

Minimum blackout  pulses when  applied to cathode
Axial  magnetic field

Adjustable transverse  alignment field

Target  illumination  (highlights)

Signal  electrode  voltage
Dark current
Signal  current

Faceplate temperature

Leakage  Specification  (Tube  not operating)

between  pin  No.
2,3,5,6,7
1,3,5,6,7,8,
1,2,3,6,7,8,
1,2,3,5,7,8
1,2,5,6,7,8 and signal  plate

and  pin  No.

1  and  8  (negative)

2                 (negative)

5                  (positive)

6                 (positive)

3                 (positive)

5.7  V  minimum

6.9 V  maximum )
See  Note 3

20  V  positive  maximum
100 V negative  maximum
-150 V  negative  bias

0  positive  bias

750  V  maximum
750 V  maximum
1000  V    maximum
100  V  maximum
0.6 «A  maximum

Under maximum
surge  condition

See  Note 4

10,000  lx  maximum  (tube  not operating)
7o°C  maximum

±  10 V apart from  blackout
-35 V to -75 V
-60 V to -100 V
300V
280 V to 300 V
420 V to 450 V
75  V  negative  pulses

10  V  positive  pulses

0.004 T  (40 gauss)
±  0.0004 T  (± 4 gauss)

220

See  Note  5
See  Note 6

See  Note  7

60                  500
35to8015to6010to40         10to20

0.1               0.01          0.005                0.005

0.15           0.25        0.25-0.3       0.25-0.3
30OC

Test potential
100V
150V

500V
500V
500V

Leakage  current
loo HA max.

15 "A max.
50 HA  max.

5 „A max.
5 uA  max.

T419/2E
DS.780

u



OPERATING  NOTES

1.        Scanned Area

The  tube  should  be  operated  with  the  target  area  12.7  mm  x  9.6  mm  (1/2  in  x  y8  in)  completely  scanned  to  obtain  the
best signal  to noise ratio and resolution. Small changes in sensitivity and dark current occur in the scanned area over a long

period of time so that it is important to use the same scanned area throughout the life of the tube.

2.        Operating position

When  the  tube  is  operated  vertically  with  its  face  downwards  care  should  be  taken  to  avoid  undue  mechanical  shock.

3.        Heater

For  optimum  results  and  maximum  life,  the  heater  supply  should  be  designed to give a nominal  6.3V and should be kept
within  the  limits  6.1V  to  6.5V.  Under  no  circumstances  should the heater voltage be allowed to exceed 9.5V  under surge
conditions.  If this figure is likely to be exceeded on switching on, a surge  limiting device  must be incorporated.

a

0

4.        Signal  Electrode (Target)

The  dark  current should  not  be  allowed  to exceed  0.6 #A or  a  burnt-in  picture  may  result.  The  signal  electrode  voltage
supply should  be  limited to  100 V for this reason.

5.        Wall  Anode potential

On  no  account  should.the  wall  anode  G3  be  operated  at  a  higher  potential than the mesh G4, otherwise an  ion spot may
be observed.

6.         Resolution

From  figures   1   and  2  it  can  be  seen  that  an  appreciable  increase  in  depth  of the  modulation  can  be  obtained  when  the
mesh  is  only  a  few  volts  positive  to  the  wall  anode  and  under  these  conditions  negligible  increase  in  scanning  power  is
required.

The  resolution  can  be  further  i.ncreased  by  increasing  the  wall  anode G3 potential  and the corresponding mesh G4 poten-
tial,  but this will  require additional  focus current and scan  power.

For  good  resolution  and   minimum  beam  landing  error  the  potential  of  the  mesh  should  be  at  approx.1.5  times  the

potential of the wall anode. This will ensure uniformity of sensitivity even at low target voltages.

The  setting of the beam current in this tube  is less critical  than with an  integral  mesh vidicon, provided the  mesh  is positive
with respect to the wall anode.

7.          Field

The focusing field should be such that a north seeking pole is attracted to the faceplate of the tube.
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Fig.3   TypicAL  SPECTRAL  REsroNSE
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Fig.5   TYPICAL  SIGNAL  CuRRENT vs  lLLUMINATION
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Fig.6     TYPICAL  LAG  CHARACTERISTICS
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Fig.7    DIMENSIONAL  OUTLINE  DRAWING

FOR  TYPES 9677  AND  9728

FACEPLATE

Thickness
Plefractive  index
Area scanned

2.362 ± 0.076
a

1.507 at 5876 A
12.7 x  9.6

QUALITY  CIRCLE

17.27  dia:  min.

Pin  No. Connection

1 Heater
2 Modulator G,

3 Mesh  G4

4 lnternally connected
5 Limiter  G2

6 Wall  anode  G3

7 Cathode
8 Heater

Flange Signal  electrode
Short pin. Internal ly connected

Nine  pins  1.27      _+3:?:dia.

at4o°on  15.24     ±0,05  P.C.D.

All  dimensions  are  in  MI LLIMETRES

• =                Short index  pin

®

®



Fig.8    DIMENsloNAL  OUTLINE  DRAWING

FOR  TYPE  9706

+  0.76
-0`.88 dia.

3.81  ±   0.63

lz
28.58

±    0.25
dia.

-.+.-

i__\

130.05
±   1.52

13..6i8..;8

-
I

I

goo ± , 525.91JI`

I

I

I

I

I

I

'I'i!

I_L

Seal-off do

Nine pins  1.27 i 8...0:   dia.

at 4o° on  15.24 ±  0.05  P.C.D.

All  dimensions  are  in  MILLIMETPES

FACEPLATE

Thickness                        2.362 ±  0.076  o
Befractive  index          1.507  at  5876 A
Area scanned                  12.7  x 9.6

QUALITY  CIBCLE

17.27  dia.  min.

Base :

Small  button  ditetrar similar to
Jedec  E8-11.

Pin  No. Connection

1 Heater
2 Modulator  Gi

3 Mesh  G4

4 lnternally connected

5 Limiter  G2

6 Wall  anode  G3
7 Cathode
8 Heater

Flange Signal  electrode

Short pin lnternally connected

10.67  min.

es not extend  beyond  pins,  and will  clear a 7.62 mm dia. hole

concentric with  pin  pitch  circle to within  3.5  mm of the glass base.

•=     --Shortindexpin

EMI  Electronics  Limited,  Electron Tube Division,
243, Blyth  Road,  HAYES, Middlesex, U831HJ, England.
Telephone:  01-573 3888 Cables:  Emitube,  London. Telex:  935261
A member of the  EMI  Group  of companies.
International  leaders  in  music, electronics and  leisure.
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EE Type9777

Ebitron - Intensifier Vidicon

EMI  EBITRON -INTENSIFIER VIDICON TYPE 9777

The  9777  is  an   Intensifier  Vidicon  which  uses  an  electron  bombard-
ment  induced  conductivity  target  to  couple  the  intensifier section  to
the  13  mm vidicon  scanning section. The high sensitivity photocathode

r|           ::2,:/wS2,:g)h:a,:vbej,¥:j#it:vae:::,hs::rs::itv:;no:ntahbe'e;rtdheer t6uob,a:: °#;,a::
The  image  section  is  all electrostatic with a useful photocathode size of
18.2  mm  diagonal,   making  it  suitable  for  use  with  standard  2.6  mm
vidicon  lenses.  The  scanning section  is similar to a conventional  13 mm
magnetic  vidicon,  which  allows  similar  coils to  be  used.  This combin-
ation  of  image  and  scanning  sections gives  a  small,  conveniently  sized
tube   which,   including  scanning  and   focus  coils,   is  no  bigger  that  a
conventional  26  mm  vidicon  including  coils whilst giving  a sensitivity
approximately 350 times greater. The  Ebitron is normally supplied with
the   image  section  potted  with  flying  leads  for  the  high  voltage  elec-
1:rodes.  (See lower photograph).

a

Resolution  is  similar to  that obtained  from  a  13 mm magnetic vidicon.
The  tube  has  some  lag  at  low  light  levels which  decreases  as the  light
level  is  increased.  The  very  wide  light  level  range  over which  the tube
operates  enables  it  to  be  used  under  almost  any  lighting  conditions.
Small  area  light overload  may,  if  applied  potentials are not adjusted to
suit,  cause  some  burn-in  on  the  target,  but  unlike some other low light
level  tubes, the target will subsequently continue to operate. Permanent
target damage  may  be  caused  by  large area photocathode illuminations
of 1000 lux or more.

Storage  in  the target is such that one can, if desired, obtain some useful
information  at  lower  light levels  by  cutting off the  beam for complete
frames  subsequently  to  scan  off  larger  .stored  charges,  e.g.  omitting
alternate scans will double the target storage time and hence double the
read  out  Signal.  Scanning  off  on  every  fourth  or  eighth  etc.  scan  in.
creases  the signal  by  appropriate factors  at the expense of a flickering
display  signal,  but  in  some  circumstances this  is acceptable  because of
the lower light levels at which information can be obtained. Signals may

:jn;::#:*:nndthfreoiarrattfo°r3o¥#uste°sfa¥Pi°oo%n:e:i::::ga:n;prge:i
voltage.

The  image  section  can  be  gated  by  pulsing the  image focus electrode
from  photocathode  potential  to the  required operating  potential. The
image  rear  electrode  is  normally  grounded  and effectively  screens the
signal electrode from these pulses.

xpTTh;I:,,:,,



CHARACTERISTICS

Mechanical
Nominal  length  (including pins)  -unpotted

Nominal  length  (including pins)  -  potted

Nominal diameter of image section -unpotted

Nominal diameter of image section -potted

Base type

Photocathode size

Target useful  size

Operating position

Tube orientation

Weight

Faceplate thickness

Faceplate refractive  index

Electrical
Image section

Scanning section

Alignment method  (not normally used)

Heater voltage

Heater current

Spectral  response

Signal electrode capacitance to all other electrodes

Image focus electrode capacitance to all  other electrodes

Limiting
Heater voltage

Heater potential

Modulator Vgi

Limiter Vg2

Wall  anode Vg3

156 mm  (6.14  in)

157  mm  (6.18  in)

59 mm  (2.32 in)

64 mm  (2.50 in)  (plus leads -see figure  10)

Small button sevenar 7 pin

18.2 mm diagonal

6.4 mm x 4.8 mm

Any  (see note 6)

Viewed from photocathode end -  flying leads at 3 o'clock
100 g unpotted
230 g potted
2 ±0.1  mm

1.5076 for sodium D  line

All electrostatic

All  magnetic -using  13 mm vidicon coils

Magnetic

6.3 V  (see note  1 )

90 rnA ± 10%

S20/S25
8pF.

9pF

Ratings    (All voltages with respect to gun cathode) (Note 8)

5.8 V to 6.8 V  (see note  1 )
-50 V to 10 V
-150 V to 0 V

350V

500 V  (see note 2)

Vidicon  mesh  Vg4

Target

I mage rear electrode

I mage focus electrode

Image section mesh

Photocathode
Faceplate temperature

2

650V
50V
+30V
-15 kv
-9kv
-12 kv to -15 kv (see note 3)

50OC



Typical   Operating   Conditions  (with respectto gun cathode)

I,

Heater to cathode
Modulator Vgi

Limiter Vg2

Wall  anode Vg3

Vidicon  mesh Vg4

Taroet
Minimum blackout pulses when applied to modulator

Minimum blackout pulses when applied to cathode

Axial  magnetic focus field (scanning section)

Adjustable transverse alignment field  (if used)

Signal output current

Overall sensitivity

Photocathode
Image  mesh

Image focus electrode  (adjust on  installation)

I mage section rear electrode

±10 V apart from blackout
-30V
300V
370 V to 470 V (see note 2)

600V
10 V to 30 V  (see note 7)

70 V negative pulses

10 V positive pulses

0.0075 T (75 gauss)

in.0004 T (4 gauss)
0.2 IA peak white
2,000 to 60,000 /lA/lm  (see note 4)
-14 kv
-8.4 kv
-12.6 kv  (equal or positive to photocathode, to cut off
image`section)

OV

lf the overall  E.H.T.  voltage  is varied,  the  above  proportionality with  respect to the photocathodo must be maintained -

i.e. image mesh volts to be 60% of photocathode volts and image focus volts to be 89% ± 1% of photocathode volts.

n

Notes
1.        Heater  Voltage.        The  heater  supply  should  be  designed  to  give  a  nominal  6.3  V  and  should  be  keptwithin  the

limits  5.8  V  to  6.8  V.  Under  no  circumstances should the heater voltage be allowed to exceed 9.5 V.  If this figure is
likely to be exceeded on switching on, a surge limiting device must be incorporated.

2.       Wall  Anode  Potential.       On  no  account should  the wall  anode  beoperated ata higher potential than themesh G4,
otherwise an ion spot may be observed.

3.        Overall volts.       Operation of this tube at less than -12 kv may cause permanent damage to the target.

4.        Overall sensitivity.        The actual value is dependent on the target voltage setting.

5.        Ftesolution.        Operation at signal currents in excess of o.2 /1Awill cause'some loss of resolution.

6.       Operating position.       When  the  tube  is operated vertically with  its face downwards, care should be taken to avoid
undue mechanical shock.

7.        Target potential.        Prolonged  operation  above voltages at which  additional white  spots appear  may  result in these
extra blemishes becoming permanent.

8.        Limiting valuo§.        These are absolute in accordancewith  lEC 134.

9.       Special  Facoplates.       Tubes can  be supplied with  sapphire faceplates for operation atwavelengths down to 150 nm
or with fibre optic faceplates for direct coupling to an additional  intensifier tube.

3



R9777 SIGNAL CURRENT IN nA vs FACEPLATE ILLUMINATION IN F.C.
(EHT FIXED 14 KV)

Fig. 1

Fig.2
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See note  3
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IAG vs PHOTOCATHODE ILLUMINATION

Fig.4
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LIMITING RESOLUTION vs FACEPLATE ILLUMINATION
(App. 200 prA\ slGNAL CURRENT AT 2 x io-3 f.c. AND ABOvE ON FACE)

Fig.5
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Fig.8

Fig.9

a
TYPICAL IMAGE SECTION DIVIDER CHAIN

Photocathode (100% potential)

E.H.T
-15.3 KV MAX.

10 off  1  MO

28 off  10 M8

60 off  10 MQ

Image  Mesh (6Ov®  P.C.  potential)

Image Rear Electrode (0%)

'This suggested circuit is based

ori miniature resistors to give
a very compact unit. The
exceptionally low electrode
leakages in the tube anow the
use of this hick inpedance
chain. The 20 M8 in series
with the E.H.T. supply
gives surge protection.

7



TypE 9.777 - OUTLINE DRAIirnro
UNPOTTED POTTED

I

Fig.10

NOTE:-       AVOID HEATING GLASS"ETAL SEALS.
FOR CONNECTIONS T0 A a C   SOLDER
TO Tlm TAPEs THAT ARE  CONNECTEI)
TO THE RINGS a ANI) C  POSITI0NED IN
LINE  WITH  PIN  1 a  RING A  POSITI0NED
IN LINE WITH PIN 3.

PIN  No, CONNECTION

1 HEATER
2 I               WALL  ANODE

3 CATHODE
4 HEATER
5 L"ITER
6 CATHODE
7 MODULATOR

Eiii]

CONTACT CONNECTION

A VIDICON  MESH
8 TARGET
C REAR ELECTRODE
M MESH
F FOCUS  ELECTRODE
PC PHOTO CATHODE
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THE  EMI  EBITRON  CAMERA  TUBE  WITH

DAYLIGHT  T0  MOONLIGHT  CAPABILITY
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Introduction

The  Ebitron  is  a  low  light  level  television  camera  tube  designed  originally  to  operate  at  levels  of  illu-
mination   down  to  that   given  by  I/2   moonlicht.   The  tube  has   a  trialkali   photocathode  with  extended  red
response.   Electrons   from  the  photocathode  are  focused  on  to  a  special  target  by  a  multi€1ement  image
section,  operating at  an  overall  EHT of  12  to 14  KV,  and the  target  gives  a  gain  of several hundred  times.
This   gain  is  obtained  by  electron  bombardment  induced  conductivity.   The  read-out  section  utilises  a
conventional I/2  in.  vidicon  gun,  together  with  standard I/2  in.  scanning and focus coils.

Historically,   the  tube   was   conceived  in   discussion  between  Mr.   Jim  Lodge   of  EMI  Central  Research
Laboratories   and  the  late  Mr.  Freddie  Green  of  R.A.E.,  Farnborough.  The  basic  premise  was  that  there
was  a  need  to  extend  the  operational  availability  of  military  television  systems  based  on  1  in.  vidicons,
because  operation  was  limited  to  the  hours  of  good  daylight.  A  tube  capable  of  operation  down.to half
moonlight  would  extend the capability of the systems  significantly.The  requirement  was   -estricted    n  that
the  new  tube  could  occupy  no  more  space  in  the  equipment  than  that  occupied  by  a  1  in.  vidicon and its
asscoiated  coils.  F`igure  1  shows  this  arrangement.
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The  development  of  the  basic  form  of  the  tube  (see  F`igure  2)  was  carried  out  in  EMI  Central  Research
Laboratories.   This   work  produced   a  tube  which  came  close  to  meeting  the  requirements  and  formed  a
sound  basis  for the development,  in  Electron Tube Division,  of the present  version  of the  tube.



Operating  Principles

The  principles  of  operation  of  the  tube  are  as  follows.  The  camera  lens  focuses  the optic-al  image  of  the
scene  on  to the  p.hotocathode.  Photoelectrons  are  emitted  from  the  photocathode  wherever light  falls  upon
it.   These   electrons   are   accelerated  towards   a   1,000  TPI  mesh  mounted  a  short  distance  away.  If the
potential  of  the  photocathode  is  at  100%  of  the  negative  EHT  applied  to  the  tube  (to  put  the  target  near
earth   potential)   then  this   mesh  is   operated   at  60%  of  that  EHT.  The  mesh   transmission  is  slightly in
excess  of  50%  so  that  roughly  half  of  the  emitted  electrons  are  intercepted  by  the  mesh. The remaining
electrons  pass  throuch  the  mesh  travelling  with  energy  of  about  6  KV  into  the  field  of the  focus  electrode,
which  is  operated  at  about 90%  of the  EHT  applied to the  tube.

The electrons  are therefore  repelled  by the  focus  electrode into a trajectory  which,  with  the assistance  of
the   very  positive  extraction   field   produced  by  the  earthed  rear  focus  electrode,  takes  them  through  a
crossover  near  the  focus  electrode and throuch  the  apertures  of the  electrodes  to  reach  the target.  Careful
adjustment  of  the  potential  of  the  first  focus   electrode  ensures  that  the  electron  image  is  brought  to a
focus  in  the  plane  of the  target.  This  form  of  electron  optics  gives  good  geometry  and  reasonable  centre
and  edge  resolution  in  a  translation  from  a plane photocathode to  a plane target.

The   target   consists  of   a  thin   film  of  aluminium   oxide  supporting,   on  the  side  remote  from the  photo-
cathode,   first  a  thin  conductive  layer  of  aluminium  as   a  signal  plate  and  then  a  much  thicker  layer of
zinc  sulphide.

This   zinc   sulphide,   in   common,   to   some   extent,   with   most  insulators   and  near  insulators,  becomes
slightly  more  conductive  when  bombarded by high  velocity  electrons  (hence electron bombardment induced
conductivity).   This  is  due  to the  generation  of electron/hole  pairs  in the  dissipation  of the energy of the
bombarding  electrons.

In  this  process  some  electrons  in  the  zinc  sulphide  acquire  sufficient  energy  from  the  bombarding elec-
trons  to  move  from  their  stable orbits  in  the  atomic  structure  of the  material.  When  adequately excited  the
energy   of  the  electrons  is  increased  into  the  conduction  band  of  energies.   At  the  energy  levels of the
conduction band the electrons are able to  move  from  atom to  atom  in  the material.

An  atom Erom  which  an  electron  is  excited  becomes  positively  charged  because  of  the hole in its   structure
left by the missing  electron.  For  simplicity this  positivelv  charged  particle is  called a  hole.

Electrons   and  holes  each  have  their  own  mobility  within  the  structure  of  the  material  and  will  move  in
opposite directions  to  one  another under the  influence  of the  polarising field  applied to  the material.  Many
electrons  will  recombine  with  holes  and the  pairs  will  be  lost;  others  will  be  caught in  traps  and  give  rise
to  lag,because  eventually  they  escape  from  the  traps  to  appear  once  more  as  tree  electrons and in due
course  give  rise  to  signal.
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Electrons  aniving at the target from the photocathode have sufficient energy to  pass  throuch the aluminium
oxide  supporting  film  and  the  aluminium  signal  plate, into  the  zinc  sulphide, to  produce  this  conductive
3ffect  in  the  sulphide.  The  conductivity  changes  approximately  in  proportion  to  the intensity  of bombard-
ment  and hence in proportion  to  the light  in  the various  parts of  the  initial  optical image.

The  signal plate  has up  to 30  volts,  positive to the  gun  cathode,  applied  to  it.  The electron  beam  from  the
gun  scauning the  free  surface  of  the  zinc  sulphide  holds  that  surface  at  cathode  potential.  Thus  a polar-
ising   field  is   applied  to  the  zinc  sulphide.   Changes   in  conductivity  of  the  zinc  sulphide  result  in  the
appearance  of positively  charged areas  at  the free  surface during the storage period between  scans.  Beam
electrons  are  able  to  land  on  these  positively  charged  areas  to  discharge  them,  thus  releasing as  signal
current  corresponding electrons  which  have  travelled  throuch  the  zinc  sulphide  to the  signal plate  directed
by  the  polarising  field  and  which  have  been  held  there  by  the  capacitance  of  the  zinc sulphide layer.

Adjustment  of the signal  plate potential controls  the  voltage  excursion  of the  positively  charged  areas  at
the  free  surface under  given  bombardment  conditions.  This  gives  a  ready  control of target  gain by  a factor
of  about 20  and therefore  controls  tube sensitivity by  a similar factor.

®
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Electron  Tube  Division's  Development

Electron Tube Division's task  was  to  take the basic Research design  and modify it to be:-

1.      Easier  to  assemble
2.       A morerugged  structure
3.       More  reliable
4.       More sensitive
5.      Lesslaggy
6.      Lesscostly

We  also  set  out  to  improve  the  efficiency  of  target  making  and  the  quality  of  the target.  The objectives
have  been  substantially achieved  and,  following internal  and extemal  modifications,  the tube  now  appears
as  shown  in  Figure  3.  Effectively  a  glass  cone  replaces  the  metal  cone  enabling  the  weak  glass/metal
seal  at the end  of the  metal  cone to be  replaced  by a  protected seal.

The  photocathode  is  prepared  on  the  inside of the  faceplate  of  the  tube.  Originally  the antimony bead and
the   sodium,   potassium   and  caesium  generators  were  housed  within   the  conical  region  of  the  tube.  The
alkalis  are  now  supplied  from  an  extemal  side  arm.   This  is  to  eliminate  the  generators  as a source of
loose  particles  in  the  tube.   The  antimony  cones  from  a  retractable  evaporator  inserted  through  the  pump
stem.
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Fig.4                    Fig.5

Vibration  tests  have  shown  that  the  glass  itself  will  now break  before  seals themselves  fail.  The removal
of  the  alkali  generators  with  their  loose  particles  also  eliminates  several  other  attendant  problems  from
the  tube.  The  wall  anode  was  formerly  a  metal  cylinder  mounted  on  the  end  of  the  gun,  but  the  glass  of
the  gun  neck  is  now  shaped  internally  so  that  an  evaporated  wall  coating  produces  the  same wall  anode
field.  The  standard  i/2  in.  vidicon  rugged  gun can  therefore be  used.

The  focus  electrode  components  within  the  tube  have  been   redesigned   to  be  completely  self  located and
retained.   This   eliminates   some  awkward  spot   welds  and  make-s  tub'e  assembly   generally  much  easier,
providing a  larger hole  to work  through than did  the original  design.

F`igure 4  shows  a photograph  of the  tube.  The image  section  is  normally potted  in  a  selastomer  so  that  the
tube   can  be  used  in  a  wide  range  of  environments  (including  space)  without  breakdown  of  the  applied
15  KV  maximum  EHT  across  the  outside  of  the  tube.  The  potted  tube  is  shown  in  F`igure 5.  In  this  state
the  tube  is  largely  hidden  in  the  potting  and  looks  little  different  from  the  original design.  Developments
in  the methods  used  in potting  the tubes  have  virtually eliminated  failures  at  potting.
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Characteristics

Before   turning   to   the  tube   output  characteristics,   perhaps  one   should   refer  to  Figure  6,   which  gives
values  to  the  levels  of  ambient  lighting  conditions  which  are  loosely  referred  to  as  moonlight  etc.  over
the  whole  range  from overcast  night  sky  to full  sunlight.  It  will be  seen  that  the  scene  luminance over  this
range  varies  by  a  factor  of  109.  The  tube  itself,,  by  adjustment  of target  voltage,  and channel  gain,  which
can  be  carried  out  automatically  in  the  camera,   will  cover  approximately  from  civil  twilight  down  to a
lower  limit  set  by  the  individual  tube  sensitivity.  Once  the  Sun  begins  to  rise,  lens  aperture adjustments
and/or  the  use  of  N.D.  filters  are  required  to  keep  the  photocathode  illumination  within  limits  acceptable
to  the tube.
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Figure   7   shows   signal  current  vs.  photocathode  illumination  characteristics  at  various  target  voltages
and  fixed  EHT.  The  sensitivity  of  this  particular  tube  was  a  little  below  the  present  average tube sen-
sitivity.   The  best  tubes  now  have  their    30  volt  characteristic   somewhere  nea.r  the  50  V  characteristic
shown  on  this  chart.  In  practice  the  tube  is  operated  as  far  as  possible  at  fixed signal  current -about
200  nA.

Hither  signal  currents  can  often  be  obtained  but  are  not  recommended  because  the  gun  has  difficulty in
discharging very hich  signal currents  and overload hichlights  would tend  to be unstable.

Operation  at  target  voltages  above  30  V  is  not  recommended except in  low light  emergency  because the
tube  shows some undesirable side effects  at higher target voltages.

Figure 8  shows  the basic  lag characteristic  of the  tube  related  to light  falling  on the photocathode and to
target  voltage.  With  2  x  10-9  foot-candles  on the  face  of  the  tube,  minimum  lag is normally obtained  with  a
target  gain  in the  region of  350.  At  higher  values  of  gain,lag   due  to  the  donation of holes  from  the signal
plate  to  the  layer,  tends  to  override  the  normally  beneficial  effects  of  a  high  polarising  potential.  This
produces  the  somewhat  distorted  lag  curves  shown  in  F`igure  9  where  it  will  be  seen  that less lag can
sometimes  be obtained  at  25  V  rather than at 30 V  for  some  light levels.

Higher   sensitivity  photocathodes   now  being  obtained   enable  these  higher   gain  targets  to  be  used  to
advantage.  Over  the  moonlicht  range,  the  lag  performance  and  signal  current  can  be  maintained  at  lower
than  usual target voltage and the  useful  sensitivity  range  of the  tube  is  extended  at  low licht level by  the
combination  of high photocathode  sensitivity  and higher  gain.
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I LAG  vs  LIGHT LEVEL AT FIXED EHT (14KV) AND AT FIXED TARGET VOLTAGES
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F`igure  10  shows  typical  signal  decay  curves  at  2  x  10-3  and  10-I  foot-candles  faceplate  illumination  in
comparison  with  the published  curve for a 1/2 in.  vidicon at  considerably hither  light levels.

F`igure  11  shows  a  resolution  curve  for  the  tube.  As  can  be  seen  it  is  at present  not as  good  as  a I/2  in.
vidicon  but  it  is  expected  that this  parameter  will  be  improved.

F`igure  12  shows  a  curve  for  static  test  of  limiting  resolution  against  faceplate  illumj.nation  at  constant
signal  current.
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TYPICAL SIGNAL DECAY CURVES (LAG)
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EBITRON DARK CURRENT
vs TARGET VOLTAGE
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F`igure    13   shows   how   the   dark   current   rises
rapidly  for  target voltages  over 30  V.

Figure   14  shows   the  spectral   response  curves
for   a   good   and   a   low   photocathode  sensitivity
tube,    compared   with    an   extended    red   photo-
cathode.  The  red  response  of  EMI  photocathodes
is  steadily  being  extended  by  progressive  modi-
fication    of   processes    and   these   curves   may
rapidly  become  out-dated.
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Future  Development

The  future  for  the  Ebitron looks  very  encouraging.  Photocathode development  is  such  that  anything below
200  #A/I   is  disappointing;   300 #A/I   may  well  be  typical  in  the  near  future.  This  will  also  allow  target
9.ain to  increase  further without loss  of the  good lag property.  The highest  target  gains  at present  approach
1,000   and   this   could  become  typical.   At  present   tubes   are  often  made  with   an  overall  sensitivity of
100   rnA/I  and  the  sort of improvement mentioned  should  push  the best  tubes  up  into  the  200 rnA/I  region.
Some of our  100  rnA/1  tubes  are  already  giving useful  information  in  starlicht  conditions  using the ploy of
increased integration time obtained by omitting alternate reading frames.

\

Tube  performance  may be  improved  by  developments  in  the  preparation  of  the  zinc sulphide,  although  new
materials  with  higher  gain  and  better  lag  characteristics  may  be  introduced  to  replace  the  zinc  sulphide.
For  some  scientific  systems  a  further  stage  of  intensification  is  required  with  the  Ebitron.  In  order  that
effective  coupling may  be  made,  the  Ebitron  is  available  with  a  fibre  optic  faceplate.  This  permits  close
matching  with  the  fibre  optic  output  of  suitable  intensifiers.  It  is  possible  to  fit  a  sapphire  window  to  the
tube to  extend  operation  into  the  UV if  required.  Figure  14  shows how  the UV  response is  lifted.

Applications

Many   new   and   interesting   applications   are  being   found  for   this   tube   in  both   the   standard   television
scanning  format  and  in unusual  conditions  of scanning,  It  is  hoped  that  it will  form  the  basis  of  many  low
light  level  TV systems  in the  years  to  come.
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Printed Scanning Coils
Manufacturing technique giving compact assembHes with good
geometrical accuracy and repeatability in production

ziy  E.   w.  Bk//,*  M.sc.(Eng.), F.I.E.E., F.R.s.A.

A television sys(em usually contains at least two sets of scanning
coils,  one at the camera and one at the receiver. These scanning
coils   detemine  -to   a   large   extent   the   geometry   and  edge
resolution  of  the  received  picture.  Since  they  may  not  much
exceed  one  inch  in  diameter   and  yet  the  displayed  picture
may   be   20   inches   in   diameter,   the   coil   construction  must

:i,o::I:dteovi:log,ewEiis.thE¥sr::teo:E:*ct:geisE#=nfesein'
and calls for extremely small tolerances.

Wire-wound    deflecting    systems    usually    consist    of   two
pairs  of  coils   arranged  at  right  angles  to  one  another.  The
four  coils  are  wound  separately,  and  since they are essentially
pile  wound,   the   overall  dimensions  of  the  assembly  are  de-
pendent   upon   tolerances   in   wire   size   and  winding  tension.
The  coils  when  wound  have  to  be  mounted  in  pairs  parallel
to one another on either side of the axis of a central mounting
tube.   To   achieve   parallel   mounting  while   avoiding  twisting
or relative axial displacement is an extremely difficult operation,
and  is  at  best  something  of  a  compromise.  If  both  pairs  of
coils  are  mounted  on  central  tubes  one  of which  slides  over
the other, then one tube can be rotated until there is no mutual
inductance   between  the   sets   of  coils.  Although  this  method
of manufacture has been used since the early days of television
the  accuracy  of  the  finished  coil  is  very  dependent  upon  the

* Research Laboratories, Electric & Musical Industries Ltd.
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skill  of the  assembler,  and  is  falling  short  of present  require-
ment8. .

The   idea  of  printing  the   conductors   of  a  scanning  coilL
is  not  new-indeed  it  has  been  realised  for  many  years  that
accurate  coils  could  be  produced  by this method.  Only during
the   past   few   years,  however,  have  techniques  and  materials
become   available   as  a  result  of  work  on  printed  circuits  in
general. The basic material is a sheet of good quality insulating
material  such  as  Mylar  (about  0.001  in.  thick),  coated on one
or both sides with copper. The copper thickness may be between
about  0.0015   in.   and  0.005  in.,  according  to  the  application.
A  pattern  of conductors  is  formed  by  etching away unwanted
copper,  as  is done in  the preparation of printed circuit boards,
the pattern being derived from a master transparency prepared
photographically. Any number of identical  sets of coil windings
may be produced from the single master.

Spiral whding

The   fom   in   which   the   conductors   are   printed   naturally
tends  to  follow  the  spiral  shape  employed  with  wound  coils,
but  a  difficulty  arises  in  that  connection  to  the  centre  of the
spiral  cannot  be  made  without  crossing  the  outer conductors.
This  has  been  overcome2  by  printing  another, reversed, spiral
on  the other side of the insulating base, and soldering through

Fig.  2.  Cure`n:I  1)aths  in  square  apove  coils:  (a)  upper  and  lower
cond:aclor   priterus  viih  hai]er  2anerm  shown  ds2laced  €o  rigiv;
a) compesite curertt floev.

(b)
In                                                                         Out

Conposite
curreot f Ion

Warted cunent    ==
Skew current ----.

a18o0360 I

11

--\--
Upper conductors            Lover Conductors

(Shown di splaced)

Composite
current tlow

Wanted current    ==
U"anted cument -----

a
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F±_._  .3._ ,Etched  laminate  strip  bofore  winding.  The  base  material  is  folded  along  the  centre  itne  so  that  the  wpper unve petm liesover the lower.

the  insulating  material  to  join  the  centres  of the  two  spirals,
as  shown  in  Fig.   1(a).  Botb  current  leads  now  emerge  at  the
outside  of  the  double  spiral  and  connections  can  be  made  to
subsequent  spirals  arranged  side  by  side  in  a  long  strip.  The
single  conductor  joining  consecutive  spirals  makes  the printed
strip  weak  at  this point and the conductor is liable to fracture
unless carefully handled.

A more  serious  effect is  the  skew field produced by the spiral
form  of  winding.  In  Fig.  1@)  the  currents  in  the  two  spirals
have  been  added,  to  produce  the  wanted  currents  (sohid lines)
together  with  unwanted  currents @roken lines) which produce
a  skew  component  of field.  This  effect  is  of course present in
wire wound coils but usually to a small extent. It can bc reduced
from  Fig.  I  that  the  ampere  turns  producing  skew  field  are
kh  of tbose  producing wanted field (where # is the number of
turns), so that if the number of turns is large the error is small.
With  a  printed  coil  the  number  of turns  in  a  layer  may not
exceed twenty, and distortion of field will occur.

Wavewhding

An   alternative   method3  of  arranging  the  conductors,  in  the
form   of  a  pair  of  square   waves,  overcomes   several  of  the
disadvantages   of  the  spiral  form,  and  is  shovyn  in  Fig.  2(a)
These  conductors  (only  two  are  shown)  may  be  deposited on
opposite  sides  of  a  single  insulator,  or  on  separate  insulators
since no interconnection is needed at each layer, all connections
being  made  only   at  the  ends  of  the  complete  coil  set.  The
conductor arrays are uniformly strong and have little tendency
to fracture with handling. Fig. 2Q)) shows the composite current
paths,  which  do  not  have  a  skew  component.  The  unwanted
currents now produce a gradual fall of field along the axis,

Assemblyofcoil§

Scanning   coils   usually   require   more   turns   than  can  be
accommodated   in   a   single   layer   of  printed   circuit,   so  that
the  conductor  pattern  has  to  be  repeated  several  times  along
a   strip  and  then  wound  in  a  spiral  to  present  a  cylindrical
fom.   To   preserve   correct   alignment  of  the  conductors  in
successive   layers   the   scale   of  the   conductor  pattern  in  the
axial   direction   must   increase   in   steps,   being  proportional
to  the  winding  radius.  These increments  have to be calculated

frc`m  the   thicknesses  of  the  component  layers,  but  as  these
may vary slightly it is useful to make a furly generous allowance
and  apply  a  system of retistration.  For this purpose additional
copper   strips   are   printed   alongside   the   active   conductors,
containing   small   holes   at   equiangular   intervals,   as   shown
in   Fig.   3.   When  the  strip  is  wound,  a  jig  with  radial  pins
engages  the  holes  in  the  copper  strips  and  thus  ensures  that
there  is  no  cumulative  error  in  position.  The  layers  may be
held together by some form of adhesive to form a selfrsupporting
structure, and the strips used as a rerister are finally removed.

Some   of   the   most   recent4   ideas   in   the   development   of
printed  coils  are  illustrated  in  Fig.  3.  The two wave windings
are  printed  on  the  same base material side by side (shown one
above the other in Fig.  3), together with their interconnections.
The base material is subsequently cut (except where conductors
are  present)  along  the  centre  line,  and  then folded over along
this   line.   A  thin   sheet   of  insulating  material  is  inserted  to
avoid  contact  between  the  two  copper  faces.  The  cutting  of
the  base  material  is  necessary  because  the  two  waves  are not
of  equal  length  when  printed  flat,  but  when  wound  in  the
form   of  a  cylinder  they  will   assume  their  correct  angular
positions.  The  coils for two ccrordinates of deflection, together
with  electrostatic  screens  between  the windings are all printed

?^Ptograph `Of a se?i.ion..oof etc:PpP .laminate co"espending to Fie. 3.
(Picture   takeri   wih   lighe   shiring   through   .he  bas; matinl.)

3



Not  a  uno  line  in  stoles,  but  illustrating  the  general  appearance
Of a length Of printed conductors bofore winding.

Fig.  4.  Printed  scanting  coils for  +in.  videon  canera  tulle.  The
overall diameter is *n.

rf

on  the  same  sheet  of  base  material.  The  strip,  when  folded
with   a   layer  of  insulating  material  inserted,  is  wound  on  a
simple   jig  with  projecting  pins  to  engage  the  reSster  holes.
If  an   adhesive  is  applied  during  winding  the  coil  system  can
be   made   self-supporting,   and   the   register   strips   removed
subsequently.

A number  of printed  coils  for various sizes of vidicon camera
tube  have been made, two of which are shown in Figs. 4 and 5;
and  from  measurements  on  these  it  is  possible  to  assess  the
relative merits of printed and wire wound coils:

Advantagesofprintedcofls

1.  The  geometrical  accuracy  is  very  good  and  dependent  on
the  accuracy  of the  6riginal  "master",  not  on  the  skill  of the
assembler.   Angular   position   of   the   vertical   and   horizontal
axes   can   be   held  to  less  than  0.2  degree,  and  other  errors
are   generally   less   than   those   inherent   in   the   camera  tube
itself.
2.  Variations  from  coil to coil  are very small, and no selection
into matching sets is required for colour cameras.
3.  Very  compact  coil  assemblies  such  as  that  shown  in Fig.  4
can  be  made.  This  coil together with its focus coil is part of a      ~--`
television caniera having an outside diameter of o.9 in.                    \j

Disadvantages

1.  Capacitances .are  higher  due  to  the  flat  strip  fom  of the
conductors.
2.  The  winding  space  factor  of the  copper  laminate  is  not  as
good as that of enamelled wire, but this can usually be counter-
balanced  by  the  omission   of  winding  formers  and  winding
tolerances.

Fig. 5 . Printed scanning coil for colour camera.

Referenas
1. Brit. Patent 633,625. E.  W.  Bull  and H. E.  Holman,  1946.
2. Brit.  Patent  795,469.  Centre Cedel d'Etudes Scientifique,  1954.
3.  Patent Application No.  32578/65.  E. W. Bull.
4.  Patent Application No.  8555/66. A. M.  Sampeys, E. W. Bull.

EMI  Electronics Ltd  Electron Tube and M icroelectronics Division
Hayes Middlesex  England   Telephone: 01-573 3888  Extension 2o78
Cables:  Emidata,  London  Telex:  London 22417
A member of the EMI  Group of. Companies.
International  loadors in  Eloctronies, F]ecords and Entertainment
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EiiE
EMI   CATHODE   RAY   TUBES

Production  Tubes

a)     Rai`ar  Display  Tubes

MX14   (CV5163)

MX18    (CV487)

Mxi9   (cv2tr72)

MX20   (CV429)

rlx2i  tcvi965j
MX24   (CV2388)

MX32   (CV6101)

MX37   (CV2415)

MX38   (CV1530)

Mxfrg   (cv594i)

MX64

Mx65

MX72   (CV6167)

Description

390  x  310  mm  rectangular   ..

251  rm  dia.

251  mm  dja.   1orT.g  persistence

305  mm  dia.

305  mm  dia.

549  mm  dia.   metal  cone

92  mm  projection  tube

160  rm  dia.

160  mm  dia.

390  x  310  mm  rectangular  E.S.   focus

560  mm  dia.   flat  face  metal  cone    53°

560  mm  dia.   flat   face  metal  cone    7o°
305  mm  dia.   (originally  TDX44)

b)     F.lying  Spot  Scanning  Tubes

MX29

rf29S
mx45

urlf5fl/T3
"rryR/rp
MX6|

MX62

MX66

MX66D

MX69

MX70

MX70D

MX71

162  mm  dia.   monochrome   film  scanner

As  MX29  but  with  better  overall  focus

162  mm  dia.  high  resolution  film  scanner

185  mm  dia®   tinted  face  standards  converter

185  mm  dia.   tinted  face  monochrome  film  scanner

35  mm  dia.  character  scanning  tube
133  mm  dia.  character  display  tube

26  mm  dia.   miniature  sea.nning  E.S.

Fibre  Optic  version  of  MX66

185  mm  dia.   colour  negative  film  scanner

26  mm  dia  magnetic  miniature  scanning

Fibre  Optic  vel.sion  of  MX70

185  mm  dia®   colour  positive  film  scanner

Phosphor        Type

(pl9)

(pl)

(p26)

(p38)

(p38)

(p38)

(p24)

GG2    ,              (P24)

GG2                   (P24 )

GG5                    (Pl)         ***

GG2                     (P24)      **.+

GG2                   (P24 )

008                 (p26)

Developmcrit,ij   :l'``J:c^.-:,  a.r`e   ii-.tended  for  evaluation
and   no   ob{isa:L?a   ;``    `          -'f`:i   `P`?n   futur'e   rna?iufacture.



-`?-

75  mrn  dia.   domestic  and  eciucational
(originally  TDX29)
127  mm  dia.   positive  ctr  negative  scanner
(originally  TDX33 )
-I.00  mm  dia.   positive  or  negative  scarmer

(originally  TDX35)

c)     FTiscellaneous  Tubes

F!X2   (CV418)

MX10

MX12

?`#  MX17   (,9¥:,?2?.,2)

11X27   (CV2469)

MX4|

My.48``i

i      I,lx63
¥}urf:fl

89  mm  dia.   E.S®   oscilloscope  t,ube

92  mm  dia.  high  resolution  film  I`ecording  tube
235  rrml  dia.   photographic  masking  tube

89  mm  dia.   E.S.   oscilloscope  tube

125  mm  dia.  general  purpose  display
254  mm  dia.  T.V.  Monitor  tube

36  mm  dia.  CRT  short  pet`sistence  light  source
127  x  101  mm  rectangular  rugged  display  tube
loo  mm  dia.  T.V.  staridards  converter

d)     Developmental  Tubes

TI)X34
rr~rrrof.KZ)r7

TI)X38

'J.nDX39

TDX4O

J#    TDX41
k  ' q]I)X'+2

TDX43

TDxap5

TUX+6

160  rmi  dia.   document  scanner

185  mm  dia.  high  resolution  character
scanning  tube

302  rm,  dia.  high  resolution  character
sc~ing tube
26  mln  dia.  high  resolution  Fibre  Optic
pl`int  out  tube
90  mm  dia.  high  resolution  Fibre  Optic
slide  scanner
127  mm  dia.  E.S.   focused  film  scanner

165  mm  dia.  40°  scanner  pattern  recognition
tube
75  mm  dia.  general  purpose  oscilloscope  tube
Lengthened  version  of  MX66  with  improved  focus

150  x  200  mm  I'ectangular  data  display  tube

Gce

Gal  or  Gce

Gcl  or  Gce

GG3             (P31 )

882           ( P1| )
ww2              (P4 )

GG3             (P3| )

GG5              (P1)

W\.'2              ( P4 )

various
ww2              (P4 )

GG5              (P1 )

880

GGO

880
GGl  or  GOO

Gce

GG3              (P31 )

C-G3              ( P31 )

(p7)  t

•  Available  with  va.Pious  phosphors  -  see  data  sheet
**  Available  with  untinted  face

The   Company   resc~rves   the   right   tc>   modify   these   clesigns.  and   E,peci(icaUctns   without   notice.   Whilst   e`7ery  effort   is.made   to   ensure

accuracy     of     publlshed     lntormallon     the     Company     cannot     be     helc    responslble   (or   errors    or    corisequences    a'rislng   '`herefrc,rn.

EMI  Electronics Limited. Electron Tube Division

243 BIyth Road, HAYES,Middlosex, U831 HJ, England.
Telephon`®: 01-573 3888  Cables:  Emidata, London.  Telex:  London 935261

A member of the EMI Group of companies.
I ntemational lenders in music, electronics and leisure.
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Image lntensif ier Systems



Key to front cover photographi

A
An  EMl  22in cathode ray tube being used to display converted radar
information of aircraft movements over  London, 8t the Civil Aviation
Authorities air traffic control centre. West Drayton.

a
An  EMl  low  light  television  camera  using an  EBITBON  intonsifi®r
vidicon to produce a TV picture of X-ray images, is an ossontial  part
of a new baggage inspection system.

C
EMl vidicon tubes are used in the closed circuit TV cameras which
feed traffic information to a bank of monitors in the police control
centre at the Mersey tunnel.

D
Chinese ceramic horse of the ring  dynasty 618-906 AD, being chocked
for authenticity by the ``thermoluminescent  dating technique," at the
Archaeological  Research  Laboratory o{ Oxford  University. An  EMI
photomultiplier is used to measure the light intensity of the heated
sample drilled from the object.

E
EMI  silicon avalanche photodiodes are used in the  Ferranti   laser
ranging system fitted to the  Harrier jump jet and other tactical
aircraft.

F
An  EMl  image  intensifier is used to help record the images of distant
stars and galaxies seen on the giant 98 inch  Isaac Newton telescope
at the F3oyal  Greenwich Observatory,  Herstmonceaux.

a

E



Image intensifier systems
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T2001 system
Key to photograph
1           Control  unit  c192
2          Cooling  blower
3          Combined  EHT divider

chain and  coil  power
supply.

4          EHT power supply
5          Sheathed  EHT

connection to
tube

6          Forced  air
cooled  coil



Introduction to EMI image
intensifier tubes
and systems
The 9910 series of image intensifier tubes comprises 2, 3 and
4 stage magnetically focused tubes having 48mm input/45mm
output useful diameters. They provide exceptional  resolution,
gain  and  low dark current, and their use with the T2001
series of image intensifier systems ensures that the high quality,
low distortion  imaging characteristic of the magnetically
focused  image intensifier is  readily available to the  user.

Developed from our previous type 9694, the principal
features of the 9910 tube series are:

•         Fie-designed  electron optics, giving improved  image
geometry with  reduced magnetic field. The lower
magnetic field and smaller tube diameter have led
to the design of a compact air cooled focus coil.

•        New phosphorscreenjng methods used in making
phosphor/photocathode sandwich layers have
resulted in substantially grain free images, higher resolution
and lower operating voltages.

•        A novel approach to encapsulation, totally containing
all  tube voltages, provides excellent image stability,
lowest dark current and safe high altitude operation
(up to 4000 in).

•        Versatility, e.g. 3 methods ofgating and choice of
photocathodes, phosphors and  input windows.

•        Extra high  quality tubes to individual  specification.

The T2001  image  intensifier system allows the 9910 tube
series to be installed, set up and operated with the minimum

of skill and effort. Specifically designed to match the
excellent qualities of these tubes, each  model  in the T2001
range provides the following facilities:
•       Allelectrical operation, by virtueofthe forced air

cooled  focus coil.

•        Highstability electrical  supplies to the image intensifier.

•        Manual or3 position pre-set gain adjustment.

•       Remoteoperation.

•       Safety interlocks in the event of incorrect operating
procedures:
(a)       Protection from overloadingon  EHT
(b)       Protection from optical  overloading  (under

development).

9910 series of  magnetically focused   image  intensifiers:  general  information

T2001
System

T2001 /4
T2001 /3
T2001 /2

Divider
chain

C152B
C151  B

C154B

9910 series  of  image  intensifiers  (encapsulated)BIackperspex                                                                                                                          45°

110

ILi
ft;.;,`,..;,,i,..:,.,,,:.::...`...:......i-:...-`.`..

80kto phosphor

C

51,I.:.`...`.....-:..`

I(BaL9,Frontfaceto                                                                      I-a      -
photocathode plane)                      A plane)reinmillimetres,

APPPIOXIMAT Dl 333 ENSIONS  mmABC
Type  No.

9912 73     69      39
99149916 02       69       39                                                                                                                                                   Alldimensions

02       44       16                                                                                                                                                 andsubjecttoworkingtolerances.
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Application notes

T59)4aitda::jtnutbeen:#ef:r9:?:apdr%!g,::avt:;ynhj#rgea:nJ]udpet°
range of gain  levels  is  required.  At peak gain, detection of
single photoelectrons from the input photocathode by
photography or television techniques  is readily achieved.
Thus the tube provides  ultimate detection sensitivity to
extremely  low  light  level  events,  as can  be experienced  in
Baman spectroscopy,  X-ray  and  electron diffraction,
scintillography,  high speed  photography and  photon
position  counting.
The 3 stage tube type 9914..  Has  been specifically developed
for astronomical  photography,  providing the highest quality
gain/resolution  product. The tube  is therefore ideally
Suited  to applications where  image detection  requires  not
only fast  recording speed, but high  resolution.
The 2 stage tube type 9916:  ls designed to yield optimum
detection  efficiency. The gain of this tube is  high  enough
for the effective quantum efficiency of a  photographic
system to be principally limited  by the  input photocathode
characteristics, and the very high  resolution  of this tube
ensures that there will  be  minimal  information  loss.

Input photocathodes: All  photocathodes provided  in these
tubes are  based  on the S 20 trialkali  type  (SbNaKCs).The
bialkali  (SbNaK)  gives exceptionally  low dark  current, the
characteristics  of the full  range of photocathodes  available
being  illustrated  in  Figs  1  and  2.

Windows:   Standard:  zinc crown
Variants:      extended  u.V. transmitting  zinc crown  (selected
for astronomical  applications), sapphire,  fibre optics  (input
or output).  Due to the  manufacturing technique employed
in  producing these special window types, tube specifications

may be  limited  by the  paricular characteristics  of these
materials.  Every effort is  made by the  Company to  use
components which will  enable tubes to be  produced to the
specifications  published  herein.

It should  be  noted  however that  bialkali  photocathode
tubes  with  sapphire faceplates will  in  general  have  a typical
dark current of twice the specified  maximum for a
bialkali  tube,  because of scintillations  occurring  in  the
window due to  cosmic rays  and  natural  radioactivity.
The structured  nature of fibre optic plates will  modify
resolution  limits attainable. 9912 types are not affected;
9914  types will  be within  minimum  specified  limits; 9916
types will  have  a  minimum  limit of  50  lp/mm.
In  general,  blemish  specifications will  be  achieved  but
additional  blemishes  of low contrast  may be  present.

Phosphors:   Standard  output:  Pll. P20 or special  fast
phosphors can  be employed on  individual  stages  or throughout
the tube  for fast storage or response characteristics.
Pulsing:
(a)        lnputgating.Gatingpulse  is  appliedtothe  input

photocathode.  Normal  maximum  pulse voltage  is
-4  k  V,. normal  pulse duration,less than  14ts.

(b)       1st/2nd  stage gating. This  method  allows stored
information on phosphor of 1 st dynode to be selected
for  intensification  in  response to external  stimulator.
Normal  maximum  pulse voltage  -4 kv. Storage times,
either 200 "s  or 5 4ts  dependent  upon  phosphor type.

(c)        Laststage gating.  Provides  similar facility  to  (b)  and
'total  black' output conditions prevent film togging  in
'open shutter' photography when  long  intervals

between  events  are experienced.  Normal  maximum
pulse voltage,10 kv.  Normal  storage time, 200 Hs.

Specification 9910  series of  image  intensifiers

General data :
Spectral  response ....................................................................   see figs  1  and  2
Minimum  useful  input photocathode diameter ..........................................  47mm
Minimum  useful  output phosphor diameter ............................................. 42mm
Standard  input/output window material  ................................................ Zinc  crovvn  glass

Image  magnification

thickness  ........................................ 4mm± 0.1  mm
refractive  index   ..................................  1.5079
shape  ...........................................  Flat,  circular
2  loop focus   ....................................    0.95
1  loop focus   ....................................   0.75

Weight  (encapsulated)  ................................................................  2  kg.  max.
Operating  position  ...................................................................  Any

Absolute  ratings:
Cathode to anode voltage *    .......................................................... 40 kv  max.
Average anode current:   ............................................................... 14tA max.

Non-operating .................................... 50°C.  max.
Ambienttemperature:.............operating...'...................................[ 35°C.  max.

-20OC.  in,n.

Highlight screen  brightness: .....................................  Forinput exposures  of  less than  1  ms the  highlight screen
brightness  must not exceed  1000 cd/m2,. for exposure

* jto i :augseu: I tt°h :utpe:{Yt i rcekce°tTumpep| feedd wTtahx jeT:hint :g:.ri i i : 3t                        B:jr: ::: e:: ::eda teexrptohsaunr e] t:i et hmeu:: °ndoutc: x°cfe:ig[ 3gchdt/Smc !:e n

so stated,  this  rating  applies.
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These characteristics are obtained when the tubes are used
with the recommended  condition of 2 loop focus.

Image  distortion:        (all tube types)

Pladial displacement of image from true
position, as  percentage of full  field
diameter.

Tangential  displacement of image from
true positon, as  percentage of full  field
diameter.

Visual  limiting resolution,  as  percentage
of centre  resolutions:                    Radial :

Tangential :

Ziiiii

at edge          @t edge
of 40mm      of 25mm
diameter      diameter

zone              zone

2%1%

1%%%

75O/o              90%
50%             85%

Image  rotation:            Less than 3°  for all  tubes.

Note:       Care is taken to avoid gain  variation oversmall  areas
within  the specified  limit.

Image  drift:          Selected  tubes having guaranteed  minimum
image drift can  be supplied to customer
specification subject to a surcharge.  This test
condition,  measured at 2  loop focus  in
the  30  mm central-zone,  is nominally  5
microns per hour after one hour warm up.

Background:        Tubes are virtually free of fine grain  phosphor
brightness variations within the limits of
maximum resolutions, see fig. 3.

Signal  induced    The general background signal, induced by areas
background:        of signal  of random  brightness and disposed

amteraann:j°gTa:Yeevreihfeo:ue::h°¥tcpmu!'::e%.:[y°s:gfna|.

See fig, 4 for general  illustration  of this effect.

Notes:  See  tables below

1.         Data  for Standardized types.
2.         Tubes supplied for lower dark current and  less than

Non-uniformity of gain over tube diameter:   ± 25% maximum
±  15% typical                       3.

Blemishes:           Maximum  permissible
spot diameter:  .....................  1  mm
Maximum  number  of spots
between  0.25mm  and  1.Omm
diameter  outside  this  zone :  .........  2
Maximum  number  of spots
between  0.25mm  and  1.Omm
diameter  in  20mm  central  zone: .....  5

standard  S20 red  response will  have sensitivil:ies in the
range  70 -1104tA/lumen.  Tubes can  be selected  having
cathode sensitivities greater than  1504tA/lumen.
Measured at wavelength  of maximum photocathode
response.

4.         Tubes which  are subject of orders specifying all  or most
of the parameters as typical  (or better)  may represent
a selected tube at special  pricing.

5.         Visual  limiting resolution determined from an  input
image of a bar pattern at  100% contrast.

6.         It is recommended that tubes are used under 2 loop
focus conditions to obtain  ultimate  performance. The
use of the T2001  system ensures this.

Typical  operating characteristics

Gain at 35 kv

9912 9914 9916

S 20                       Bialkali S  20                       Bialkali S  20                       Bialkali

4xl06                  2x|06 5xl0S               2.5x|oS |o4                       5x|03
Minimum  gain  at  maximum  voltageF3esolutioncentre(5)(lp/mm)-2loopfocus(6)Typical 106                                  106 2.5xl05           2.5xl05 3xl03                  3x|03

3540 5055 7075
Minimum 3030 4545 6060

1  Ioopfocus      Typical 3035 4550 6065
Minimum 2525 4040 5555

Photocathode characterjsties

Photocathode   type(1)  (4)         .Sensitivity(2) S20 B i a I ka I i Units

Min Typical Max Min Typical Max

100 140

1000

30 50

10

uA/1m

Quantum efficiency at 420 nm 15 20 15 20 O/a

Electron  dark current 200 2 Counts/cm2 /s

Ion dark  currentDarkcurrent-equivalentirradiance(3)Darkcurrent-equivalentlightinput 1 10 0.1 2 Counts/cm2 /s

5x 10-I 6 3x 10-I 5 5xl 0-18 3xl 0-17 w/cm2

2x 1 0-9 10-8 5xl0.I  I 2x 1 0-10 lux



Image intensif ier system T2001

General description:  Each system comprises,(as shown in  photo-
graph  on  page  2  ),(1 )  EHT supply,  (2)  Focus  coil  powersupply ,
(3)  EHTdivider  chain,  (4)  Control  panel,  (5)  Focus  coil,  (6)
Focus coil  exhaust fan. Tubes for use  in the systems are quoted
for separately owing to their special  and  varied  characteristics.
The system  is available as three  models to suit 2, 3 or 4 stage
tubes:

T2001/4       T2001/3       T2001/2
Tube Type                           9912              9914              9916
Focus  coil                                 C142                C141                 C141

EHT  Divider  Chain/
coil  power supply             C202              C201              C203
Common  components:  Control  panel  C192,  EHTsupply

C205, fan  C171  or  C172,
cabinet and  interconnections.

The electrical supply  and  controls can  be  provided  either for
mounting in customers  19" rack, or built into a  cabinet,
20" x 20" x  18". The systems are provided for 50  Hz or
60  Hz operation. Standard  lead  length  between  coil  unit and
supplies  is 2  metres.  Longer lengths  can  be provided  on
special  request. The  principal  advantage to the  user in
employing the T2001  system  is  its  'ready to  use' concept,
factory tested with the customer's tube  (where possible).
Details of the components of the  T2001  system are given  in
the appropriate sections of the catalogue. Where indicated,
these component units can be purchased separately so that
customers with  already available equipment, such  as  EHT
supplies, can  assemble a  simplified  system  themselves.
Variations and  extensions to the basic T2001  system   for
special applications can be considered  on  request.

Pemote operation of the T2001  system can be achieved by
removing the control  panel  C192  and  operating this  unit at
the required distance from the rest of the system.  A set
of extension  leads  is available to special  order.

Power   requirements:  The   total  power requirement
for the T2001  system  is  1525  VA.
Supplies  for the forced air fan,  EHT unit and  coil  power supply
are taken from the  control  unit.  Systems can  be supplied for
operation  at 240/220 V  50  Hz or  110 V 60  Hz.

Control units C192
C192 control unit incorporates:
a)         Control and  metering for coil  power supply  incorporated

in  T2001  systems.
b)         Coil  protection  circuitry  in event of blower failure.
C)         Mains distribution centre for  EHT supply and  coil  power

supply,  including safety  interlocks.
d)         Timing circuit ensuringthat  blower  is kept running for

pre-set period  after coil  power switched off.
e)          Pemote control  and  metering of  EHT supply.
f)          Pre-set controls for  EHT and  focus coil  current  providing

3 settings of the image tube giving high,  medium and
low  gain.

Mechanical  specification:   The control  unit is  mounted on a
panel  suitable for  19"  rack  mounting.

Overall  height          133  mm
Overall  depth          265  mm  ........ behind  panel
Overall  width          482  mm
Weight                        53 kg

This unit is  normally supplied  only as  part of T2001  systems.

U



orrect operating position irrespective of the orientation of'the coil itself. The use of air cooling and 2 loop focus

operation has resulted in a relatively compact Lmit. The coils
inust be used in conjunction with blowers type C171  or C172.

Warning:   Care must be taken to ensure that the air blower is
operating at all times when the focus coil is emergised and for a
peried of at least 20 minutes after the coil current is removed.

ailurg to do this could result in Serious tube damaget  lf the
ontrol panel C192 is used, protection cirouitry is provided,

luding pre-get delays.

rical  specifications:   Typical opgratjng conditj.ons
erred  to tube type used).

At high ambient temperatures resistance of the windings.

Focus coil

•,-'y,fa
00

I/       /       I    ,4`yiv,```<.-i,`)                  ,

j6:tgholestapped

mntg

182.6

(73/16)
ho es at each end,

ae
apped •S.O.metricM6,          2m
5mmdeeponl905mm      I.S-O.inetric  M6,15  mm
7%'')  P.C.D.  I                                deepon  underside only

ABT optical  axis                          of each end plate

C141 C141 C142
(Tube (Tube (Tube

Type 9914) Type 9916) Type 991 2 )

min. 73.2 43.8 70.3
(2.883) ( 1.725) (2.768)

•r  :`,-';i,^ ,=i                    ,•`>`y,sf`,`-J`S` D,L,
max. 85.8 56.3 82.8

(3.378) (2.217) (3.261 )

min. 374.6  (14%) 447.7  ( 1756)
max. 377.8  (147A3) 450.8  (1 73#)

4S,,i;I,I;;^*.- 1.   Air exhaust  nozzle.           4.    EHT leads from tube
tie

/

2.   Air  inlet/filter.                     A-A[    Photocathode pos
3.   Powersupplysocket.       8-8]      Phosphorposition

£\`%RA`*j\"   y,    i-,,.`:j,        -

Pin  No.                        1                                 2                                3                               4
Connection                case                    positive              negative         no connection

All  dims.  in  mm  (inches  in  parentheses)
All  tols. ±0.5  mm except where marked  J¢.
* Tol.  is ±0.15  mm
Weights excluding  tube:C141-13.1  kg;    C142-15-4  kg,



Image intensif ier system T2001
Combined EHT divider chains and focus coil
power supplies
These  units comprise a focus coil  power supply and a series
C150 divider chain.  Controls  are  provided  on  the front  panel
giving fine control  of the  inter-stage  voltages  for  focusing.
The focus coil  power supply  is controlled  from the control
panel  C192, which  also contains the metering of focus  coil
current.  Three  models are available, type  numbers as below:

Tube                            System                           Combined coil  power
type                                type                              supply/divider chain

9912                           T2001 /4                                            C202
9914                           T2001 /3                                             C201
9916                          T2001 /2                                            C203

Mechanical  specifications:

Overall  height          178  mm
Overall  depth          405 mm ..... behind  panel
Overall width          482  mm
Weight                         24.7  kg

These  units are  not available other than as  part of T2001  systems.

Warning:
Other power supplies can  be  used  in  conjunction with  the focus
coils but care must be taken to ensure that they do not become
unstable when  operated  into an  inductive  load.  Alternative
supplies should  be current stabilized to  better than 0.50/o long
term.

EHT divider chains C150 series
This series  of divider chains  is  based  upon  a  cylindrical
construction  with  a single  multiway  lockable  EHT  plug thus
enabling all  connections to the  image tube to be  made easily
and  simultaneously.  C150  divider chains  normally  form  an
integral  part of the combined focus  coil  power supply/divider
chain  units  but  can  be  supplied  separately  on  a  panel  suitable
for  19"  rack  mounting  to special  order,   type nos. being as
fol I ows :

Mechanical  specifications :

EHT  divider
chain
C152B
C151B

C 1 54 a

Overall  height          178  mm
Overall  depth          254  mm ..... behind  panel
Overall width          482  mm
Weight                         3.3  kg

Fine focus controls are  provided  on the front  panel  and  input
and  output sockets are at the  rear of the  unit.

8



EHT power sLipplies
Two supplies are available both of which
are based upon the   `BrandenDurg    907P`  unit,

C204 -  basic 907P but with a modified oLitput lead for
t      connection to  EMI C150 dividgrchains.

C205 -  basic 907P modified as the C204 and with` ac|ditional
changes allowing for remote control and  me{ering
from the  EMI  C192  control  unit.

Note=
The C204 is available to special order ON LY
The C205 is normally supplied as an integral  part of the T2001
System.

In add`ition to the changes mentioned above both  C204 and
C205 units  include the following:

•        maximum programmed voltage limit€dto 42 kv.
•        time constant of the programm?d Controls increased.

nice+5_g.e9ifi9?lj
6rfeFaTi--h6i-gffi
Overall depth         305 mm.. u.behind panel
Overall width         482 mm

14-0 kg

Electrical  specification : (C204 and C205)
The electrical specifications of these units are the same as
those for the`Brandenburg 907P; except where modifications
listed above have been made.

Output voltage control:      Continuously variable by coarse and
fine controls on front panel.

Output ripple :                         0.01 %

Stahility against 7%
mains change:                          0.01% or better.

Drift:                                           40 PPM per  15 minutes.

Temperature co-efficient:   40 PPM/ °c
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Typical characteristics

Decay characteristics  (1) Figure  5
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Ordering information

We recommend that the  Electron  Tube  Division of  EMI
Electronics or your nearest distributor should be contacted at
an early stage in tube selection to ensure that the best tube for
specific applications  is  chosen.

At the time of ordering the following  information  should  be
clearly stated :

a)    The photocathode required, with  reference to  Figure  1.
b)    Any particular phosphor requirements other than the

standard  Pll  type.
c)    Particular window requirements,  i.e. fibre optic input and/

or output, sapphire input, etc.
d)    The pulsing method to be used, if any,  so that the tube may

be checked  in that way, where  possible.
e)     Application.

When a T2001  system is being purchased, the operating supply
voltage and  frequency must be given together with any  special
requirements concerning lead  lengths  or hose  lengths.

Some reprints of articles are available giving further information
concerning the performance and application of the  EMl  range of
Image  Intensifiers and these will  be provided, free of charge,  on
request.

The manufacture of custom built systems employing the 9910
series of tubes can be undertaken and specific requests are
welcome.

The Company  reserves the right to  modify these designs and specifi-
cations  without  notice.  Developmental  devices are  intended  for
®valutation and  no   obligation  is as§umod for future manufacture,
Whilst every effort is made to ensure acciiracy of published inform-
ation the Company cannot be held responsible for errors or cori-
sequences arisi ng therefrom.
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Decay character istics(2) Figure 6
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Key to back cover photographs
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separate mesh construction and a high quality target layer.

8
An  EMl  broadcast tol®vision  flying spot film scanner tube suitable
for colour and  monochrome film tol®vision transmission.

C
The T2001  image intensifier system which has been designed by EMI to
enable research workers to operate EMl  magnetically focused cascade
image  intensifiers with  maximum efficiency.

D
Two versions of EMI s low noise, 50 MHz bandwidth photodector
unit which utilises the Company's avalanche photodiodes for laser
range finding and fibre optic line communications.

E
A section of EMI's camera tube test facility showing measuremonts
being taken on the  Ebitron  low light level  intensifier vidicon.

F
A high grade EMI  photomultiplier tube being to§ted with computer-
ajded equipment,



Electron Tube Division
EMI  Electronics  Limited,

243  Blyth  Boad,  Hayes,
Middlesex,    England,  u831  HJ  .
Telephone:  01 -573  3888
Telex:  935261
Cables:   Emitube,  Hayes.
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MICROMESH

EMI   MICROMESH
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Unretouched  X260  photographs

One component of EMI  special` vacuum tubes  is  a very fine metallic  mesh.  This  is  used to present an equi-
potential  plane  to  an  electron  beam  approaching  it  perpendicularly  while  at  the  same  time  allowing  the
beam to penetrate the mesh without distortions due to fringe effects  and non-linearity.

Mesh  for  this  pulpose  must  be  extremely  uniform  in  geometry,  without  blocked apertures  or  missing  web,
and must have maximum transparency compatible with mechanical  strength.

EMI  micromesh,  manufactured  by  a  special  technique  of  electro-plating  from  a  ruled  glass  master,  is  a
product  so  unusual  that  it  has  found  applications  in  many  branches  of  science  and  industry  quite  un-
connected with electronics.

In  its  standard  form,  in  grades  and  materials  listed  on  page  2,  this  micromesh  is fragile and care must be
taken  while  handling it to prevent wrinkling and other damage.  For special  applications  it can  be  supplied
mounted on rings  and stretched and strengthened by heat treatment.

Additional  electro-plating  may  be  deposited  in  order  to  reduce  the  size  of the  apertures  and the trans-
i)arency,  but  beyond  certain  limits  the  unifomity  of  aperture  size  and  thickness  will  not  be  maintained.

The   reinforced  micromesh,   described  on  page  4,  consists  of  standard  micromesh  mounted  between  two
coarser  support  grids  and  finally  electro-plated.  This  will  be  suitable  for  sifting  and  other  applications
requiring greater mechanical  strength.

In  addition  to  the  normal  range  described  in  this  leaflet,  .special  micromesh  can  be  manufactured  to suit
individual  needs.  For example,  .it is possible to  supply micromesh with rectangular instead of sqiiare cells
having,  isay,   100  cells  to  the  inch  in  direction   `X'   and  1000  in  direction  `Y'.  .Micromesh with ovel.laid
concentric  rings  or  rectangles  can  be  made.  Enquiries  for  custom-engineered  m6shes  will  be  welcomed.

S817/1c
DS.1036



APPL]C.\T|O`TS
The  following  uses  are  intended  to  serve  as  examples  and  have been selected from known applications:

\licToSCopy
ln  both  optical  and elecfron  rricroscopes  the  wide variety of
micromesh   sizes   make   then   extremely   versatile   specimen
supporls and stage nicroneters.

Mass Spec(rometry
Micromesh  presents  en  accurate  equipotential  plane  surface
while  at  the  sane  time  allowing  the  passage  of particles.

biology
Micromesh  sieves  are  used to  grade  cells  by  size or to filter
particles   from   liquid   suspension.   The   web   approaches   a
triangular cross-section  and this  is  a considerable  advantage

as  cleansing  may  be performed  by reversing the  direction of
flow of clean carrier fluid.

Fil'e'ing
Apat   from   the   special   biological   case,   many  industies
handling  fine  powders  or  filtering  liquids  use  the  reinforced
nicromesh  sieves.

Optics
As  neutral  density  filters.  microneshes  renove  all  doubt of
possible  colour presence.  Silnple  classroom experinents  may
be  devised  elnploying the effect of interference patterns  end
the  diflinction  of  lights  may  be  immediately  demonstrated.

UNMOUNTED  MICROMESH

This  is  available  in  copper  and  nickel  and  both  types  can  be  plated  with  gold  or silver. Solid gold and
silver micromesh can also be made to  special order.

OUALITY

Micromesh is made to a very high quality specification  and is perfectly 'suitable for use in the manufacture
of electron tubes  and optical  applications.

It  is  also  equally  suitable  for  filtration  and  sieving  purposes;  when  ordering  please  state  applications.

Mesh  Size

Trans-Parency AbsoluteFiltration.

Typical  Data

Based on  a Aperture size|nxl0-3ff Web  sizeInx10-3 " ThicknessInx1o-3"
Cells Cells

per in Per mm % Sphere  dia.H transparency%

20 0.79 over 94 1300 96 49           1250 1.0           25 0.6           14

80 3.15 88 - 95 320 91 11.9            290 0.6           16 0.4           10

100 3.94 85 - 93 260 88.5 9.4           240 0.6           15 0.49

200 7.88 75 - 85 130 80 4. 5           114 0.5            13 0.38

250 9.8 72 - 82 100 75 3.5             89 0.5            12 0.37

375 14.8         - 65 - 75 65 70 2.2              56 0.4             11 0.26

500 19.7 60 - 70 50 65 1.6              41 0.4            10 0.25

600 23.6 57 - 67 40 60 1.3              33 0.4            10 0.25

750 29.5 53 - 63 30 55 1.0             25 0.33            8 0.25

1000 39.4 48 - 58 25 50 0.71           18 0.29            7 0.25

1500 59.1 40 - 50 15 45 0.45           11 0.22       5.5 0.15          4

20003000 78.8118.1 28 - 38below20% 10 30 0.28             7        0.22       5.5         0.15          4

NOTES
(i)     30cO  CPI  is  at present only  available  in  squares  1  in  x  1  in  (25 mm  x  25  mm)  other types  3  in  x  3  in  (75 mm x  75  mm).

(ii)    Mesh  size  is  precise  (the  metric  figures  are  derived  from  original  inch  figures).
(iii)     Aperture  size,   web  size  and  thickness  may  vary  slightly  but  will  remain  within  the  limits  quoted  for transparency.
(iv)     Transparency  over  any  one  sheet  of  Grade  I  material  will  not  vary  by  more  than  a  few per  cent.  Transparency  can  be

measured     both  geometrically  and by  optical  transmission.  Using the  latter  method,  care  should  be  taken  to  avoid  in-
accuracies due  to  scatter,  diffraction  and  other  aberrations.

(v)     Absolute  filtration:  The  mesi`  will  not  pass  a  sphere  of diameter  greater than  that  shown  in the  ab?ve  table.
(vi)     Copper  micromesh  should  not  be  left  exposed  to  atmospheric  conditions  for  any  period  of  time,   as   this  will  result  in

oxidisation.
S817/2c
DS.1036



PLATED  MICROMESH

Micromesh  can .be  plated  to  a  specified  transparency,  Isubject  to  the  limits  shorn on  the  graph. Further
electroplating beyond these limits  will  result in degradation of the  aperture 'shape,  land loss  of uniformity
over  the  area  of  the  sheet.  Unless  otherwise  ordered, ,plating  will  be  of the  sane  material  as the basic
mesh.

Transparency
yo

TRANSPARE'NCY  vs  APERTURE  SIZE
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The above graph represents, for various mesh sizes,  the formula:

T  =J22xloo) %        (for area>> aperture size)a

where T = per cent transparency
a  = cell  size
b  =  aperture  size

When ordering please  state:

1.       Mesh  size(cellsperinchormm)
2.       Material      (copper,  nickel,.etc.).
3.      Grade
4.      Proposed application of mesh

S817/3c
DS.1036

500        7501000 Microns
Aperture  Size



MOUNTED   MICROMESH

Micromesh can be supplied mounted on the following standard copper nickel rings:-

Nominal                                                                       Inside  Diameter

I/2   inring                                                                      0.33in        8.4mm

1   inring                                                                       0.705in     17.9mm
1[/2   inring                                                                      1.50in        38.1mm

Outside Diameter

0.45  in             11.4  mm
0.92  in            23.0  mm
1.72  in            43.7  mm

Mounting  can  also  be cal.ried out on  certain non-standard frames  to customer's requirements.

Mounted  copper mesh is  subsequently  stretched  by heat treatment.

REINFORCED   MICROMESH

In order to  give  additional  strength,  mainly for filtering and  sieving applications,  nickel  micromesh  can  be
sandwiched  between  two  15  c.p.i. nickel  support grids, and  subsequently plated overall.  Unless otherwise
ordered,  the final  plating is  also  in nickel.  Any  aperture size,  from 4 p to  100 r can  be  supplied.  Examples
of  standard sizes are given below.

When  ordering please  state  aperture size in #.

Fine  Mesh

Overall AbsoluteAperture Size Mesh Size Transparency
% Transparency% Filtration.Spheredia.4

4 In  x  10T3 cells  per in cells  per mm

4 0.16 2000 78.8 10 7 6
8 0.32 1500 59.1 22 15 10

15 0.59 1000 39.4 35 25 18

30 1.08 600 23.6
`50

35 34
50 1.97 375 14.8 55 39 55

This  is a full  size photograph of a
1500  c.p.i.  reinforced micromesh
and  is not retouched.

2 HOLES it in  DIA ±`in    2=in.DIA

S817/4c
DS.1036
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The  Company  reserves  the  right  to  modify  these  designs  and  specifications  without  notice,  Whilst  every  e(fort   is  made  to  ensure
accuracy    of    published    information    the    Company    cannot    be   held   responsible   for   errors   or   consequences   arising   there from.
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